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Abstract

We prove that, under some mild conditions, a two dimensional p-adic Galois rep-
resentation which is residually modular and potentially Barsotti-Tate at p is modular.
This provides a more conceptual way of establishing the Shimura-Taniyama-Weil
conjecture, especially for elliptic curves which acquire good reduction over a wildly
ramified extension of Q3. The main ingredient is a new technique for analyzing flat
deformation rings. It involves resolving them by spaces which parametrize finite
flat group scheme models of Galois representations.
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Introduction

One of the most important advances in number theory in recent years was
the proof of modularity of elliptic curves of Q. After the breakthrough of Wiles
and Taylor-Wiles [Wi], [TW], proving the modularity of semi-stable elliptic curves,
the general case was completed in a series of papers culminating in the work of
Breuil-Conrad-Diamond-Taylor [BCDT] treating elliptic curves which attain good
reduction over a wildly ramified extension of Q3. These results were proved by
establishing the modularity of certain 2-dimensional global p-adic Galois represen-
tations which are potentially Barsotti-Tate at p. That is, after restriction to some
finite extension K=Qp, the representation is required to be the generic fiber of a
p-divisible group over the corresponding ring of integers OK . Unfortunately, when
K=Qp is wildly ramified such results were known only in certain very special cases
(which, luckily, suffice for the application to elliptic curves) and even then only as
a result of rather lengthy calculations. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a
new technique for dealing with the difficulties which arise in the presence of wild
ramification. This has the benefit of yielding a more general modularity result and
a more conceptual proof. To be precise, we prove the following:

THEOREM. Let p>2 be a prime, and S a finite set of primes containing p and
the infinite prime. We denote by GQ;S the Galois group of the maximal extension of
Q unramified outside S . Let E=Qp be a finite extension with ring of integers O, and
residue field F. Let

� WGQ;S ! GL2.O/

be a continuous representation whose determinant is the cyclotomic character times
a finite character. Suppose that

(1) The composite N� WGQ;S

�
!GL2.O/! GL2.F/ is absolutely irreducible when

restricted to Q.
p
.�1/p�1=2p/,

(2) N� is modular,

(3) � is potentially Barsotti-Tate at p.

Then � is modular.

The proof of the theorem is based on a modularity result over totally real
fields. The basic idea is a modification of the patching argument of Taylor-Wiles
or, more precisely, of a variant introduced by Diamond [Di2] and Fujiwara [Fu].
There one proves an equality R �

�!T between a deformation ring and a Hecke ring
by showing instead that an auxiliary surjection R1! T1, obtained by patching
deformation rings and Hecke rings at auxiliary levels, is an isomorphism. To do
this one shows that T1 has a faithful module which is finite flat over a power series
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ring OŒŒx1; : : : ; xr �� for some r 2 NC, while R1 is a quotient of another such ring
OŒŒy1; : : : ; yr ��. Comparing dimensions then shows that R1

�
�!T1.

Here we show instead that R1 is a power series ring over a certain local
deformation ring Rv; 

p (see Section (3.5) for the notation) in r � ŒF WQ� variables,
where F denotes the totally real field. Note that in the cases previously considered
by Taylor-Wiles and others the corresponding local deformation ring was always a
power series ring (cf. [CDT], [BCDT], [Sav]), and then this condition is equivalent
to the previous one. In order to complete the argument we need to show that Rv; 

p

has dimension ŒF WQ�C 1 and that it is a domain. The former statement is not too
hard to show. Unfortunately the latter statement is not always true, but we are able
to give a precise description of the components of Rv; 

p , and this suffices for (some)
applications.

Our method for analyzing local flat deformation rings involves the construction
of certain auxiliary schemes which we term “moduli of finite flat group schemes”.
To explain this, suppose K=Qp is a finite extension with absolute Galois group
GK , and that p > 2. Let F=Fp be a finite extension, and VF an F-vector space of
dimension d <1, equipped with a continuous GK-action. Suppose that VF arises
as the generic fiber of a finite flat group scheme over OK and (for simplicity) that
EndFŒGK �VF D F. We are interested in understanding the universal flat deformation
ring Rfl

VF
. This is a complete local, Noetherian ring, (pro)-representing the functor

which to a local Artinian W.F/-algebra A, with residue field F, assigns the set of
deformations VA of VF to a finite free A-module with a continuous action of GK ,
such that VA arises as the generic fiber of a finite flat group scheme over OK . When
K=Qp is ramified, and especially in the presence of wild ramification, one expects
that Rfl

VF
is highly singular. One reason for the intractability of these rings is that

the condition on VA involves the existence of an auxiliary object - the finite flat
group scheme - which is in general not unique. To overcome this problem we study
directly the finite flat group schemes which give rise to VF and its deformations.
This leads to the construction of a certain projective Rfl

VF
-scheme

‚VF
W GRVF

! SpecRfl
VF
:

The construction of GRVF
does not work directly with finite flat group schemes.

Instead we use (a variant of) a closely related category of modules defined by Breuil
[Br5]. Although GRVF

is not smooth, its local structure can be described in terms of
the local models of Shimura varieties studied by Pappas-Rapoport [PR]. In the case
when dimFVF D 2 the relevant local models are those for Hilbert modular varieties
studied by Deligne-Pappas [DeP]. Thus GRVF

may be thought of as a resolution of
SpecRfl

VF
.

It turns out that the map‚VF
becomes an isomorphism after p is inverted. Thus

the analysis of the components of SpecRfl
VF

is reduced (modulo p-torsion which
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we ignore) to those of GRVF
˝Zp Qp. The singularities of the scheme GRVF

are
sufficiently well behaved that the components of GRVF

˝Zp Qp can often be related
to those of GRVF;0, the fiber of GRVF

over the closed point of Rfl
VF

. When d D 2,
we can compute the components of the projective F-scheme GRVF;0 in certain cases.
This involves a rather ad hoc calculation inside an affine Grassmannian, and is
at present the least conceptual part of the theory. To explain the outcome of this
computation note that if E=Qp is a finite extension and x 2 SpecRfl

VF
.E/ then there

is a corresponding representation of GK on an E-vector space Vx of dimension d .
It is not hard to check that the p-adic Hodge type, as well as the dimensions of
the maximal unramified quotient and maximal multiplicative subspace of Vx are
invariants of the component of SpecRfl

VF
containing the image of x. One can define

corresponding invariants for the components of GRVF;0. When our calculations
are successful we show that two points on GRVF;0 with the same invariants are
connected by a chain of rational curves, and hence that a component is characterized
by these invariants. We conjecture that this is always the case.

When the ramification degree of K satisfies e.K=Qp/ < p� 1, then the map
‚VF

is an isomorphism. In this case we find that Rfl
VF

is itself isomorphic to a
complete local ring on a Hilbert modular variety. From this optic Ramakrishna’s
result that this ring is formally smooth when K D Qp is related to the fact that
modular curves of level prime to p are smooth, even at supersingular points!

We have assumed above that EndFŒGK �VFD F. However, we carry through the
theory and the applications without this assumption by using framed deformation
rings and the language of groupoids. One of the consequences of this is that the
theorem above yields new results even if � is ordinary, since we do not assume that
the restriction of N� to the decomposition group at p has distinct diagonal characters
as in [SW2]. Indeed, this restriction may even have trivial image!

Our motivation for developing this local theory was the global applications to
modularity. However it yields results on finite flat group schemes which seem of
independent interest. Let us mention two of these (see Sections (2.1) and (2.2)).
From now on we no longer assume EndFŒGK �VF D F. The first result describes
the set of models of VF. More precisely, by a finite flat model of VF we mean a
finite flat group scheme G, equipped with an action of F, and an isomorphism of
FŒGK �-modules G. NK/ ��!VF, where NK is an algebraic closure of K. Then we have

THEOREM. There exists a projective F-scheme GRVF;0 such that for any finite
extension F0=F the set of finite flat models of VF˝F F0 is in bijection with GRVF;0.F

0/.

Of course when e.K=Qp/ < p� 1, Raynaud’s results [Ra] imply that GRVF;0

is a single point, but in general the theorem reveals a surprising structure on the set
of finite flat models.
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The second result gives an incredibly simple description of the category of
p-divisible groups over OK , which had been conjectured by Breuil [Br5, 2.1.2]. To
state it, we denote by k the residue field of K, and we write

SDW.k/ŒŒu��:

Fix a uniformiser of OK and let E.u/ 2W.k/Œu� denote its Eisenstein polynomial.
S is equipped with a Frobenius � which is the canonical Frobenius on W.k/

and takes u to up. We denote by .Mod FI=S/Zp the category of finite free S-
modules M equipped with a �-semilinear map �M WM!M such that the image
of 1˝�M W �

�M!M contains E.u/M. Then

THEOREM. The category .Mod FI=S/Zp is equivalent to the category of p-
divisible groups over OK :

Let us mention a final local application. As remarked above, the usual method
of Taylor-Wiles requires a suitable local deformation ring to be a power series
ring. In [BCDT] the authors considered local deformations rings RDV;O, attached
to a representation D of the inertia group at p (a p-type). These correspond to
certain deformations which come from finite flat group schemes when restricted to
a particular extension K=Qp. The techniques of loc. cit. succeed in establishing
modularity when RDV;O is a power series ring. The authors prove this is so in
particular cases when p D 3, and they give a conjectural description in terms of
the p-type of precisely when this should occur. Later Breuil and Mézard [BrM,
2.3.1.1] generalized this conjecture by predicting the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity
of RDV;O in terms of an invariant �aut defined in terms of D.

It turns out that one can use the modularity result stated above, together with
the techniques of Section 3.4 to relate the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of RDV;O
to that of a certain patched Hecke ring, and then to �aut. (The construction is
explained in [Ki2, �2.2], where it is used to deduce modularity results from cases
of the Breuil-Mézard conjecture proved by a different method.) This gives a proof
of the Breuil-Mézard conjecture when k D 2. We hope to report on this in a future
paper.

Acknowledgment. It is a pleasure to thank A. Beilinson, V. Berkovich, C. Breuil,
O. Bültel, B. Conrad, M. Emerton, D. Gaitsgory, U. Görtz, F. Herzig, C. Khare,
T. Liu, G. Pappas, M. Rapoport, P. Schneider, C. Skinner, A. Snowden, M. Strauch
and R. Taylor, for useful conversations and correspondence during the preparation
of this paper. Our overwhelming debt to the work of Christophe Breuil will be
obvious to the reader. I would like to thank him in particular for directing my
attention to the paper [Br5] which led to a crucial breakthrough in the development
of the material presented in Section 2. Finally I would like to thank the referees for
a very careful reading of the paper and many useful remarks.
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1. p-adic Hodge theory with coefficients

(1.1) Breuil modules. We begin by recalling some definitions from the papers
[Br3], [Br4] and [Br5].

We fix a finite extension k of Fp , and we assume that p¤ 2. Write WDW.k/
for the ring of Witt vectors of k, K0 DWŒ1=p� and K for a finite totally ramified
extension ofK0. Let OK be the ring of integers inK and � 2OK a fixed uniformiser.
We fix an algebraic closure NK of K, and write O NK for its ring of integers. We set
GK D Gal. NK=K/.

(1.1.1) Let E.u/ be the minimal polynomial of � over K0, and consider the
surjective map s W WŒu�

u7!�
! OK . We denote by S the p-adic completion of the

divided power envelope of WŒu� with respect to ker .s/. Let Fil1S �S be the p-adic
completion of the ideal generated by the divided powers i .E.u// D E.u/i=iŠ.
The map s extends uniquely to a surjection S ! OK . There is a unique map
� W WŒu�! WŒu� which extends the Frobenius on W and satisfies �.u/ D up.
Since E.u/D ue modulo p, where eD ŒK WK0�, the ideal .p;E.u// is stable by �,
and � has a unique continuous extension to S , which we again denote by �. One
checks that �.Fil1S/ � pS , and we write �1 D p�1�jFil1S , and c D �1.E.u//.
Note that c is a unit in S . For n a positive integer, we write Sn D S=pnS .

Let 0.Mod=S/ denote the category whose objects are triples .M;Fil1M; �1/,
consisting of

(1) an S -module M.

(2) an S -submodule Fil1M�M containing Fil1S �M.

(3) a �-semi-linear map �1 W Fil1M!M such that for all s 2 Fil1S and x 2M we
have �1.sx/D c�1�1.s/�1.E.u/x/

Morphisms are given by maps of S-modules respecting Fil1’s and �1. There
is a natural structure of exact category on 0.Mod=S/. A sequence is short exact if it
is short exact as a sequence of S-modules, and induces a short exact sequence on
Fil1’s.

We denote by .Mod FI=S/ the full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/ consisting of
objects such that

(1) As an S -module M is isomorphic to
L
i2I S=p

niS for some finite set I , and
ni a positive integer.

(2) �1.Fil1M/ generates M over S .

Finally we denote by .Mod=S/ the smallest full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/
which contains the objects of .Mod FI=S/ which are killed by p, and is stable by
extension. .Mod=S/ contains .Mod FI=S/ as a full subcategory, and the objects
killed by p in these two categories coincide.
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(1.1.2) Let .p-Gr=OK/ denote the category of finite flat group schemes over
SpecOK of p-power order. We denote by .p-Gr=OK/

fl the full subcategory of
.p-Gr=OK/ consisting of objects G such that for all positive integers n, GŒpn�
(considered as an fppf sheaf) is again represented by a finite flat group scheme.

We will make extensive use of the following result:

THEOREM (1.1.3) (Breuil). There exist quasi-inverse anti-equivalences of
categories

Gr W .Mod=S/! .p-Gr=OK/ and Mod W .p-Gr=OK/! .Mod=S/:

These restrict to anti-equivalences

Gr W .Mod FI=S/! .p-Gr=OK/
fl and Mod W .p-Gr=OK/

fl
! .Mod FI=S/:

These functors preserve short exact sequences.

Proof. This is in [Br3, 4.2.1.6, 4.2.2.5]. �

(1.1.4) We denote by

D W .p-Gr=OK/! .p-Gr=OK/

the involution given by Cartier duality.
It will be more convenient to work with the functors obtained from those in

(1.1.3) by composing with D. For this we need the following:

LEMMA (1.1.5). D induces an involution

D W .p-Gr=OK/
fl
! .p-Gr=OK/

fl:

Proof. Let G be in .p-Gr=OK/
fl. Consider the exact sequence of fppf sheaves

(1.1.6) 0!GŒpn�!G
pn

!G!G=pnG! 0

SinceGŒpn� is in .p-Gr=OK/, pnGDG=GŒpn��G is in .p-Gr=OK/, and hence is
a closed subgroup ofG. ThusG=pnG is also in .p-Gr=OK/. This shows that (1.1.6)
splits into two short exact sequences in .p-Gr=OK/. Since D is exact we see that
D.G/Œpn� may be identified with D.G=pnG/, so that D.G/ is in .p-Gr=OK/

fl. �

COROLLARY (1.1.7). Composing D with Gr and Mod induces equivalences
of categories

ModD WDMod ıD W .p-Gr=OK/! .Mod=S/

and
GrD WDD ıGr W .Mod=S/! .p-Gr=OK/:

These induce equivalences of categories GrD W .Mod FI=S/! .p-Gr=OK/
fl and

ModD W .p-Gr=OK/
fl! .Mod FI=S/. �
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(1.1.8) We recall the definitions of [Br3] and [Br4], as well as a slight variant.
Let S D W ŒŒu�� and Sn D WnŒŒu��. The ring S is equipped with a Frobenius
endomorphism � given by u 7! up, and the natural Frobenius on W .

Denote by 0.Mod=S/ the category of S-modules M equipped with a �-semi-
linear map � WM!M such that the cokernel of ��.M/ WDS˝�;S M!M, the
S-linear map induced by �, is killed by E.u/. We give 0.Mod=S/ the structure of
an exact category induced by that on the abelian category of S-modules.

We denote by .Mod FI=S/ the full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/ consisting of
those M such that as an S-module M is isomorphic to

L
i2I Sni , where I is a

finite set of positive integers, and ni is a non-negative integer.
Finally we denote by .Mod=S/ the smallest full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/

which contains the objects of .Mod FI=S/ which are killed by p, and is stable
under extensions. .Mod=S/ contains .Mod FI=S/ and the objects killed by p in
these two categories coincide.

LEMMA (1.1.9). For any M in .Mod=S/, the map 1˝ � W ��M ! M is
injective.

Proof. By dévissage it suffices to consider the case when M is killed by p.
Then M is a free S=pS-module of some rank r 2N, and the determinant of 1˝�
(in any choice of bases) divides uer because the image of 1˝ � contains ueM.
Since uer 2S=pS is not a zero divisor, this implies the claimed injectivity. �

(1.1.10) We have a functor .Mod=S/! .Mod=S/ given as follows (cf. [Br5,
�2.2] and the proof of [Br4, 3.3.2]): We have a map of W -algebras S ! S

given by u 7! u, so we regard S as an S-algebra. We will denote by � the map
S! S obtained by composing this map with � on S. Given M in .Mod=S/, set
MD S ˝�;S M.

One has the map 1˝� WS˝�;SM!S˝SM. Note that Tor1S.S=Fil1S;M/D

0, since M is a successive extension of free S=pS-modules, so that Fil1S ˝S M

is a submodule of S ˝S M. Set

Fil1MD fy 2M W .1˝�/.y/ 2 Fil1S ˝S M� S ˝S Mg

and define �1 W Fil1M!M as the composite

Fil1M
1˝�
�! Fil1S ˝S M

�1˝1
�! S ˝�;S MDM:

This gives M the structure of an object of 0.Mod=S/.
We have the following result (cf. [Br5, 3.1.3]):

PROPOSITION (1.1.11). The functor .Mod=S/! 0.Mod=S/ above, induces
exact and fully faithful functors

.Mod=S/! .Mod=S/ and .Mod FI=S/! .Mod FI=S/:
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These functors are equivalences of categories between the full subcategories con-
sisting of objects killed by p.

Proof. We first check that the functor of (1.1.10) is exact. Let

0!M0!M!M00! 0

be a short exact sequence in .Mod=S/. Since M00 is a successive extension of free
S=pS-modules, and S is p-torsion free, one sees that Tor1S.S;M/D 0 where we
regard S as a S-module via �. It follows easily that the functor of (1.1.10) gives
rise to an exact sequence of S -modules

0!M0!M!M00! 0;

and a left exact sequence

0! Fil1M0! Fil1M! Fil1M00:

To check that the final map is a surjection, choose x 2Fil1M00. Since Fil1SCSDS

and Fil1S �M � Fil1M, we may alter x by an element of Fil1S �M00, and assume
that x is the image of some Qx 2 ��.M00/. Now, by definition

Fil1M00Dker .M00DS˝�;SM00
1˝�
�!S˝SM00=Fil1S˝SM00

�
�!M00=E.u/�M00/:

Hence Qx 2 .1 ˝ �/�1.E.u/ �M00/. Since E.u/ �M surjects onto E.u/ �M00,
(1.1.9) implies that there exists Qy 2 ��.M/ which maps to Qx and is such that
.1˝�/. Qy/ 2E.u/ �M. Then the image of Qy in M is contained in Fil1M and maps
to x. This proves the exactness.

Next we note that if M is in .Mod=S/ then the image of �1 generates M as an
S -module, because 1˝�.Fil1M/ contains E.u/˝M, so that �1.Fil1M/ contains
c˝M, where c 2 S� is the element defined in (1.1.1). Together with the exactness
proved above, this shows that we have functors

.Mod=S/! .Mod=S/ and .Mod FI=S/! .Mod FI=S/:

The proof of [Br4, 3.3.2] shows that our functors induce equivalences between
the full subcategories consisting of objects killed by p. The proposition now follows
by a dévissage argument as in [FoL, p. 584]. This uses the fact that short exact
sequences in .Mod=S/ and .Mod=S/ give rise to exact sequences of Hom’s and
Ext1’s in the usual way. This property holds in any exact category in the sense of
[Qu, �2]. �

(1.1.12) We now explain the connection between the categories introduced
above and Galois representations (cf. [Fo, A.3] and [Br1, 4.2]).

Let RD lim
 �

O NK=p where the transition maps are given by Frobenius. By the
universal property of the Witt vectors W.R/ of R, there is a unique surjective map
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� WW.R/!cO NK to the p-adic completion cO NK , which lifts the projection R!O NK=p

onto the first factor in the inverse limit. We denote by Acris the p-adic completion
of the divided power envelope of W.R/, with respect to ker .�/.

Let pn
p
� 2 NK be a root of � , such that . pnC1

p
�/p D pn

p
� . Write � D

. p
np
�/n�0 2R, and let Œ�� 2W.R/ be the Teichmüller representative. We embed

the W -algebra WŒu�� S into Acris by u 7! Œ��. Since �.Œ��/D � this embedding
extends to an embedding S ,! Acris, and � jS is the map S ! OK constructed
in (1.1.1). This embedding is compatible with Frobenius endomorphisms, and
identifies S� S with a subring of W.R/.

Denote by OE the p-adic completion of SŒ1=u�. Then OE is a discrete valuation
ring with residue field the Laurent series ring k..u//. We write E for the field of
fractions of OE. If FrR denotes the field of fractions of R, then the inclusion
S ,!W.R/ extends to an inclusion E ,!W.FrR/Œ1=p�. Let

Eur
�W.FrR/Œ1=p�

denote the maximal unramified extension of E contained in W.FrR/Œ1=p�, and
OEur � W.FrR/ its ring of integers. The field FrR is algebraically closed [Fo,
A.3.1.6], so the residue field OEur=pOEur is a separable closure of k..u//. We denote
by ObEur the p-adic completion of OEur , and by cEur its field of fractions. We set
Sur D ObEur \W.R/�W.FrR/.

Let K1 D[n�1K. p
np
�/, and write GK1 D Gal. NK=K1/. We will denote

by RepZp
.GK1/ the category of continuous representations of GK1 on finite Zp-

modules. GK1 fixes OE �W.FrR/, and hence ObEur is stable under the action of
GK1 .

We denote by ˆMOE the category of finite OE-modules M , equipped with the
�-semi-linear map M !M , such that the induced OE-linear map ��.M/!M is
an isomorphism.

The argument of [Br1, 2.1.1] shows that K1=K is a strictly APF extension in
the sense of [Win]. Then [Fo, A. 1.2.6], and the constructions of [Fo, A. 3] imply
that the functor

T WˆMOE ! RepZp
.GK1/I M 7! .ObEur ˝OE M/�D1

is an equivalence of abelian categories (cf. also [Br4, 3.3]). A quasi-inverse is given
by

RepZp
.GK1/!ˆMOE I V 7! .ObEur ˝Zp V /

GK1 :

Note that E.u/ 2 OE is a unit, since its image in the residue field of OE is ue.
Thus, if M is in .Mod FI=S/, then OE˝S M has a natural structure of an object
of ˆMOE .
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PROPOSITION (1.1.13). Let M be in .Mod=S/, and M in .Mod=S/, the image
of M under the functor of (1.1.11). There is a canonical isomorphism of GK1-
representations

T
�
OE
N
S

M
�
.1/

�
�!GrD.M/.O NK/jGK1 ;

where, as usual .1/, denotes the Tate twist.

Proof. Since GrD.M/.O NK/DHom.Gr.M/.O NK/;Qp=Zp.1//, it suffices by [Fo,
A .1.2.7] to construct a canonical GK1-invariant isomorphism

HomS;�.M;Eur=OEur/
�
�!Gr.M/.O NK/:

For this we follow the method of [Br4, 3.3.2]. By [Fo, B.1.8.4], the natural map

HomS;�.M;SurŒ1=p�=Sur/! HomS;�.M;Eur=OEur/

is an isomorphism. In particular [Fo, A.�1.2] implies that the left-hand side is exact
in M. On the other hand by [Br2, 2.3.11] and the description of Gr.M/.O NK/ given
in [Br3, 5.3.1], we have an isomorphism of GK1-modules

Gr.M/.O NK/
�
�!HomS;�1;Fil1.M; AcrisŒ1=p�=Acris/:

Here the filtration on AcrisŒ1=p�=Acris is induced by the usual filtration on Acris.
Since �.Fil1Acris/� pAcris, Acris and AcrisŒ1=p�=Acris are equipped with the struc-
ture of an object of 0.Mod=S/. Thus, it suffices to show that the natural map

(1.1.14) HomS;�.M;SurŒ1=p�=Sur/! HomS;�1;Fil1.M; AcrisŒ1=p�=Acris/

obtained by sending f WM!SurŒ1=p�=Sur to

MD S ˝�;S M
1˝f
! S ˝�;S SurŒ1=p�=Sur 1˝�

! AcrisŒ1=p�=Acris

is an isomorphism. We have already seen that the left-hand side of (1.1.14) is exact
in M, while the right side is exact in M since Gr is exact. Thus, by dévissage, it
suffices to consider the case when p �MD 0, and this follows from [Br4, 3.3.2]
and its proof. �

LEMMA (1.1.15). Let M and M be as in (1.1.13). Then GrD.M/ is étale (resp.
multiplicative), if and only if the map 1˝ � W ��M ! M has image equal to
E.u/ �M (resp. is an isomorphism).

Proof. By dévissage, it suffices to consider the case when M and M are killed
by p. Using [BCDT, 5.1.3], one sees that GrD.M/ is étale (resp. multiplicative)
if and only if Fil1M D M (resp. Fil1M D Fil1S � M). (Note that the result of
loc. cit. describes the Dieudonné module of Gr.M/).
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Now from the definition of Fil1M we have an embedding

M=Fil1M
1˝�
,! S ˝S M=.Fil1S ˝S M/

�
�!M=E.u/M:

The image of this embedding is the image of the composite ��.M/ ! M !

M=E.u/M. From this we see that Fil1M D M if and only if 1˝ � has image
E.u/ �M. Similarly, using the above embedding, and the fact that M=Fil1S �
M �
�!��.M/=E.u/��.M/, one sees that Fil1MD Fil1S �M if and only if 1˝�

is an isomorphism. �

(1.1.16) We call an object M of .Mod=S/ étale if the image of 1˝� is equal
to E.u/M, and multiplicative if 1˝� is an isomorphism.

(1.2) Breuil modules with coefficients. For a Zp-algebra A, we set SA D
S ˝Zp A and SA DS˝Zp A. We denote by 0.Mod=S/A the category consisting
of pairs .M; �/ where M is in 0.Mod=S/ and � W A! End.M/ is a Zp-algebra map.
We define similarly the category 0.Mod=S/A.

(1.2.1) We denote by .Mod FI=S/A the full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/A con-
sisting of those objects M such that M is a finite projective SA-module.

We denote by .Mod FI=S/A the full subcategory of 0.Mod=S/A consisting of
those objects M such that

(1) M is a finite projective SA-module.

(2) The quotient M=Fil1M is a finite projective A-module.

(3) The image of �1 generates M as an S -module.

We will only make use of the category .Mod FI=S/A when A is a finite Zp-algebra.
However, we will make crucial use of .Mod FI=S/A in more general situations.
Note that if A is finite then an object of .Mod FI=S/A (resp. .Mod FI=S/A) may
be viewed as an object of .Mod FI=S/ (resp. .Mod FI=S/).

LEMMA (1.2.2). Suppose that M is in .Mod FI=S/A. Then:

(1) The natural map 1˝� W ��.M/!M is injective.

(2) The cokernel of the map 1˝� is a finite projective A-module.

(3) .1˝�/.��.M//=E.u/M is a finite projective A-module.

(4) Suppose that jAj<1. Then locally on SpecA, M is a finite free SA-module.

Proof. We may assume that A is a finitely generated Zp-algebra, and that M

has constant S˝Zp A-rank r . The map 1˝� is a map between two free S˝Zp A-
modules of the same rank. Since its image contains E.u/M, its determinant in any
choice of bases divides E.u/r . Since S=E.u/r is Zp-flat, being an extension of
copies of OK , E.u/r is not a zero divisor in S˝Zp A, and (1) follows. The same
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argument also shows that 1˝� remains injective after applying ˝AA=I for any
ideal I of A. Since M is A-flat, this shows that the cokernel of 1˝ � is A-flat.
Since it is a quotient of the finite OK ˝Zp A-module M=E.u/M, it must be finite
and hence projective over A. This proves (2).

For (3) note that we have an exact sequence

0! .1˝�/.��.M//=E.u/M!M=E.u/M!M=.1˝�/.��.M//! 0:

The term on the right is A-projective, and the middle term is OK ˝Zp A-projective,
and hence A-projective. (3) follows.

Finally, to show (4), we may replace A by a residue field at a prime ideal, and
assume that A is a finite field. Then SA has finitely many maximal ideals. If p is
such an ideal, denote by rp the rank of M at p. We extend � to an A-linear map
� WSA!SA. Since 1˝� identifies ��.M/ with a submodule of M, by (1), we
have rp 6 r�.p/. But � permutes the maximal ideals of SA transitively, and so all
the rp must be equal. It follows that M is a free SA-module. �

LEMMA (1.2.3). Let A! A0 be a map of Zp-algebras. Then there are natural
functors

˝AA
0
W .Mod FI=S/A! .Mod FI=S/A0

and
˝AA

0
W .Mod FI=S/A! .Mod FI=S/A0 :

Proof. If .M;Fil1; �1/ is in .Mod FI=S/A, then .M˝AA0;Fil1M˝AA
0; �1˝1/

is in .Mod FI=S/A0 . Note that Fil1M˝AA
0�M˝AA

0 as M=Fil1M is A-projective.
A similar remark applies to .Mod FI=S/A. �

LEMMA (1.2.4). When jAj<1, the functor of (1.1.10) induces an exact and
fully faithful functor

.Mod FI=S/A! .Mod FI=S/A:

Proof. If M is in .Mod FI=S/A, then MD S ˝�;S M has a natural structure
of an object of .Mod FI=S/ by (1.1.10), and it is equipped with an A-action by
functoriality. To check that M=Fil1M is a projective A-module, note that, as in the
proof of (1.1.15), we have an embedding

M=Fil1M
1˝�
,! S ˝S M=.Fil1S ˝S M/

�
�!M=E.u/M

whose image is the image of the composite ��.M/!M!M=E.u/M, which
is A-projective by (1.2.2)(3). This proves the existence of the required functor.
The exactness and full faithfulness follow from the corresponding properties in
(1.1.11). �

LEMMA (1.2.5). If jAj <1 and p �A D 0, then the functor of (1.2.4) is an
equivalence.
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Proof. Suppose M is in .Mod FI=S/A. By (1.1.11), M viewed as an object of
.Mod FI=S/ arises from an object M of .Mod FI=S/, and M is equipped with an
action of A by functoriality. Suppose that M is a free SA-module of rank d . Since

W ˝S M�!��˝1W ˝�;S M
�
�!W ˝S M;

where we view W as an S-algebra via u 7! 0, W ˝S M is free of rank d over
k˝Fp A. Hence there exists a surjection .SA/d !M. On the other hand, this map
must be an isomorphism, since both sides are free S=p-modules, and they have
the same rank, as can be checked after applying S˝�;S. �

(1.2.6) If jAj<1, then we denote by Rep0A.GK1/ the category of continuous
representations of GK1 on finite A-modules. We denote by RepA.GK1/ the full
subcategory of Rep0A.GK1/ consisting of those objects which are free asA-modules.

We denote by ˆMOE;A the category consisting of an object of ˆMOE equipped
with an action of A.

LEMMA (1.2.7). (1) The functor T of (1.1.12) induces an equivalence of
abelian categories

TA WˆMOE;A! Rep0A.GK1/:

(2) If A! A0 is a finite map then there is a functor

˝AA
0
WˆMOE;A!ˆMOE;A0 I M 7!M ˝AA

0:

(3) For M in ˆMOE;A there is a natural isomorphism

TA.M/˝AA
0 �
�!TA0.M ˝AA

0/:

(4) If M is in ˆMOE;A, then TA.M/ is free over A of rank r 2 NC if and only if
M is a free OE˝Zp A-module of rank r .

Proof. (1) follows immediately from the fact that T is an equivalence. (2) is
proved as in (1.2.3). For (3) note that for any finite A-module N we have a natural
map

(1.2.8) TA.M/˝AN ! TA.M ˝AN/:

Since (1.2.8) is evidently an isomorphism when N is free over A, and both sides
are right exact in N , it must be an isomorphism in general, as can be seen by taking
a presentation of N , and using the 5-lemma. In particular,

TA.M/˝AA
0 �
�!TA.M ˝AA

0/D TA0.M ˝AA
0/:

For (4), we immediately reduce to the case where A is an Artinian local
ring. Let mA denote the maximal ideal of A. The isomorphism (1.2.8), and the
exactness of TA imply that M is A-flat if and only if TA.M/ is A-flat. Thus, it
suffices to show that if M is A-flat, then it is finite free over OE ˝Zp A, since
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the A-rank of TA.M/ and the OE ˝Zp A-rank of M must then be equal, as the
A=mA-rank of TA=mA.M ˝A A=mA/ and the OE˝Zp A=mA-rank of M are equal
by [Fo, A. 1.2.4(i)].

Now if M is A-flat, then M is free over OE˝Zp A if and only if M ˝AA=mA
is free over OE˝ZpA=mA; so we may assume that A is a finite field. Then OE˝ZpA

is a product of fields, so that M is automatically projective over OE˝Zp A. Now
an argument using Frobenius, as in the proof of (1.2.2)(4), shows that M is free
over OE˝Zp A. �

LEMMA (1.2.9). Suppose that A is a local Zp-algebra with jAj<1.

(1) The functor TA of (1.2.7) induces a functor

TS;A W .Mod FI=S/A! RepA.GK1/I M 7! TA.OE˝S M/:

(2) If A ! A0 is a finite map, then for M in .Mod FI=S/A there is a natural
isomorphism TS;A.M/˝AA

0 ��!TS;A0.M˝AA
0/.

Proof. This follows from (1.2.7). �
(1.2.10) Now let A be any Zp-algebra. Following (1.1.16) we call an object

MA of .Mod FI=S/A étale (resp. multiplicative) if ��MA!MA has image equal
to E.u/MA (resp. is an isomorphism).

Given MA in .Mod FI=S/A, we define its dual M�A as follows: As an SA-
module, M�A DHomSA.MA;SA/, and the map 1˝� W ��.M�A/!M�A is defined
by

��.M�A/
�
�!HomSA.�

�.MA/; �
�.SA//! HomSA.E.u/MA; �

�.SA//
�
�!HomSA.E.u/MA;SA/

�
�!HomSA.MA;SA/;

where the second map is induced by regarding ��.MA/ as an SA-submodule of
MA via the injective map 1˝�, and restricting maps to E.u/MA � �

�.MA/, the
third map is induced by the isomorphism 1˝ � W ��.SA/

�
�!SA, and the final

map by the isomorphism

MA

�E.u/
! E.u/MA:

One sees easily that MA is étale if and only if M�A is multiplicative, and
that the usual double duality isomorphism M��A

�
�!MA is an isomorphism in

.Mod FI=S/A.

PROPOSITION (1.2.11). Suppose that jAj<1, and let MA be in .Mod FI=S/A.
There exists a maximal multiplicative subobject Mm

A �MA, and a maximal étale
quotient Mét

A of MA. (That is any other étale quotient of MA is a quotient of Mét
A:)

These satisfy the following properties:

(1) Both the quotient MA=M
m
A and the kernel of MA ! Mét

A are objects of
.Mod FI=S/A.
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(2) For any finite A-algebra B ,

.MA˝AB/
m
DMm

A ˝AB and .MA˝AB/
ét
DMét

A˝AB:

(3) There are natural isomorphisms

.M�A/
m �
�! .Mét

A/
� and .M�A/

ét �
�! .Mm

A /
�:

Proof. Since ��.MA/!MA is injective by (1.2.2)(1), and � on S is a flat
map, the maps 1˝ �r W .��/r.MA/!MA are also injective, for r 2 NC. From
now on we regard .��/r.MA/ as a submodule of MA via 1˝�r .

We set Mm
A D

T1
rD1.�

�/rMA. It will be clear that Mm
A �MA is the maximal

multiplicative submodule, once we check that it is a projective SA-module. Since
the map ��.Mm

A / ! Mm
A is a bijection, the induced map ��.Mm

A =uM
m
A / !

Mm
A =uM

m
A is surjective, and hence bijective. It follows that an element x of Mm

A

is divisible by u if and only if �i .x/ is divisible by u for i sufficiently large. This
implies that MA=M

m
A is u-torsion free, for if y 2MA and uy 2Mm

A , then the
sequence f�i .uy/gi�0 goes u-adically to 0 in MA and hence also in Mm

A by the
Artin-Rees lemma. Hence uy is divisible by u in Mm

A , and y 2Mm
A .

Since A is Artinian, there is a canonical decomposition

MA=uMA D .MA=uMA/nil˚ .MA=uMA/unit

where � is nilpotent on the first factor, and bijective on the second. By what we have
just seen Mm

A =uM
m
A may be identified with an SA-submodule of .MA=uMA/unitDT1

rD1 �
r.MA=uMA/. In fact this inclusion is an equality. To see this suppose

that x0 2
T1
rD1 �

r.MA=uMA/, and for r � 1, choose xr 2MA=uMA such that
�r.xr/D x0. Let Qxr 2MA be a lift of xr . Then one checks easily that the sequence
�r. Qxr/ converges to an element of Mm

A which maps to x0.
In particular we see that Mm

A =uM
m
A is a direct summand in MA=uMA and

hence is a projective SA=uSA-module. After replacing A by a localization at a
maximal ideal, we may assume that MA=uMA is a free A-module, and then an
argument as in (1.2.2) shows that it is free over SA=uSA. Lifting an isomorphism
.SA=uSA/

d �
�!Mm

A =uM
m
A , to a surjection Sd

A!Mm
A , and applying Nakayama’s

lemma to the kernel of this last map, we see that Sd
A
�
�!Mm

A .
To check that the formation of Mm

A is compatible with extension of scalars,
write MB DMA˝AB . Since MA=M

m
A is u-torsion free, and its reduction modulo

u is a projective SA=uSA-module, MA=M
m
A is flat and hence projective over

SA. Now the reductions of MA=M
m
A ˝A B and MB=M

m
B modulo u may both

be identified with .MA=uMA/nil ˝A B
�
�! .MB=uMB/nil, and hence have the

same B-rank. Hence the natural surjection MA=M
m
A ˝A B ! MB=M

m
B is an

isomorphism, and Mm
A ˝AB

�
�!Mm

B .
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Finally, we define Mét
A by Mét

A D .M
�;m
A /�. Then Mét

A is the maximal étale
quotient of MA, since an object of .Mod FI=S/A is étale if and only if its dual
is multiplicative. We have already seen (1) and the first isomorphism in (2). The
second isomorphism in (2) follows from duality. Similarly, the isomorphisms in (3)
follow using the definition of Mét

A, and duality. �

(1.3) Weakly admissible modules with coefficients. We will need the analogues
of some of the above results for weakly admissible modules. The proofs are usually
easier, since we now work in a situation where p is invertible.

(1.3.1) Let A be a finite, local Qp-algebra. We denote by .Mod=K0/A the
category of weakly admissible '-modules equipped with an action of A, and
by .Mod=K0/A-fr the full subcategory of .Mod=K0/A consisting of those weakly
admissible modules M such that gr�MK is a projective A-module, where MK D

M˝K0 K.

LEMMA (1.3.2). If M is in .Mod=K0/A-fr, then gr�MK is a finite projective
A˝Qp K-module, and M is free over A˝Qp K0:

Proof. The first claim follows from the isomorphism of functors

HomA˝QpK
.MK ; /

�
�!HomK˝QpK

.K;HomA.MK ; //

where K is a K˝Qp K-algebra via the multiplication map. In fact the right-hand
side is a composite of two exact functors, since K is a projective K˝Qp K-module.

By descent this implies that M is finite projective over A˝Qp K0. That it is
free follows by an argument using Frobenius as in the proof of (1.2.7). �

(1.3.3) We denote by Repcris the category of crystalline GK-representations,
and for A as above, we denote by Repcris

A the category of GK-representations on
finite free A-modules, which are crystalline when considered as representations on
a Qp-vector space. By the main result of [CF], we have an exact equivalence of
abelian categories

Dcris W Repcris �
�! .Mod=K0/Qp I V 7! .Bcris˝Qp V /

GK

with a quasi-inverse given by

Vcris W .Mod=K0/Qp
�
�!Repcris

I M 7! Fil0.Bcris˝QpM/'D1:

PROPOSITION (1.3.4). The functors Dcris and Vcris induce exact equivalences
of categories

Dcris;A W Repcris
A

�
�! .Mod=K0/A-fr and Vcris W .Mod=K0/A-fr

�
�!Repcris

A :

Proof. For any finiteA-moduleN and M in .Mod=K0/A, M˝AN has a natural
structure of object in .Mod=K0/A. This can be seen by writing a presentation forN ,
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and keeping in mind that .Mod=K0/A is abelian, and hence, in particular, admits
cokernels. Now the same argument as in the proof of (1.2.7) shows that there is a
natural isomorphism Vcris.M/˝AN

�
�!Vcris.M˝AN/:As in the proof of (1.2.2)(4),

this implies that, if M is in .Mod=K0/A-fr then Vcris.M/ is a free A-module.
Conversely, if V is in Repcris

A , an analogous argument shows that Dcris.V /˝A

N
�
�!Dcris.V ˝AN/. Since the category of crystalline representations is stable

under quotients V˝AN is crystalline, so thatDcris.V /˝AN is naturally an object of
.Mod=K0/A. Since the functor M 7! gr�MK on the category of weakly admissible
modules is exact (because morphisms between weakly admissible modules are strict
for filtrations),

.gr�Dcris.V /K/˝AN
�
�! gr�.Dcris.V /K ˝AN/

�
�! gr�Dcris.V ˝AN/K :

Since the right-hand side is exact in N , this shows that gr�Dcris.V /K is a free
A-module. �

PROPOSITION (1.3.5). If A0 is a finite local A-algebra, then for V in Repcris
A

there is a natural isomorphism

Dcris;A.V /˝AA
0 �
�!Dcris;A0.V ˝AA

0/;

in .Mod=K0/A-fr and for M in .Mod=K0/A-fr there is a natural isomorphism

Vcris;A.M/˝AA
0 �
�!Vcris;A0.M˝AA

0/

in Repcris
A :

Proof. That the sources and targets of each of these two maps lie in the
indicated category follows from (1.3.4). Now the proposition follows as in (1.2.7),
by the observation already made in the proof of (1.3.4), thatDcris and Vcris commute
with the functor ˝AN for any finite A-module N . �

2. Moduli of finite flat groups schemes

(2.1) Definitions and first properties. From now on we will freely use the
language of groupoids. A summary of the definitions and properties we will need
is given in the appendix. Readers who wish to avoid this, at least initially, may
substitute the term “functor on” for “groupoid over”. However, as mentioned in
the appendix, the correct definition of fibers requires groupoids (either explicitly or
implicitly).

Let O be a local Zp-algebra with maximal ideal mO. We will denote by ARO the
category of finite, local, Artinian O-algebras A, with maximal ideal mA, equipped
with an isomorphism A=mA

�
�!O=mO.
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We denote by AugO the category consisting of pairs .A; I / where A is an
O-algebra, and I � A is a nilpotent ideal with mOA� I . A map .A; I /! .B; J /

is a map of rings A! B taking I into J .
Note that we do not assume that A is finite over O. We remark that if .A;mA/

is in ARO, then we may also regard it as an object in AugO, so that ARO is a full
sub-category of AugO.

A groupoid D over ARO has a canonical extension to a groupoid over the
category bARO consisting of complete local O-algebras with residue field O=mO.
This is explained in (A.7). We will again denote this extension by D (rather than
by bD as in the appendix).

We fix a finite extension F of Fp, and a continuous representation of GK on
an F-vector space VF of dimension d 2 NC. We will assume that VF is the generic
fiber of a finite flat group scheme.

(2.1.1) As in (A.3), we define a groupoid DVF
over ARW.F/, by declaring

the objects of DVF
.A/ to be finite free A-modules VA equipped with a continuous

GK-action, and an F-linear, GK-equivariant isomorphism  W VA˝A F
�
�!VF. A

morphism .VA;  /! .VA0 ;  
0/ covering a given morphismA!A0 is an equivalence

class of isomorphisms VA˝AA0
�
�!VA0 which are A0-linear, GK-equivariant, and

respect the maps  and  0. Two isomorphisms are equivalent if they differ by a
unit of A0. If EndFŒGK �VF D F then this groupoid is pro-represented by a complete
local W.F/-algebra RVF

.
We denote byDfl

VF
the full subcategory ofDVF

such that the objects ofDfl
VF
.A/

consists of deformations VA which are the generic fiber of a finite flat group scheme.
By [Ram, �2] the morphism Dfl

VF
! DVF

is relatively representable. Hence, if
EndFŒGK �VF D F then Dfl

VF
is pro-represented by a quotient Rfl

VF
of RVF

.
It will be convenient to extend DVF

to a groupoid over AugW.F/. We will again
denote the larger category by the same symbol. Given .A; I / in AugW.F/, denote
by AR

A;I
W.F/ the category of rings A0 in ARW.F/ equipped with an injective map

of W.F/-algebra map A0! A, such that the radical of A0 maps to I . The set of
such rings forms a filtering direct limit: If A0 and A00 are two such rings, then so is
Im .A0˝W.F/A

00! A/. We define

DVF
.A; I /D lim

�!

A02ARA;IW.F/

DVF
.A0/:

More precisely, if A0 is in AR
A;I
W.F/, write AR

A;I
W.F/;�A0 for the full subcategory of

AR
A;I
W.F/ consisting of rings which contain A0. We view AR

A;I
W.F/;�A0 as a category

over ARW.F/. Then

DVF
.A; I /D lim

�!A
02ARA;IW.F/

HomARW.F/.AR
A;I
W.F/;�A0 ;DVF

/:
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Given a morphism f W .A; I / ! .B; J /, and objects � 2 DVF
.A; I / and

� 2DVF
.B; J /, we define the set of maps �! � which cover f to be

HomDVF
.�; �/f D lim

 �
A0 lim
�!

B 0HomDVF
.VA0 ; VB 0/f

where A0 runs over sufficiently large elements of AR
A;I
W.F/, B

0 runs over sufficiently
large elements of AR

B;J
W.F/ which contain f .A0/, VA0 D �.A0/ 2 DVF

.A0/, VB 0 D
�.B 0/ 2DVF

.B 0/, and the subscript f in the right-hand side denotes maps in DVF

which cover the induced map A0!B 0 in ARW.F/. Note that the transition maps in
the inverse limit are all bijections.

We define Dfl
VF
.A; I / in an analogous way. For .A; I / in AugW.F/ we will

sometimes write DVF
.A/ and Dfl

VF
.A/ for DVF

.A; I / and Dfl
VF
.A; I /, respectively,

when this causes no confusion.

(2.1.2) Let MF in ˆMOE;F be the pre-image of VF.�1/ under the equivalence
TF of (1.2.7). We define a groupoid DMF

over ARW.F/ by declaring the objects of
DMF

.A/ to be modulesMA inˆMOE;A, which are free over OE˝ZpA, and equipped
with an isomorphism  WMA˝A F

�
�!MF in ˆMOE;F. A morphism .MA;  /!

.MA0 ;  
0/ covering a given morphism A!A0 in ARW.F/ is an equivalence class of

isomorphisms MA˝AA0
�
�!MA0 in ˆMOE;A0 , compatible with  and  0, where

two isomorphisms are equivalent of they differ by a unit of A0.
As in (2.1.1), we extend DMF

to a groupoid over AugW.F/, which we denote
by the same symbol. If .A; I / is in AugW.F/ then we have

DMF
.A/DDMF

.A; I /D lim
�!

A02ARA;IW.F/

DMF
.A0/;

and morphisms are defined as in (2.1.1). If A0 2 AR
A;I
W.F/ and MA0 2DMF

.A0/, we
will slightly abuse notation, and regard MA D MA0 ˝A0 A as the corresponding
object of DMF

.A/. By (1.2.7), we have a morphism over AugW.F/:

(2.1.3) DVF
!DMF

I VA 7! .ObEur ˝Zp VA.�1//
GK1 :

We now define a groupoid DS;MF
over AugW.F/ by declaring the objects of

DS;MF
.A; I / to be modules MA of .Mod FI=S/A equipped with an isomorphism

of OE˝W.Fp/A=I -modules

 W .OE˝S MA˝AA=I/
�
�!MF˝FA=I

which is compatible with the Frobenius endomorphism on both sides. A morphism
.MA;  /! .MA0 ;  

0/ covering a given morphism .A; I /! .A0; I 0/ in AugW.F/

is an equivalence class of isomorphisms MA ˝A A
0 ��!MA0 in .Mod FI=S/A0

compatible with the maps  and  0. Again, two isomorphisms are equivalent if
they differ by a unit in A0.
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PROPOSITION (2.1.4). There is a diagram of morphisms of categories over
AugW.F/ which commutes up to equivalence

Dfl
VF

.2:1:3/ // DMF

DS;MF

‚VF

cc OO

where for .A; I / in AugW.F/ the vertical functor on .A; I /-points is given by MA 7!

OE˝SMA. The horizontal functor, induced by (2.1.3), is fully faithful. In particular,
‚VF

is uniquely determined, up to equivalence, by requiring the commutativity of
the diagram.

Proof. Suppose .A; I / is in AugW.F/ and MA is in DS;MF
.A; I /. Set MA D

OE ˝S MA. Then MA is equipped with a map ��.MA/ ! MA, which is an
isomorphism as ��.MA/ ! MA has cokernel killed by E.u/. Moreover, by
definition of DS;MF

there is a �-equivariant isomorphism MA˝AA=I
�
�!MF˝F

A=I . In particular, this implies that MA is a free OE ˝Zp A-module, since it is
projective by construction.

Let AC denote the preimage of F under the projection A!A=I , and let MAC
denote the preimage of MF under the composite

MA!MA˝AA=I
�
�!MF˝FA=I:

Then MAC is a free OE˝Zp A
C-module equipped with an isomorphism

��.MAC/
�
�!MAC :

A standard argument shows that there exists a finitely generated W.F/-subalgebra
A0�AC, and a free OE˝ZpA

0-submoduleMA0 �MAC such thatMADMA0˝A0A,
and the above map induces an isomorphism ��.MA0/

�
�!MA0 . But any finitely

generated W.F/-subalgebra of AC is a local Artin ring. Hence A0 is in ARW.F/, and
MA0 is in DMF

.A0/. Similarly for any finitely generated A0-subalgebra A00 � AC

we obtain a module MA00 in DMF
.A00/, and a canonical isomorphism MA0 ˝A0

A00
�
�!MA00 . We define the vertical functor by sending MA to the image of MA0

in DMF
.A/, or more precisely the image of the functor AR

A;I
W.F/;A0 !DMF

given
by A00 7! MA00 . This gives a well defined morphism over ARW.F/, because the
construction of MAC is functorial.

To construct ‚VF
, we retain the above notation. Set MA0 DMA0 \MA �MA.

Then MA0 is stable by �. Moreover, using the exact sequence

(2.1.5) 0!MA0 !MA0 ˚MA

.a;b/ 7!b�a
�! MA
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and the snake lemma, one sees that the cokernel of ��.MA0/ ! MA0 is killed
by E.u/, as the analogous statements hold for MA and MA0 . (We do not claim
that MA0 is free over OE˝Zp A

0, and this is in general false). Thus, MA0 has the
structure of an object in 0.Mod=S/, and we claim that it is actually in .Mod=S/.
To see this, first note that, since MA0 is a S-submodule of the finite OE-module
MA0 , and has no infinitely u-divisible elements, being contained in MA, one easily
checks that MA0 is finitely generated over S. Next, for each non-negative integer i
we set

Mi
A0 D p

iMA0 \MA0 D p
iMA0 \MA:

Then Mi�1
A0 =M

i
A0 �p

i�1MA0=p
iMA0 is a finitely generated S=pS-module, which

is necessarily free, being u-torsion free. Moreover Mi�1
A0 =M

i
A0 is stable under �,

and the cokernel of ��.Mi�1
A0 =M

i
A0/!Mi�1

A0 =M
i
A0 is killed by E.u/, since this is

true for 1˝� on MA0 . Hence Mi�1
A0 =M

i
A0 is an object of .Mod FI=S/ killed by p,

and MA0 is a successive extension of such objects and hence in .Mod=S/.
Now let

VA0 D TA0.MA0/.1/
�
�!TA0.OE˝S MA0/.1/:

By (1.2.7)(4) VA0 is a finite free A0-module, and by (1.2.7)(3), it is equipped with a
GK1-equivariant isomorphism VA0 ˝A0 F

�
�!VF. By (1.1.13) the action of GK1

on VA0 can be extended to an action of GK in such a way that VA0 becomes the set
of O NK points of a finite flat group scheme. Moreover, this extension is unique, by
[Br4, 3.4.3], which asserts that the restriction functor from finite flat representations
of GK to representations of GK1 is fully faithful. The full faithfulness also implies
that the GK-action respects the A0-module structure on VA0 , and is compatible with
the isomorphism VA0 ˝A0 F

�
�!VF.

Now we define ‚VF
.MA/ to be the image of VA0 2Dfl

VF
.A0/ in Dfl

VF
.A/. One

easily checks that this is independent of the choice of A0 (use (1.2.7)), and gives
a well defined morphism of categories over AugW.F/. The full faithfulness of
the horizontal functor, and hence the uniqueness of ‚VF

, follows from the full
faithfulness in [Br4, 3.4.3], already used above. �

(2.1.6) Let A be a ring in ARW.F/, with maximal ideal mA, and fix an object
� D VA 2D

fl
VF
.A/. Write

MA D .ObEur ˝Zp VA.�1//
GK1 :

Since Dfl
VF

is a groupoid over AugW.F/, we can attach a category over AugW.F/ to
�, (which we again denote �; see (A.5)). Using this, and the morphism ‚VF

we
may form the 2-fiber product

DS;MF;� D � �Dfl
VF

DS;MF
:

We regard this product as a groupoid over AugA.
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PROPOSITION (2.1.7). With the notation above, there exists a projective A-
scheme GRVF;� such that for any .B; I / in AugA, there is a canonical bijection

(2.1.8) jDS;MF;� j.B; I /
�
�!HomSpecA.SpecB;GRVF;�/:

Proof. For .B; I / in AugA, write MB DMA˝AB . By (2.1.4), (the class of)
� is the unique class in jDfl

VF
j.A/ mapping to ŒMA�. It follows from the definitions,

that jDS;MF;� j.B; I / may be identified with the set of SB -submodules MB �MB

which are projective of rank d , span the SB Œ1=u�-module MB , are stable under the
Frobenius endomorphism ofMB , and such that the induced map 1˝� W��.MB/!

MB has cokernel killed by E.u/. Note that this is independent of I , as is the right-
hand side of (2.1.8).

Now let OSB denote the u-adic completion of SB , and write

OMB DMB ˝SB
OSB :

The main result of [BL1] implies that the association MB 7!MB˝SB
OSB induces

a bijection between the set of finite projective OSB -submodules OMB �
OMB of rank

d which span OMB , and the set of finite projective SB -submodules of MB of rank
d which span MB . It follows that the former functor is represented by the affine
Grassmannian for ResW.k/=ZpGLd over A. This is an Ind-projective scheme [Fa,
p. 42] (cf. also [BL2, Thm. 2.5]). The condition that 1˝ � sends ��.MB/ into
MB and has cokernel killed by E.u/ defines a subfunctor, represented by a closed
subspace of the affine Grassmannian, which we denote by GRVF;� .

Now fix a finite projective SA-submodule NA �MA of rank d , which spans
MA. A priori GRVF;� is Ind-projective. To show it is projective we have to show
that there exists an integer i such that for any .B; I / in AugA, and any SB sub-
module MB � MB corresponding to an elements of DS;MF;�.B; I /, we have
uiNB �MB � u

�iNB (cf. the description in [Fa, �2]), where NB DNA˝AB:
1

To see this let r be the least integer such that urNB � .1˝ �/��.NB/ �
u�rNB , and i be the least integer such that NB �u

�iMB . By considering a matrix
which transforms some SB -basis of NB into a SB -basis of MB , we see that the
least integer j such that .1˝ �/��.NB/ � u�j .1˝ �/��.MB/ is equal to ip.
However

.1˝�/��.NB/� u
�rNB � u

�i�rMB

DE.u/�1u�i�r.E.u/MB/� u
�i�r�ek.1˝�/��.MB/;

where k is the least integer such that pk D 0 in A. Hence ip 6 ekC i C r , and
i 6 .ekC r/=.p� 1/.

1We thank Brian Conrad for pointing out that it is obviously not sufficient to show that M0
B
�

u�iMB for M0
B
;MB in DS;MF;� .B; I /:
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Similarly, if i is the least integer such that MB � u
�iNB , then

.1˝�/��.MB/�MB � u
�iNB � u

�i�r.1˝�/��.NB/;

so that ip 6 i C r , and i 6 r=.p� 1/. �

REMARK (2.1.9). Had we defined DS;MF
over W.F/-schemes equipped with

a nilpotent sheaf of ideals, rather than just on rings, then (2.1.7) would just say that
the morphism DS;MF

!DVF
is relatively representable.

Suppose that R is a complete local ring with residue field F and maximal
ideal mR. Fix a point � 2Dfl

VF
.R/, and a deformation VR of VF to R. For i � 1,

let �i 2 Dfl
VF
.R=miR/ be the image of �. Applying the construction of (2.1.6)

with AD R=miR, and VA D VR˝R R=miR, we obtain a groupoid DS;MF;�i over
AugR=miR

. We denote by DS;MF;� the category over AugR whose fiber over a pair
.B; I / is given by

DS;MF;�.B; I /D lim
 �

iDS;MF;�i .B; I /

where the right-hand side is defined for i sufficiently large since I is nilpotent, and
where the morphisms are again defined by the obvious inverse limit. Note that in
these inverse limits the transition maps are equivalences of categories for i large
(depending on .B; I /). In fact we will make use only of the associated functor
jDS;MF;� j D lim

 �
i jDS;MF;�i j.

PROPOSITION (2.1.10). The functor jDS;MF;� j is represented by a projective
R-scheme GRVF;� , in the sense that for any .B; I / in AugR, there is a canonical
isomorphism

HomR.SpecB;GRVF;�/
�
�!jDS;MF;� j.B; I /:

Proof. Applying (2.1.7) with ADR=miR, yields a projective R=miR-scheme
GRVF;�;i such that the reduction of GRVF;�;i modulo mi�1R is canonically isomorphic
to GRVF;�;i�1. The inductive limit of the GRVF;�;i yields a formal scheme bGRVF;� .
The proof of (2.1.7) shows that each GRVF;�;i is a closed subspace of the affine
Grassmannian over R. Now the affine Grassmannian is equipped with a line bundle
L whose restriction to any closed subscheme of finite type is very ample [Fa,
p. 42-43]. Thus bGRVF;� is equipped with a formal line bundle whose restriction to
GRVF;�;0 is very ample. It follows by formal GAGA [GrD, III, 5.4.5] that bGRVF;�

is the completion along mR of a projective R-scheme GRVF;� . �

COROLLARY (2.1.11). If EndFŒGK �VFDF, then Dfl
VF

is (pro)-representable by
a complete local W.F/-algebra Rfl

VF
, and there is a projective map of W.F/-schemes

‚VF
W GRVF

! SpecRfl
VF
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which represents the morphism ‚VF
of (2.1.4), in the sense that for any .B; I / in

AugW.F/ we have a canonical commutative diagram

HomW.F/.SpecB;GRVF
/ //

�

��

HomW.F/.SpecB;SpecRfl
VF
/

�

��
jDS;MF

j.B; I /
.2:1:4/ // jDfl

VF
j.B; I /

where the Homs in the top line denote maps of schemes such that the radical of Rfl
VF

pulls back into the ideal I:

Proof. The pro-representability of Dfl
VF

was already remarked on in (2.1.1).
The rest of the corollary follows by applying (2.1.10) to the tautological point
�univ 2Dfl

VF
.Rfl
VF
/. �

(2.1.12) By a finite flat model of VF we mean a finite flat group scheme G

over OK , equipped with an action of F, and an isomorphism VF
�
�!G.O NK/ which

respects the action of GK and F. We have

COROLLARY (2.1.13). There exists a projective F-scheme GRVF;0 such that
for any finite extension F0 of F, the set of (isomorphism classes of ) finite flat models
of VF0 D VF˝F F0 is in natural bijection with GRVF;0.F

0/.

Proof. We take GRVF;0 to be the projective F-scheme obtained by takingRDF,
and � D VF 2D

fl
VF
.F/ in (2.1.10).

By definition, GRVF
.F0/ is in bijection with the set of free SF0-submodules

MF0 �MF0 of rank d , which are stable under �, span MF0 as a SF0 Œ1=u�-module,
and such that the cokernel of ��.MF0/!MF0 is killed by ue . Given such an MF0 ,
we obtain a finite flat OK-group scheme G by composing the functors of (1.1.3) and
(1.1.11). It is equipped with an action of F0 by functoriality. By (1.1.13) we have
VF0

�
�!G.O NK/ respecting the action of F0 and GK1 . Hence by the full faithfulness

result of [Br4] used above, this isomorphism respects the action of GK .
Conversely, given a finite flat model G of VF0 , we know that G arises from

a module MF0 in .Mod FI=S/F0 , since (1.1.3) and (1.1.11) are equivalences on
objects killed by p. We have

TF0.MF0/.1/
�
�!VF0

�
�!G.O NK/

�
�!TF0.OE˝S MF0/.1/

by (1.1.13), so that MF0
�
�!OE ˝S MF0 . This isomorphism is compatible with

the action of F0 and �, so that MF0 gives rise to an element of jDS;MF;� j.F
0/ D

GRVF;0.F
0/. �

PROPOSITION (2.1.14). Suppose that e.K=Qp/ < p� 1. Then the map ‚VF

is an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. Let R and � be as in (2.1.9). By (2.1.13) and [Ra, 3.3.3], we see that
the reduced fiber of GRVF;� over the closed point of R consists of a single point,
corresponding to the unique finite flat model of VF. This implies that GRVF;� !

SpecR is a finite map, so it suffices to check that GRVF;� ˝R R=mR is reduced.
Consider an FŒ��-valued point (�2D 0), y, of this scheme. By (1.1.11) and the

construction of GRVF;� , y corresponds to an extension of finite flat group schemes

0! G0! G! G0! 0;

such that the corresponding extension of FŒGK �-modules splits. However, this
implies that the above extension is split by [Ra, 3.3.6(2)], so that y factors through
FŒ��! F. Since y was arbitrary, this implies that GRVF;�˝RR=mR is reduced. �

(2.2) Local analysis. In this subsection we analyze the local structure of GRVF
,

and of certain of its subschemes. We begin by recalling some of the main results of
[PR].

(2.2.1) Letƒ be a free OK-module of rank d , andKsep
0 an algebraic closure of

K0. For each K0-algebra embedding ' WK!K
sep
0 choose an integer r' 2 Œ0; d �.

The reflex field F �Ksep
0 of rD .r'/' is a finite extension ofK0 corresponding

to the subgroup of Gal.Ksep
0 =K0/ consisting of those automorphisms � such that

r�ı' D r' . Let OF be the ring of integers of F , and F its residue field. For an OF -
scheme T we write Mr.T / for the set of OK˝OK0

OT -submodules L�ƒ˝OK0
OT

such that L is, locally on T , a direct summand as an OT -module, and for a 2 OK ,

det
OT
.ajL/D

Y
'

'.a/r'

as polynomial functions on OK with values in �.T;OT / in the sense of [Ko, �5].
Recall that this means that, if X0; X1; : : : ; Xe�1 are indeterminates, then there is
an equality of polynomials with coefficients in �.T;OT /

det
OT
.X0C�X1C : : : �

e�1Xe�1jL/D
Y
'

.X0C'.�/X1C : : : '.�
e�1/Xe�1/

r' :

Note that the right-hand side actually has coefficients in OF . The functor Mr is
representable by a projective OF -scheme. Its closed fiber NMr WDMr˝OF F depends
only on r D

P
' r' . More precisely, if T is an F-scheme, then NMr.T / consists of

OK ˝OK0
OT -submodules L�ƒ˝OK0

OT which are OT -direct summands, locally
on T , and such that one has det.X��˝1jL/DXr [PR, �2].

The reduced subscheme of NMr has a stratification by locally closed subschemes
NMr;s where sD fsigdiD1 is a partition of r D

P
' r' satisfying s1 � s2 � � � � sd and

si 2 Œ0; e�. If F0 is a finite extension of F, then a point in NMr.F
0/ lies in NMr;s.F

0/

if the nilpotent endomorphism � ˝ 1 acting on the corresponding OK ˝OK0
F0-

submodule L � ƒ˝OK0
F0 has Jordan type s. If s and s0 are two such partitions,
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then NMr;s0 is contained in the closure of NMr;s if and only if s0 6 s, which means thatPj
iD1 s

0
i 6

Pj
iD1 si for j 2 Œ1; d � (see [PR, �3]).

In fact the NMr;s can be identified with orbits of GLd .FŒŒu��/ on the affine
Grassmannian for GLd . Namely, if we regard OK ˝OK0

F as an FŒŒu��-algebra via
u 7! �˝ 1, and we fix an isomorphism ƒ˝OK0

FD .FŒŒu��=ue/d , then one assigns
to the submodule L the F0ŒŒu��-sublattice of .F0ŒŒu��/d given by the pre-image of L
under the composite

.F0ŒŒu��/d ! .F0ŒŒu��=ue/d
�
�!ƒ˝OK0

F0:

By [PR, 5.3, 5.8, 5.10], [We],

PROPOSITION (2.2.2). Let M loc
r denote the scheme theoretic closure of

Mr˝OFF in Mr, and set NM loc
r DM

loc
r ˝OF F. Then:

(1) M loc
r is normal and Cohen-Macaulay.

(2) NM loc
r is reduced and normal, with rational singularities. It is equal to the

closure of NMr;Lr in NMr, where Lr denotes the dual partition to r.

(3) If any two of the integers r' differ by at most 1, then M loc
r D Mr provided

either r D
P
' r' 6 e, (i.e., r' D 0 or 1 for each ') or e 6 2.

(2.2.3) In view of (2), when the r' differ by at most 1, the equalityM loc
r DMr

is equivalent to NMr being reduced. In [PR] Pappas and Rapoport conjecture that
this is always the case when the r' differ by at most 1, and they prove this in the
cases mentioned in (3).

(2.2.4) Now for each Qp-algebra embedding  WK!K
sep
0 choose an integer

v 2 Œ0; d �. Denote by  0 the restriction of  to K0. For each � 2 Gal.K0=Qp/

we fix a lifting Q� of � to Ksep
0 . We set v� D .v /Q��1ı , where in the indexing set,

 runs over embeddings with  0 D � . Let F �Ksep
0 be a finite Galois extension

of Qp, which contains the reflex field of v� for each � 2 Gal.K0=Qp/, and write
OF for its ring of integers, and F for its residue field.

Set vD .v / . For an OF -scheme T , we denote by Mv.T / the set of OK˝Zp

OT -submodules L�ƒ˝Zp OT such that locally on T , L is a direct summand as
an OT -module, and for a 2 OK , we have

det
OT
.ajL/D

Y
 

 .a/v 

as polynomial functions on OK .
We again write Mv for the pull-back of Mv (which is defined over the ring of

integers of the reflex field of v) to OF .
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PROPOSITION (2.2.5). Denote by M Q�v� the pull-back of Mv by Q� jOF . There is
a canonical isomorphism

Mv
�
�! X

�
OFM

Q�
v� :

Proof. For an OF -scheme T , write T Q�
�1

for the pull-back of T by Q��1 on
OF . We have a decomposition

(2.2.6) OK ˝Zp OT
�
�!

L
� OK ˝OK0 ;�

OT
�
�! ˚� OK ˝OK0

O
T Q�
�1 ;

where the first map is OT -linear, and the second map is Q��1jOF -semi-linear.
Thus, we have a corresponding decomposition ƒ˝Zp OT

�
�!

L
� ƒ˝OK0

O
T Q�
�1 , and for L 2Mv.T / a decomposition LD

L
� L
0
� , where L0� �ƒ˝Zp OT

is the preimage of an OK˝Zp O
T Q�
�1 -submodule L� �ƒ˝OK0

O
T Q�
�1 , which is an

O
T Q�
�1 -module direct summand, locally on T Q�

�1

.
For � 2Gal.K0=Qp/, let �� 2 OK˝Zp OF be the idempotent such that (2.2.6)

identifies �� �OK˝Zp OT with the summand OK˝OK0
O
T Q�
�1 . For i D 0; 1; : : : ; e�1,

let Xi;� be an indeterminate. Then the determinant condition on L means that

(2.2.7) det
OT

�X
i;�

���
iXi;� jL

�
D

Y
 

X
i;�

. .���
i /Xi;� /

v 

where i runs over 0; 1; : : : ; e� 1, and � over the elements of Gal.K0=Qp/. On the
right-hand side of (2.2.7) we have again denoted by  the map OK˝Zp OF ! OKsep

0

induced by the inclusion  W K ! K
sep
0 . Now multiplication by �� induces the

identity on L0� and the zero map on L0� 0 for � 0¤� . Similarly,  .�� /D 1, if  0D�
and 0 otherwise. Hence, if for � 0 ¤ � we set Xi;� 0 D 0 for i ¤ 0, and X0;� 0 D 1,
then (2.2.7) becomes

det
OT

�X
i

� iXi;� jL
0
�

�
D

Y
 0D�

X
i

. .� i /Xi;� /
v 

so that

det
OT

�X
i

� iXi;� jL�

�
D

Y
 0D�

�X
i

Q��1 ı .� i
�
Xi;� /

v :

Thus fL�g� 2
Q
� Mv� .T

Q��1/D
Q
� M

Q�
v� .T /.

Conversely, given a collection fL�g� 2
Q
� M

Q�
v� .T /, we can regard L� as an

OK ˝OK0
O
T Q�
�1 -submodule of ƒ˝OK0

O
T Q�
�1 , which is a direct summand as an

O
T Q�
�1 -module, locally on T Q�

�1

. Then it is easy to invert the above construction to
produce a submodule L� OK ˝Zp OT which corresponds to an element of Mv.T /.

�
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COROLLARY (2.2.8). Let M loc
v denote the scheme theoretic closure of

Mv˝OFF in Mv, and write NM loc
v DM

loc
v ˝OF F. Then:

(1) M loc
v is normal and Cohen-Macaulay.

(2) NM loc
v is reduced and normal with rational singularities. It is equal to the closure

of X
�

OF
NM Q�v� ;Lv�

in X
�

OF
NM Q�v� , where the superscript Q� denotes pull-back by Q� ,

as before.

(3) If for each � 2 Gal.K0=Qp/ any two of the integers v with  0 D � differ by
at most 1, then M loc

v DMv provided either v D 0 or 1 for all  , or e 6 2.

Proof. By (2.2.5) we have M loc
v D X

�
OFM

loc;Q�
v� . Then the Cohen-Macaulay

property in (1) follows immediately from (2.2.2)(1), and (2) follows from (2.2.2)(2)
(cf. [GrD, IV 6.6.1]). For the normality in (1) it then suffices to check that M loc

v is
regular in codimension 1, which follows from the fact that it has normal fibers over
SpecOF . Finally (3) follows from (2.2.2)(3). �

(2.2.9) Fix v and F as in (2.2.4). We also fix an object MF of .Mod FI=S/F
such that for a 2 OK

(2.2.10) det
F
.aj.1˝�/.��.MF//=u

eMF/D
Y
 

 .a/v 

as polynomial functions on OK . We also fix an isomorphism of OK ˝Zp F-modules

� WMF=u
eMF

�
�!ƒ˝Zp F:

We now define three groupoids over AROF . Let A be in AROF . We define
NDv
MF

by declaring the objects of NDv
MF
.A/ to be OK ˝Zp A-modules L equipped

with an embedding "A W L ,!ƒ˝Zp A such that:

(1) L is an A-module direct summand in ƒ˝Zp A.

(2) For a 2 OK we have detA.ajL/D
Q
  .a/

v , where, as usual,  runs over
the Qp-algebra embeddings K ,!K

sep
0 , and the formula is to be interpreted

as an equality of polynomial functions on OK .

(3) The composite

L˝A F
"A˝1
,! ƒ˝Zp F

�
�!
��1

MF=u
eMF

identifies L˝A F with .1˝�/.��.MF//=u
eMF.

We define Dv
MF

by declaring the objects of Dv
MF
.A/ to consist of an object

MA in .Mod FI=S/A equipped with an isomorphism  A WMA ˝A F
�
�!MF in
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.Mod FI=S/F, and such that for a 2 OK

det
A
.aj.1˝�/.��.MA//=E.u/MA/D

Y
 

 .a/v 

as polynomial functions on OK with values in A. Note that the left-hand side makes
sense, since .1˝�/.��.MA//=E.u/MA is a finite free A-module by (1.2.2)(3).

Finally we define QDv
MF

by declaring the objects of QDv
MF
.A/ to consist of

an object MA in Dv
MF
.A/ equipped with an isomorphism of OK ˝Zp A-modules

�A WMA=E.u/MA
�
�!ƒ˝Zp A such that the diagram

MA=E.u/MA˝A F
�A˝1 //

�

��

ƒ˝Zp F

MF=u
eMF

� // ƒ˝Zp F

commutes.
A morphism for the first (resp. second, resp. third) groupoid covering a mor-

phism A ! A0 in AROF consists of an isomorphism LA ˝A A
0 ��!LA0 (resp.

MA˝A A
0 ��!MA0) compatible with the embeddings "A and "A0 (resp.  A and

 A0 , resp.  A, and  A0 , and �A and �A0).

PROPOSITION (2.2.11). We have morphisms of groupoids over AROF :

(2.2.12) QDv
MF
!Dv

MF
I MA 7!MA

and

(2.2.13) QDv
MF
! NDv

MF
I MA 7! �A..1˝�/�

�.MA/=E.u/MA/:

The first of these morphisms is relatively pro-representable, and both are formally
smooth. That is, they give rise to formally smooth maps of functors on AROF :

Proof. Let A be in AROF , and � DMA be an object of Dv
MF
.A/. If A0 is

in AROF , an object of QDv
MF;�

.A0/ consists of a morphism A ! A0, an object
MA0 of Dv

MF
.A0/, an isomorphism MA ˝A A

0 ��!MA0 , and an isomorphism
MA0=E.u/MA0

�
�!ƒ˝Zp A

0. Hence one sees that QDv
MF;�

is represented by a
complete local A-algebra R whose A0-points are given by the pre-image of � under

HomOK˝ZpA
0..MA=E.u/MA/˝AA

0; ƒ˝Zp A
0/

! HomOK˝ZpF.MF=E.u/MF; ƒ˝Zp F/:

Thus SpfR is a torsor under the formal group G over A whose A0 points are
given by

G.A0/D ker .AutOK˝ZpA
0.ƒ˝Zp A

0/! AutOK˝ZpF.ƒ˝Zp F//:
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In particular R is formally smooth over A, and this establishes the claims regarding
(2.2.12).

Now suppose that LA 2 NDv
MF
.A/, and that I � A is a nilpotent ideal. Write

LA=I D LA˝A A=I 2 ND
v
MF
.A=I /. Let MA=I in QDv

MF
.A=I / be an object which

maps to the isomorphism class of LA=I . Let MA be a free SA-module of rank
d , and choose an isomorphism MA˝AA=I

�
�!MA=I , and an isomorphism �A W

MA=E.u/MA
�
�!ƒ˝Zp A making the diagram

MA=E.u/MA
�

�A
//

��

ƒ˝Zp A

��

MA=E.u/MA˝AA=I

�

��
MA=I=E.u/MA=I

� // ƒ˝Zp A=I

commute. LetLCA denote the preimage of ��1A .LA/ in MA, and defineLC
A=I
�MA=I

analogously. Then 1˝ � W ��.MA=I /!MA=I factors through LC
A=I

, since its
image contains E.u/MA=I . Since ��.MA/ is a free SA-module, the composite

��.MA/! ��.MA=I /!MA=I

lifts to a map ��.MA/!LCA . Since LCA ˝AA=I
�
�!LC

A=I
, this lift is a surjective

map, and gives MA the structure of an object of QDv
MF
.A/, which maps to the

isomorphism classes of MA=I and LA in QDv
MF
.A=I / and NDv

MF
.A/ respectively. �

LEMMA (2.2.14). The groupoid NDv
MF

over AROF is pro-represented by a
complete, local Noetherian OF -algebra.

Proof. By definition, NDv
MF

is represented by the completion of a local ring on
Mv. �

(2.2.15) Let NRv
MF

be the complete local OF -algebra pro-representing NDv
MF

.
We denote by NRv;loc

MF
the quotient of NRv

MF
by its ideal of p-power torsion elements,

and by NDv;loc
MF

the corresponding full sub-groupoid of NDv
MF

. That is, if A is in
AROF , then an object of NDv

MF
.A/ is in NDv;loc

MF
.A/ if and only if the corresponding

map NRv
MF
! A factors through NRv;loc

MF
.

Note that it may happen that NRv;loc
MF

is the 0 ring, in which case NDv;loc
MF

is empty.

(2.2.16) To end this subsection, we explain how one can use the techniques
above to prove (for p > 2) a conjecture of Breuil which asserts that .Mod FI=S/Zp
is equivalent to the category of p-divisible groups over OK [Br5, 2.1.2].2

2According to the introduction of [Br5] one of the main reasons for introducing the category
.Mod FI=S/ was to try to obtain a classification of p-divisible groups and finite flat group schemes
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Let MF be as before. For simplicity we assume from now on that all the v 
are equal to a common non-negative integer v, that F DQp (so that FD Fp), and
that .1˝�/��MFp=u

eMFp is a free kŒŒu��=ue-module of rank v.
Some of what we will do below goes through with weaker assumptions, and

we leave it to the reader to formulate these results in the greatest generality.
Let MFp in .Mod FI=S/Fp be the image of MF under the functor (1.2.4).

We define a groupoid DMF
over ARZp , by declaring the objects of DMF

.A/ to
consist of an object MA in .Mod FI=S/A equipped with an isomorphism  WMA˝A
Fp

�
�!MFp in .Mod FI=S/Fp . Similarly, we define a groupoid DMFp

over ARZp ,
by declaring the objects of DMFp

.A/ to consist of an object MA in .Mod FI=S/A
equipped with an isomorphism  W MA ˝A Fp

�
�!MFp in .Mod FI=S/Fp . As

usual, in the first (resp. second) case a morphism .MA;  / ! .MA0 ;  
0/ (resp.

.MA;  /! .MA0 ;  
0/) covering a given morphism A! A0 of ARZp , consists of

an isomorphism MA˝AA
0 ��!MA0 in .Mod FI=S/A0 (resp. MA˝AA

0 ��!MA0 in
.Mod FI=S/A0) compatible with  and  0.

LEMMA (2.2.17). For A in ARZp and:

(1) For MA in DMFp
.A/, .1˝ �/.��MA/=E.u/MA and MA=.1˝ �/.�

�MA/

are finite free OK ˝Zp A-modules.

(2) The natural morphism of groupoids

Dv
MFp
!DMFp

is an equivalence.

Proof. Let mA denote the maximal ideal of A. By (1.2.2)

.1˝�/.��MA/=E.u/MA

is a finite free A-module whose reduction modulo mA is

.1˝�/.��MFp /=E.u/MFp :

By assumption, the latter is finite free over OK=pOK of rank v, and so by Nakayama’s
lemma .1˝ �/.��MA/=E.u/MA is a quotient of .OK ˝Zp A/

v. However, since
.1˝�/.��MA/=E.u/MA is A-flat, Nakayama’s lemma applied to the kernel of
the quotient map shows that this map is actually an isomorphism. This proves the
claim in (1) regarding, .1˝�/.��MA/=E.u/MA and (2) follows immediately.

The same argument shows that MA=.1˝�/.�
�MA/ is a finite free OK˝Zp A-

module, once we have checked that MFp=.1 ˝ �/.�
�MFp / is finite free over

kŒŒu��=ue. For this consider any exact sequence of finite kŒŒu��=ue modules

0!M 0!M !M 00! 0;

when p D 2. Unfortunately we do not yet have a complete understanding of the precise relationship
between these objects when p D 2:
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withM finite free. IfM 00 is finite free, then so isM 0. Since kŒŒu��=ue is a Gorenstein-
Artin ring, the functor HomkŒŒu��=ue . ; kŒŒu��=ue/ induces an exact involution of the
category of finite kŒŒu��=ue-modules. Hence we see that, conversely, if M 0 is free,
then so is M 00. �

LEMMA (2.2.18). The functors jDMFp
j and jDMFp

j admit versal deformation
rings Rver

MFp
and Rver

MFp
respectively. Both these rings are Noetherian.

Proof. This is a standard argument using Schlessinger’s criterion [Ma, 1.2].
To see the finiteness of the reduced tangent spaces, write QS1 D S=.p; uie=iŠ/i�p.
Then [Br3, 2.1.2.2], implies that for any A in ARFp , an element MA in DMFp

.A/ is
determined up to canonical isomorphism by the QS1˝Fp A-module MA˝S QS1 with
its induced Frobenius and filtration. This shows that jDMFp

j has a finite dimensional
reduced tangent space, whence so does jDMFp

j, by (1.2.4). �

PROPOSITION (2.2.19). There is an equivalence of groupoids over ARZp :

(2.2.20) DMFp
!DMFp

I MA 7! S ˝�;S MA:

Proof. The functor (2.2.20) is induced by that in (1.2.4), and its full faithfulness
follows from that of (1.2.4). Hence it suffices to show that the corresponding map
of functors

(2.2.21) jDMFp
j ! jDMFp

j

is an isomorphism.
Denote by jDMFp

jver and jDMFp
jver the functors on ARZp represented by

Rver
MFp

and Rver
MFp

respectively. By (1.2.5), jDMFp
j ! jDMFp

j is an isomorphism on
ARFp , and so we may choose an isomorphism

jDMFp
j
ver
jARFp

�
�!jDMFp

j
ver
jARFp

which covers (2.2.21). Since jDMFp
jver is formally smooth over jDMFp

j (this is one
of the defining properties of the versal deformation), this isomorphism lifts to a
map jDMFp

jver! jDMFp
jver which covers (2.2.21).

Let Rver
MFp
!Rver

MFp
be the corresponding map of rings. This map is an isomor-

phism modulo p. As in the proof of (2.2.17), it follows that it is an isomorphism,
provided we can show that Rver

MFp
is Zp-flat. Assuming this for a moment, we

conclude that jDMFp
jver ��!jDMFp

j
ver. It follows that for any A in ARZp the map

(2.2.21) is surjective on A-valued points. However, the full faithfulness in (1.2.4)
implies that it is injective on A-valued points, and this proves the proposition.
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It remains to show that Rver
MFp

is Zp-flat. We will show that Rver
MZp

is even
formally smooth over Zp. For this we consider the Cartesian diagram of functors

j QDMFp
jver //

��

j QDMFp
j

��
jDMFp

jver // jDMFp
j:

Here we have written QDMFp
for QDv

MFp
, and the top left term is defined so that the

diagram is Cartesian. Now the bottom map is formally smooth by the properties of
the versal deformation, and hence so is the top map. On the other hand by (2.2.11)
we have a formally smooth map

QDMFp
! NDMFp

WD NDv
MFp

:

Moreover an argument as in the proof of (2.2.17) implies that, if A is in ARZp

and LA is in NDMFp
, then LA and ƒ˝Zp A=LA are free OK ˝Fp A-modules (this

can also be deduced directly from (2.2.17)), and it follows easily that j NDMFp
j, and

hence j QDMFp
jver, is formally smooth. On the other hand, the map on the right

is formally smooth by (2.2.11) and (2.2.17), hence so is the map on the left. In
particular this map is surjective on A-valued points for any A in ARZp ; thus, the
formal smoothness of j QDMFp

jver implies that of jDMFp
jver. �

COROLLARY (2.2.22). The category .Mod FI=S/Zp is equivalent to the cate-
gory of p-divisible groups over OK .

Proof. By [Br3, 4.2.2.9] the category .Mod FI=S/Zp is anti-equivalent to
the category of p-divisible groups over OK , and we turn this into an equivalence
by composing with Cartier duality. Now applying (1.2.4) with AD Z=pnZ, and
passing to the limit over n, we obtain a fully faithful functor .Mod FI=S/Zp !
.Mod FI=S/Zp .

To show this is essentially surjective, let M be in .Mod FI=S/Zp , and write
Mn DM=pnM. By (1.2.5) there exists M1 in .Mod FI=S/Fp which maps to M1

under the functor of (1.2.5). As above, we have a natural isomorphism

.1˝�/��.M1/=u
eM1

�
�!M1=Fil1M1

�
�! .M=Fil1M/˝Zp Z=pZ;

and the left-hand side is a free kŒŒu��=ue D OK=pOK-module, because M=Fil1M is
Zp-free, and hence OK-free. It follows that we may apply (2.2.19) with MFp DM1.
This tells us that (the class of) M in jDM1 j.Zp/ corresponds to an element M in
jDM1

j.Zp/, and proves the required essential surjectivity. �
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(2.3) Generic fibers of flat deformation rings. In this section we will explain
some techniques for analyzing the generic fibers of deformation rings, and in
particular deformation rings of Galois representations.

(2.3.1) Let E=Qp be a finite extension with residue field containing F, and
OE � E the ring of integers. We denote by ARE the category of finite, local
W.F/Œ1=p�-algebras B with residue field E. In particular B is then canonically an
E-algebra.

We denote by IntB the category of finite OE -subalgebras A � B , such that
A˝OE E D B . The morphisms in this category are given by the natural inclusions.
Note that IntB is ordered by inclusion, and that any two elements of IntB are
contained in a third.

Let O be a discrete valuation ring, finite over W.F/ and with O� OE , and D
a groupoid over ARO. As explained in (A.7), D extends to a groupoid over bARO.
As in (A.8) we denote by bARO;.OE/ the category consisting of an O-algebra A in
bARO, equipped with a map of O-algebras A! OE . In particular, we may regard
IntB as a subcategory of bARO;.OE/.

Fix an object � 2 D.OE /. The construction of (A.8) gives a groupoid D.�/
over bARO;.OE/, such that an object of the category D.�/.A/ consists of an object
� of D.A/ equipped with a morphism ˛ W �! � in D covering the given map
A! OE . We define a groupoid D.�/ over ARE by setting

D.�/.B/D lim
�!

A2IntBD.�/.A/

for B in ARE . Here the limit is taken in the same sense as in the definition
of DVF

.A; I / in (2.1.1). More precisely, for A 2 IntB , denote by IntB;�A the
subcategory of IntB consisting of the subrings A0 � B which contain A. Then

D.�/.B/D lim
�!

A2IntBHomcARO;.OE/
.IntB;�A;D.�//:

The morphisms in this groupoid are also defined in an analogous fashion.

LEMMA (2.3.2). Let D!D0 be a formally smooth morphism of groupoids
over ARO. Let � be inD.OE /, and � 0 inD0.OE / the image of � . Then the morphism
D.�/!D0

.�0/
of groupoids over ARE is formally smooth.

Proof. Let B be in ARE , and A 2 IntB . Choose an object � D .�; ˛/ of
D0
.�0/
.A/. The morphism ˛ W �! � 0 gives � the structure of an object of D�.OE /.

Unwinding definitions reveals that .D.�//� D .D�/.�/. Thus we may replace D0

by the groupoid attached to � and D by D� , and hence assume that D and D0 are
pro-representable. In this case, the lemma follows from (2.3.3) below. �
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LEMMA (2.3.3). IfD is pro-represented by a complete local O-algebraR, then
the groupoidD.�/ on ARE is pro-represented by the complete local OŒ1=p�-algebra
OR� obtained by completing R˝OE along the kernel I� of the map R˝OE! E

induced by � .

Proof. Since D is representable as a groupoid over bARO, for any A in bARO,
any two isomorphic objects of D.A/ are related by a unique isomorphism. Hence
for any B in ARE , any two isomorphic objects of D.�/ are related by a unique
isomorphism, and it suffices to check that OR� represents the functor jD.�/j.

Let B be in ARE . Any element of jD.�/j.B/ is induced by a map R! A,
for some A in IntB , such that the composite map R˝O OE !A˝O OE ! OE kills
the preimage of I� in R˝O OE . Hence we get a map R˝O E ! B with kernel
containing a power of I� , since B is Artinian.

Conversely, any map R˝OE! B which kills a power of I� sends R˝O OE
onto a compact subring A of B , so that A 2 IntB , and the induced map R! A

produces an element of jD.�/j.A/� jD.�/j.B/. �

(2.3.4) Let F=Fp be a finite extension. Consider a representation of GK on a
finite dimensional F-vector space VF of dimension d . We will need a variant of the
groupoid DVF

introduced in (2.1.1). Namely we apply the discussion of (A.6) with
G DGK , and we obtain a groupoid D�

VF
over ARW.F/ such that D�

VF
.A/ consists

of pairs .VA; ˇA/ where VA in DVF
.A/ is a deformation of the GK-representation

VF to a finite free A-module, and ˇA is an ordered A-basis of VA lifting ˇF.
If �F WGK ! GLd .VF/ is the map corresponding to ˇF, then jD�

VF
j.A/ is the

set of liftings of �F to a map �A WGK ! GLd .A/ (not just up to equivalence). We
call �A a framed deformation of �F to A. By Schlessinger’s criterion [Ma, 1.2], the
functor jD�

VF
j is pro-representable by a complete local W.F/-algebra R�

VF
, which we

call the universal framed deformation ring of VF. Since the objects of D�
VF

have no
non-trivial automorphisms, this groupoid is also pro-represented by R�

VF
(cf. (A.5)).

There is a natural map of groupoids D�
VF
!DVF

which is easily seen to be for-
mally smooth. We remark that the fibers of the map jD�

VF
j.FŒ��/! jDVF

j.FŒ��/ are
principal homogeneous spaces under adVF=.adVF/

GK , where adVFDHomF.VF; VF/,
and hence

dimFjD
�
VF
j.FŒ��/D dimFjDVF

j.FŒ��/C dimFadVF� dimF.adVF/
GK :

We will often have occasion to use this formula and its variants.
Suppose that E=Qp is a finite extension whose residue field contains F, and

let Q� D .VOE ; ˇOE / 2D
�
VF
.OE /. We denote by � the image of Q� in DVF

.OE /. Write
V� D VOE ˝OE E. This is an E-vector space equipped with a continuous action of
GK , and an ordered basis ˇE induced by ˇOE .
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Applying the construction of (A.3) with E in place of F, and V� in place of
VF, we obtain a groupoid DV� over ARE such that the objects of DV� .B/ consist
of a deformation of the GK-representation V� to a finite free B-module. Similarly,
applying (A.6), we obtain a groupoid D�

V�
over ARE , such that for B in ARE ,

D�
V�
.B/ is the category of deformations of the GK-representation V� to a finite free

B-module VB , together with an ordered B-basis ˇB for VB , which lifts ˇE .

PROPOSITION (2.3.5). There are natural isomorphisms of groupoids over
ARE ,

DVF;.�/
�
�!DV� and D�

VF;.Q�/

�
�!D�

V�
:

Proof. LetB be in ARE . IfA2 IntB , then an object ofDVF;.�/.A/ corresponds
to a continuous representation of GK on a finite free A-module VA, equipped with
an isomorphism VA˝A OE

�
�!VOE . Hence, we have natural maps

(2.3.6) DVF;.�/.B/D lim
�!

A2IntBDVF;.�/.A/!DV� .B/

and this underlies a map of groupoids DVF;.�/!DV� over ARE .
The argument of [Ki1, 9.5] shows that any element of jDV� j.B/ arises from

an element of jDVF;.�/j.A/ for some A 2 IntB . Hence the morphism of groupoids
underlying (2.3.6) is essentially surjective, and it is fully faithful, because if
VA; WA 2DVF;.�/.A/, then any isomorphism VA˝AB

�
�!WA˝AB is induced by

an isomorphism VA˝AA
0 ��!WA˝AA

0 for some A� A0 2 IntB .
The straightforward argument for the construction of the second isomorphism

is similar, and left to the reader. �

(2.3.7) Keeping the above notation, suppose now that VF comes from a finite
flat group scheme. As in (2.1.1), we denote by Dfl

VF
� DVF

the full subcategory
over ARW.F/ corresponding to deformations which are the generic fiber of a finite
flat group scheme. It is again a groupoid. We define Dfl;�

VF
�Dfl

VF
analogously, so

that
D

fl;�
VF

�
�!Dfl

VF
�DVF

D�
VF
:

Since Dfl
VF
!DVF

is relatively representable, and D�
VF

is pro-representable, Dfl;�
VF

is pro-representable by a complete local W.F/-algebra Rfl;�
VF

.

Suppose that Q� 2Dfl;�
VF

.OE / and � is its image in Dfl
VF
.OE /. Then we denote

by Dcris
V�

the full subgroupoid of DV� corresponding to deformations which are

crystalline, and we define a subgroupoid Dcris;�
V�

of D�
V�

in a similar way.

PROPOSITION (2.3.8). The isomorphisms of (2.3.5) induce isomorphisms

Dfl
VF;.�/

�
�!Dcris

V�
and Dfl;�

VF;.Q�/

�
�!D

cris;�
V�

:
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Proof. The second isomorphism follows easily from the first and (2.3.5), so
we need only to establish the first isomorphism.

Let B be in ARE and A2 IntB . If VA is inDfl
VF
.A/, then VA=pnVA extends to

a finite flat group scheme for every n, so that VA is the Tate module of a p-divisible
group [Ra, 2.3.1], and VB D VA˝Zp Qp is crystalline. This shows, in particular,
that V� is Barsotti-Tate, and that the first morphism of (2.3.6) induces a morphism
Dfl
VF;.�/

!Dcris
V�

over ARE .

Now suppose that VB 2Dcris
V�
.B/ is crystalline. As a Qp-representation it is

a successive extension of copies of V� , and hence its Hodge-Tate weights are all
either 0 or 1. By (2.3.5), there exists a GK-stable, free, A-submodule VA � VB
with VA˝AB

�
�!VB . On the other hand, by [Br3, 5.3.1], there exists a GK-stable

Zp-lattice L� VB such that L is the Tate module of a p-divisible group. We may
assume that VA �L. The quotient L=VA is killed by pr for some positive integer r .
Hence for every integer n > r , VA=pn�rVA is a subquotient of L=pnL. It follows
that VA=pn�rVA extends to a finite flat group scheme [Ram, 2.1], which shows that
VA 2D

fl
VF;.�/

.A/. It follows that Dfl
VF;.�/

!Dcris
V�

is essentially surjective, and it is
fully faithful because the morphisms in (2.3.5) are. �

LEMMA (2.3.9). The functor jDcris
V�
j is formally smooth.

Proof. Let B be in ARE and I � B an ideal with I 2 D 0. Suppose ŒVB=I � is
in jDcris

V�
j.B=I /. Since VB=I is crystalline, it corresponds to a weakly admissible

�-module MB=I , which lies in .Mod=K0/B=I -fr, by (1.3.4). Moreover, since VB=I ,
considered as a Qp-representation, is a successive extension of copies of V� , we
have Fil1MB=I;K D 0 and Fil�1MB=I;K DMB=I;K . Here the subscript K denotes
tensoring by ˝K0K.

By (1.3.2), MB=I is free as a B=I ˝Qp K0-module. Choose a free B˝Qp K0-
module MB and an isomorphism MB ˝B B=I

�
�!MB=I . Since gr�MB=I;K is a

projective B=I ˝QpK-module, one sees easily that there exists a projective B˝Qp

K-submodule Fil0MB;K �MB;K such that MB;K=Fil0MB;K is also projective over
B˝Qp K, and Fil0MB;K˝B B=I D Fil0MB=I;K �MB=I;K . Similarly, we can lift
the morphism '�.MB=I /!MB=I to a morphism '�.MB/!MB . Now we have
an exact sequence

0! I ˝B=I MB=I !MB !MB=I ! 0

which is compatible with Frobenius maps, and remains exact after tensoring by
˝K0K and applying Fil0. Now choosing a presentation of I by free B=I -modules,
we see that the term on the left is admissible, since the category of weakly admissible
modules, admits cokernels. Since this category is stable under extensions, this
shows that MB is weakly admissible.
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Now setting VB D Vcris;B.MB/ and using (1.3.5), we see that VB lifts VB=I .
�

(2.3.10) Let v and F be as in (2.2.4), and E=F be a finite extension. If
� 2Dfl

VF
.OE /, we say that � or V� has p-adic Hodge type v if for all a 2K

det
E
.ajDcris.V�/K=Fil0Dcris.V�/K/D

Y
 

 .a/v :

Now, Q� in Dfl;�
VF

.OE / has p-adic Hodge type v if its image in Dfl
VF
.OE / has p-adic

Hodge type v.
We denote by ORfl;�

Q�
the completion ofRfl;�

VF
˝W.F/E along the kernel of the map

R
fl;�
VF
˝W.F/E!E corresponding to Q� . Similarly, if EndFŒGK �VFD F, then ORfl

�
de-

notes the completion ofRfl
VF
˝W.F/E along the kernel of the mapRfl

VF
˝W.F/E!E

corresponding to � .

COROLLARY (2.3.11). The E-algebra ORfl;�
Q�

is formally smooth over E. If �

has p-adic Hodge type v, and d D dimFVF, then

dimE OR
fl;�
Q�
D d2C

X
 

.d � v /v :

If EndFŒGK �VF D F, then ORfl
�

is formally smooth over E and

dimE ORfl
� D 1C

X
 

.d � v /v :

Proof. The claims regarding formal smoothness follows from (2.3.8), (2.3.9)
and (2.3.3).

Given this, to check that dimE OR
fl;�
Q�

(resp. dimE ORfl
�
) is given by the above

formula, it suffices to check that this is the dimension of its tangent space. By what
we have already shown this is equal to dimE jD

cris;�
V Q�
j.EŒ��/ (resp. dimEDcris

V�
.EŒ��/)

(where �2 D 0). Now jDcris
V�
j.EŒ��/DH 1

f
.GK ; adV�/ has E-dimension

P
 .d �

v /v CdimEH 0.GK ; adV�/ by [Ne, 1.24], which, in particular, proves the second
formula of the corollary. As in (2.3.4) we then have

dimE jD
cris;�
V Q�
j.EŒ��/D dimE jDcris

V�
j.EŒ��/C d2� dimEH 0.GK ; adV�/

D d2C
X
 

.d � v /v :
�

(2.4) Connected components. In this subsection we analyze the connected
components of SpecRfl;�

VF
Œ1=p� and SpecRfl

VF
Œ1=p� using GRVF

and the related
schemes introduced in Section (2.1). We retain the notation of the previous section.
As in Section (2.1), we denote by MF the preimage of VF.�1/ under the functor TF.
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(2.4.1) Let R be a complete, local, Noetherian OF -algebra with maximal ideal
mR, and residue field F, and fix � 2Dfl

VF
.R/. Let E=F be a finite extension and

y WR! OE a map of OF -algebras. We say that y has p-adic Hodge type v if the
object of Dfl

VF
.OE / obtained from � by applying ˝ROE has p-adic Hodge type v.

Let Xan denote the p-adic analytic space attached to SpfR [deJ, �7]. The
points of Xan are in bijection with the maximal ideals of RŒ1=p� [deJ, 7.1.9]. In
particular, any y as above corresponds to a point of Xan which we again denote by
y. Denote by .v ;y/ the p-adic Hodge type of y. By the main result of [Se], for
each Qp-algebra embedding  WK!K

sep
0 , the coefficients of Xd�v ;y .X�1/v ;y

are analytic functions of y 2 Xan. Since they are in fact integers, they must be
constant on the connected components of Xan, and the functions y 7! v ;y are
likewise constant on these components. (Sen considers a more general situation
involving families of representations which are not necessarily Hodge-Tate, and so
his functions are in general non-constant.)

The connected components of Xan coincide with those of SpecRŒ1=p�. When
R is normal this follows from [deJ, 7.4.1], which shows that any idempotent function
on Xan is contained in R. For the general case, let QR denote the normalization
of R, and QXan the associated analytic space. Then QR is a finite R-algebra, so
that QXan! Xan is finite [deJ, 7.2.1]. Since the points of Xan are in bijection with
the closed points of SpecRŒ1=p�, one sees that the images in SpecRŒ1=p� of two
connected components of Spec QRŒ1=p� meet if and only if the images in Xan of the
corresponding components of QXan meet.

Hence there is a subset of the set of connected components of SpecRŒ1=p�
such that y has p-adic Hodge type v if and only if (the image of) y lies on one of
these connected components. We denote by Rv the quotient of R corresponding to
the closure of these connected components in SpecR.

(2.4.2) Restricting DS;MF
to AugOF yields a groupoid DS;MF

jAugOF
, and we

denote by Dv
S;MF

the full subgroupoid whose value on .A; I / in AugOF consists
of those MA in DS;MF

.A; I / such that for a 2 OK we have

det
A
.aj.1˝�/.��.MA//=E.u/MA/D

Y
 

 .a/v 

as polynomial functions on OK . We set Dv
S;MF;�

D � �Dfl
VF
jAugOF

Dv
S;MF

.

LEMMA (2.4.3). The groupoidDv
S;MF;�

is representable in the sense of (2.1.10)
by a closed subscheme

GRv
VF;�
� GRVF;� :

Proof. Let T be any OF -scheme, and L be an OK ˝Zp OT -module which is
locally OT -free. With the notation of the proof of (2.2.5), equating coefficients in
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the equality

det
OT

�X
i;�

���
iXi;� jL

�
D

Y
 

X
i;�

. .���
i /Xi;� /

v 

defines a closed subspace of T .
Now over GRVF;� we have a universal sheaf of S˝OGRVF;�

-modules Muniv
�

,
equipped with a morphism ��.Muniv

�
/!Muniv

�
. The closed subspace GRv

VF;�
�

GRVF;� can be constructed by applying the remark of the previous paragraph with
T D GRVF;� , LD �

�.Muniv
�
/=E.u/Muniv

�
. �

(2.4.4) If F0 is a finite extension of F and Fsep the residue field of Ksep
0 , then

following (2.2.5), for any � 2 Gal.K0=Qp/, we denote by �� 2 k ˝Fp F0 the

idempotent which is 1modulo the kernel of the map k˝Fp F0
�˝1
! Fsep corresponding

to � , and 0 modulo the other maximal ideals of k˝Fp F0.
From now on we make the following assumption:

(2.4.5) The morphism �!Dfl
VF

of groupoids over AROF is formally smooth.

The two most important examples for applications are RDRfl
VF
˝W.F/ OF if

EndFŒGK �VF D F, or more generally, RDRfl;�
VF
˝W.F/ OF .

PROPOSITION (2.4.6). Let GRv;loc
VF;�

denote the closed subscheme of GRv
VF;�

corresponding to the ideal sheaf of p-power torsion sections, and write GR
v
VF;�
D

GRv
VF;�
˝OF F and GR

v;loc
VF;�
D GRv;loc

VF;�
˝OF F. Then:

(1) GRv;loc
VF;�

is normal and Cohen-Macaulay.

(2) GR
v;loc
VF;�

is reduced and normal with rational singularities.

(3) If F0=F is a finite extension, and MF0 in .Mod FI=S/F0 corresponds to a point of
y 2 GR

v
VF;�

.F0/, then y 2 GR
v;loc
VF;�

.F0/ if and only if for every � 2Gal.K0=Qp/,
the endomorphism 1˝� of �� .1˝�/��.MF0/=E.u/MF0 has Jordan type s� ,
satisfying s� 6 Lv� .

(4) If for any � 2 Gal.K0=Qp/ any two of the integers v with  0 D � differ by
at most 1, then GRv;loc

VF;�
D GRv

VF;�
provided either v D 0 or 1 for each  , or

e 6 2.

Proof. Since each of the statements is local on GRv
VF;�

, it suffices to prove
them in a neighborhood of a closed point y of GRv

VF;�
with residue field F0. After

replacing F by F0, and R by R˝W.F/W.F0/, we may assume that F0D F. We denote
by MF the object of .Mod FI=S/F corresponding to y.

If .A;mA/ is in AROF , and MA is in Dv
MF
.A/, then we can also regard MA as

an object ofDv
S;MF

.A;mA/. Thus we get a morphism of groupoidsDv
MF
!Dv

S;MF

on AROF . (Here we again denote by Dv
S;MF

the restriction of Dv
S;MF

to AROF ,
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and we will adopt the analogous convention for other groupoids below.) This fits
into a commutative diagram of groupoids over AROF .

(2.4.7) QDv
MF;�

//

��

QDv
MF

//

��

NDv
MF

Dv
MF;�

//

��

Dv
MF

��
GRv

VF;�
//

��

Dv
S;MF

‚VF

��
� // Dfl

VF

Here the lowest square is Cartesian by definition, and Dv
MF;�

and QDv
MF;�

are defined
so that the other two squares are Cartesian. The two maps with QDv

MF
as their source

are given by (2.2.12) and (2.2.13).
From the definitions one sees that the completion of the local ring on GRv

VF;�

at the point y represents the groupoid Dv
MF;�

. Let Rv
VF;y

denote this complete R-
algebra. By (2.2.11) QDv

MF;�
is also (pro)-represented by a complete local R-algebra

QRv
VF;y

. Let Rv;loc
VF;y

and QRv;loc
VF;y

denote the quotient of Rv
VF;y

and QRv
VF;y

respectively by
their ideals of p-power torsion elements. Since QDv

MF
!Dv

MF
is formally smooth

by (2.2.11), QRv;loc
VF;y
DR

v;loc
VF;y
˝Rv

VF;y

QRv
VF;y

is formally smooth over Rv;loc
VF;y

.
Now for any Noetherian local ring A, its completion OA is flat over A, and

this implies that AŒp1� � OA D OAŒp1�. From this we deduce that Rv;loc
VF;y

is the
completion of the local ring of GRv;loc

VF;�
at y, if y lies in this closed subscheme, and

is 0 otherwise.
On the other hand, NDv;loc

MF
and NDv

MF
are represented by complete local rings

NR
v;loc
MF

and NRv
MF

respectively. These are the complete local rings at points on
the schemes M loc

v and Mv respectively, where M loc
v and Mv are the OF -schemes

introduced in Section (2.2). By (2.2.11), and the formal smoothness of �!Dfl
VF

,
QRv
VF;y

is formally smooth over NRv
MF

, and hence QRv;loc
VF;y
D QRv

VF;y
˝ NRv

MF

NR
v;loc
MF

is
formally smooth over NRv;loc

MF
.

The proposition now follows from (2.2.8). �

PROPOSITION (2.4.8). The map ‚VF
of (2.1.4) induces a projective map of

OF -schemes
‚v
VF;�
W GRv;loc

VF;�
! SpecRv:

This map becomes an isomorphism after we apply˝OFF:
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Proof. To check that the composite

(2.4.9) GRv;loc
VF;�

,! GRVF;�

‚VF;�

! SpecR

factors through SpecRv, it suffices to check that the map obtained from (2.4.9)
by inverting p factors through SpecRvŒ1=p�. Since the latter scheme is a union
of connected components of SpecRŒ1=p�, it is enough to check that for any finite
extension E=F , any E-valued point of GRv;loc

VF;�
˝OFF maps to SpecRvŒ1=p�.E/.

Let y be such a point. Then y corresponds to a map R! OE , and hence to a
point of GRv;loc

VF;�
, by the valuative criterion for properness. These two OE -valued

points give rise, respectively, to a continuous representation of GK on a finite free
OE -module VOE , and an object MOE of .Mod FI=S/OE .

Let M denote the object of .Mod FI=S/OE corresponding to MOE . Using
(1.1.3), one can attach a p-divisible group Gr.M/ to M, whose Cartier dual we
denote by GrD.M/. The latter p-divisible group is the one attached to MOE by
the functor of (2.2.22). Gr.M/ and GrD.M/ are equipped with an action of OE by
functoriality.

Now write VE D VOE ˝OE E, and for a p-divisible group G, let Vp.G/ D
Tp.G/˝Zp Qp , where Tp.G/ is the Tate module of G. Given a continuous represen-
tation of GK on a Qp-vector space V , we set

Dcris.V /
�
D HomQpŒGK �.V; Bcris/:

We compute

Dcris.VE /K=Fil0Dcris.VE /K

�
�!Dcris.Vp.GrD.M//.�1//K=Fil0Dcris.Vp.GrD.M//.�1//K
�
�!D�cris.Vp.Gr.M///K=Fil1D�cris.Vp.Gr.M///K
�
�! .M=Fil1M/˝OK K

�
�! ..1˝�/.��.MOE //=E.u/MOE /˝OK K:

The first isomorphism follows from (1.1.13), and the full faithfulness of [Br4, 3.4.3],
the third from [Br3, 5.3.1], and the final isomorphism was noted in the proof of
(1.2.4), and has been used several times above. It now follows from the definitions
that y corresponds to an E-valued point of Rv. This proves the existence of the
map ‚v

VF;�
.

To check that ‚v
VF;�

becomes an isomorphism after˝OFF , we begin by check-
ing that it induces a bijection on OE -valued points for any finite extension E=F .
Consider an OE -valued point y of Rv, and let VOE be the corresponding GK-
representation. By definition VOE=p

nVOE comes from a finite flat group scheme, so
VOEDTp.G/ for ap-divisible group G [Ra, 2.3.1], which is unique by Tate’s theorem
[Ta, Thm. 4]. By (2.2.22) G arises from a unique module MOE in .Mod FI=S/Zp ,
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which carries an action of OE . Since MOE is free over S, MOE=uMOE is free over
S=uS, and hence it is finite flat over SOE=uSOE . This implies that MOE is finite
flat over SOE , so that MOE is in .Mod FI=S/OE . Finally, if F0 denotes the residue
field of OE , the isomorphism VOE ˝OE F0

�
�!VF˝F F0 induces an isomorphism

MOE ˝OE F0Œ1=u�
�
�!MF˝F F0.

This, together with the calculation already done above, shows that MOE

corresponds to an E-valued point Qy of GRv
VF;�

which maps to y. Any other such E-
valued point Qy0 corresponds to an object M0OE of .Mod FI=S/OE . Since MOE and
M0OE both give rise to VOE , the construction in (2.1.7) shows that we may identify
MOE Œ1=u� with M0OE Œ1=u�. On the other hand, M0OE gives rise to a p-divisible
group G0, and if we identify the generic fibers GK and G0K with the étale p-divisible
group over K corresponding to VOE , then this identification extends uniquely to
an isomorphism G0 ��!G, by Tate’s theorem. This implies that the isomorphism
MOE Œ1=u�

�
�!M0OE Œ1=u� identifies MOE with M0OE , so that Qy D Qy0.

It follows that ‚v
VF;�

induces a bijection on E-valued points. Let ‚v
VF;�
˝OFF

denote the map obtained from ‚v
VF;�

by inverting p. It is a projective map, which
induces a bijection on closed points. In particular, this implies that ‚v

VF;�
˝OFF is

a finite map.
By (2.4.6)(1) the source of this map is normal, and by (2.3.2), (2.3.8), (2.3.9)

and the condition (2.4.5), its target is regular. Hence‚v
VF;�
˝OFF is an isomorphism.

�

COROLLARY (2.4.10). For a topological space X we denote by H0.X/ the
set of connected components of X . Let GRv;loc

VF;0
denote the fiber of GRv;loc

VF;�
over the

closed point of Rv. There is a bijection

H0.SpecRvŒ1=p�/
�
�!H0.GRv;loc

VF;0
/:

Proof. Consider a connected component of GRv;loc
VF;�
˝OF F , and let e be the

idempotent which is 1 on this component, and vanishes on the others. If �F 2 OF
is a uniformiser, let n be the least non-negative integer n such that �nF e extends to
a section of GRv;loc

VF;�
. We have

.�nF e/
2
D �nF .�

n
F e/:

If n� 1, this implies that �nF e induces a non-zero, nilpotent function on GR
v;loc
VF;�
D

GRv;loc
VF;�
˝OFF. However, this scheme is reduced by (2.4.6)(2). It follows that nD 0.

This implies that

(2.4.11) H0.GRv;loc
VF;�
˝OFF /

�
�!H0.GRv;loc

VF;�
/:
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On the other hand, if bGRv;loc
VF;�

denotes the formal scheme obtained from GRv;loc
VF;�

by
completing along mR, then we have

(2.4.12) H0.GRv;loc
VF;0

/
�
�!H0.bGRv;loc

VF;�
/
�
�!H0.GRv;loc

VF;�
/

where the first isomorphism follows from the fact that GRv;loc
VF;0

and bGRv;loc
VF;�

have the
same underlying topological space, while the second isomorphism follows from
[GrD, III, 5.5.1]; the key point is that the global idempotent functions on GRv;loc

VF;�

and bGRv;loc
VF;�

are in bijection [GrD, III, 4.1.5]. Combining (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) with
(2.4.8) proves the corollary. �

(2.4.13) We will make a conjecture regarding the connected components
of SpecRvŒ1=p� or, equivalently those of GRv;loc

VF;0
. To formulate it we need a

strengthened version of (1.2.11).

PROPOSITION (2.4.14). Let .A; I/ be in AugW.F/;and MA in DS;MF
.A; I/.

Then MA admits a maximal multiplicative subobject Mm
A and a maximal étale

quotient Mét
A. Moreover:

(1) Both the quotient MA=M
m
A and the kernel of MA ! Mét

A are objects of
.Mod FI=S/A.

(2) If .A; I /! .B; J / is a morphism in AugW.F/ then there are natural isomor-
phisms

.MA˝AB/
m
DMm

A ˝AB and .MA˝AB/
ét
DMét

A˝AB:

(3) There are natural isomorphisms

.M�A/
m �
�! .Mét

A/
� and .M�A/

ét �
�! .Mm

A /
�:

Proof. Standard arguments show that it is enough to consider the case where
A is finitely generated over W.F/, and we assume this from now on.

Let x be a closed point of A=I , and �.x/ be its residue field. By (1.2.11),
the object MA;x DMA˝A �.x/ of .Mod FI=S/�.x/ has a maximal multiplicative
subobject Mm

A;x . By (1.2.2)(4), Mm
A;x is finite free over S�.x/, and we denote its

rank by dm.x/. Locally on A we may choose a basis for MA=uMA, and consider
the characteristic polynomial P.T / of the matrix for � acting on MA=uMA in this
basis. Then dm.x/ is equal to the greatest integer i such that the coefficient of
T d�i in P.T / does not vanish at x. Hence dm is lower semi-continuous for the
Zariski topology on the closed points of SpecA=I . We will show that it is also
upper semi-continuous, and hence constant.

We extend the definition of (1.2.6), and denote by ˆMOE;A the category of
finite OE˝Zp A-modules MA equipped with an isomorphism ��.MA/

�
�!MA. Let

WA be a finitely generated A-module, equipped with an action of GK1 such that
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the orbit of any element y 2WA under the action of GK1 generates a finite W.F/-
module. Consider the functor from such AŒGK1 �-modules to ˆMOE;A given by

DA WWA 7! .ObEur ˝Zp WA/
GK1 :

An argument as in (1.2.7) shows that DA is exact, commutes with extensions of
scalars for any morphism A! B in AugW.F/, and that WA is locally free over A if
and only if DA.WA/ is locally free over OE˝Zp A.

Let VA be the image of MA under the functor ‚VF
of (2.1.4). VA corresponds

to a Galois representation VA0 in Dfl
VF
.A0/ where A0 is in AR

A;I
W.F/. We will again

write VA for the A-module VA0 ˝A0 A equipped with the induced A-linear action
of GK . Suppose that LA � VA is a GK-stable, projective A-submodule, such that
VA=LA is also projective, and that the action ofGK on LA.�1/ is unramified. Write
Nk for the residue field of NK. The above remarks show that

DA.LA.�1//D OE˝W.k/ .W. Nk/˝Zp LA.�1//
GK1

�DA.VA.�1//
�
�!MAŒ1=u�

is a locally free OE ˝Zp A-submodule, with locally free quotient, and that its
formation commutes with extension of scalars in the same sense as above.

Now fix an integer dm 6 d . We define a groupoid DdmS;MF
over AugW.F/ as

follows: For .A; I / in AugW.F/, an object of DdmS;MF
.A; I / consists of an object

MA of DS;MF
, together with a GK-stable, projective A-submodule LA � VA of

rank dm (here VA is associated to MA as above), such that VA=LA is projective, the
action of GK on LA.�1/ is unramified, and we have

UA.LA/ WD .W. Nk/˝Zp LA.�1//
GK1 �MA �DA.VA.�1//:

Formation of UA.LA/ (as a functor in LA) commutes with extension of scalars,
because DA.LA.�1// has this property, and OE is a faithfully flat W.k/-algebra.
In particular DdmS;MF

is a well defined groupoid.

The morphism D
dm
S;MF

!DS;MF
given by sending .MA; LA/ to MA is rela-

tively representable and projective. Its fiber over an object MA in DS;MF
is given

by a closed subspace of the Grassmannian of dm-dimensional subspaces of VA. To
see this it suffices to show that given a projective submodule LA � VA of rank dm,
with VA=LA projective, there is an ideal J � A such that for any map A! A0 in
AugW.F/, LA˝AA0 is inDdmS;MF

.A0/ if and only if JA0D 0. The conditions that LA
is GK-stable and that the action of GK on LA.�1/ is unramified obviously cut out a
closed subscheme of SpecA. Hence we may assume that LA already satisfies these
conditions. Noting that SAŒ1=u�=SA is a free A-module, so that MAŒ1=u�=MA is
a projective A-module, we identify it with a direct summand in

L
i2I A for some
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index set I . Let r denote the composite

r W UA.LA/!DA.VA.�1//!DA.VA.�1//=MA
�
�!MAŒ1=u�=MA ,!

L
i2I A:

Set J equal to the ideal generated by the co-ordinates of the elements r.u/ where
u runs over UA.LA/. Using the fact that formation of UA.LA/ commutes with
extension of scalars, one sees immediately that J has the required property.

Let A be a finitely generated W.F/-algebra, � D MA in DS;MF
.A/, and

D
dm
S;MF;�

the fiber of DdmS;MF
over �.

Suppose first that A is a local Zp-algebra with jAj <1. Then we have the
maximal multiplicative submodule Mm

A D
T1
rD1.�

�/r.MA/ defined in (1.2.11).
Since Mm

A and MA=M
m
A are finite free SA-modules by (1.2.2)(4),

LmA D .ObEur ˝Zp Mm
A Œ1=u�/

�D1.1/D .W. Nk/˝Zp Mm
A /
�D1.1/

and VA=LmA are finite free A-modules by (1.2.7)(4), the former module having rank
rkSAMm

A . Hence for any finite local A-algebra A0, Ddm
S;MF;�

.A0/ consists of the
finite projective submodules LA0 �LmA ˝AA

0 of rank dm such that .LmA ˝AA
0/=LA0

is projective. Here we have used that the formation of Mm
A and LmA commutes with

extension of scalars A! A0 by (1.2.11)(2) and (1.2.9)(2).
In particular, we see that for any finitely generated W.F/-algebra A, and

� DMA in DS;MF
.A/, a closed point x of SpecA (or equivalently of A=I ) is in

the image of Ddm
S;MF;�

if and only if dm.x/ � dm. This shows that the function
dm is upper semi-continuous, and hence constant on the closed points of SpecA.
Moreover, if dm.x/Ddm, then the morphismD

dm
S;MF;�

!SpecA is an isomorphism
in a neighborhood of any closed point in its image. It follows that this map is an
isomorphism onto those components of SpecAwhere the function dm is equal to dm.
In particular, using the universal A-submodule LA � VA, we obtain a multiplicative
submodule

Mm
A DS˝Zp .W. Nk/˝Zp LA.�1//

GK1 �MA:

When jAj<1 this agrees with the definition of Mm
A in (1.2.11). To see this,

temporarily denote by Mm0
A D

T1
rD1.�

�/r.MA/ the submodule defined in (1.2.11).
Then Mm

A �Mm0
A , and

.ObEur ˝Zp Mm
A Œ1=u�/

�D1.1/D LmA D .ObEur ˝Zp Mm0
A Œ1=u�/

�D1.1/:

Hence Mm
A Œ1=u�DMm0

A Œ1=u�. Since the map ��.Mm
A /!Mm

A is an isomorphism,
this implies that Mm

A DMm0
A (cf. the proof of (2.1.7)).
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For any A, the formation of Mm
A commutes with extension of scalars. In

particular, if A0 is any Artinian quotient of A, with jA0j<1, then

Mm
A ˝AA

0
D .MA˝AA

0/m D

1\
rD1

.��/r.MA˝AA
0/:

Hence Mm
A ˝AA

0 contains the image of
T1
rD1.�

�/r.MA/ in MA˝AA
0. It follows

that for any maximal ideal m of A, and any positive integer i , we have� 1T
rD1

.��/r.MA/
�
=Mm

A �mi .MA=M
m
A /;

and so Mm
A D

T1
rD1.�

�/r.MA/. This proves that Mm
A is the maximal multiplicative

submodule of MA. Its other properties follow by construction. The existence and
properties of Mét

A now follow by duality as in (1.2.11). �

(2.4.15) Let M
v;loc
0 denote the universal sheaf of S˝Zp OGRv;loc

VF;0
-modules on

GRv;loc
VF;0

. We may apply (2.4.14) to obtain a submodule M
v;loc;m
0 �M

v;loc
0 and a

quotient module M
v;loc;ét
0 . On any connected component of GRv;loc

VF;0
the ranks of

these modules are well defined, and constant.
Let dDfdét; dmg be a pair of non-negative integers. We denote by GRv;loc;d

VF;0
�

GRv;loc
VF;0

the union of the connected components on which M
v;loc;m
0 has rank dm

and M
v;loc;ét
0 has rank dét.

Suppose that E=F is a finite extension, and that x 2 SpecRv
VF
.E/. Let VE

denote the corresponding representation of GK . It is not hard to check that (the
image of) x lies on a connected component of SpecRv

VF
Œ1=p� which corresponds

via the isomorphism of (2.4.10) to a connected component of GRv;loc;d
VF;0

, if and only
if the maximal unramified subrepresentation of VE .�1/ has E-dimension dm, and
the maximal unramified quotient of VE has dimension dét.

CONJECTURE (2.4.16). Suppose that EndFŒGK �VF D F. Then GRv;loc;d
VF;0

is
connected.

(2.4.17) We want to give a conjectural description of the normalization of Rv.
Given .A; I / in AugOF , and a point y 2Dv

S;MF;�
.A; I / we obtain an object MA

of .Mod FI=S/A. Let MA;0 DMA=uMA. This is a finite free W ˝Zp A-module
equipped with a Frobenius semi-linear map ' W MA;0 ! MA;0. Hence 'ŒkWFp�

induces a linear endomorphism of MA;0. We denote by P v
y .T / its characteristic

polynomial.
Since the construction of P v

y .T / is functorial in y, there is a polynomial

P v
VF
.T / 2 �.GRv

VF;�
;OGRv

VF;�
/ŒT �

which pulls back to P v
y .T / for every point y as above.
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We note for later reference that ifE=Qp is a finite extension, y 2 .SpecRv/.E/

and Vy denotes the GK-representation corresponding to y, then y may be viewed
as an E-valued point of GRv

VF;�
by (2.4.8), and the pull-back of P v

VF
.T / by y

is the characteristic polynomial of 'ŒkWFp� on Dcris.V
�
y /. This follows from the

construction and [Br3, 5.3.1].
Let QRv denote the subring of �.GRv;loc

VF;�
;OGRv;loc

VF;�
/ generated by Rv (via the

map of (2.4.8)) and the images of the coefficients of P v
VF
.T /.

CONJECTURE (2.4.18). The natural inclusion QRv � �.GRv;loc
VF;�

;OGRv;loc
VF;�

/ is an

isomorphism. In particular, QRv is the normalization of Rv.

(2.4.19) Note that the two statements in the conjecture are equivalent, because
GRv;loc

VF;�
is normal by (2.4.6), so that �.GRv;loc

VF;�
;OGRv;loc

VF;�
/ is normal and finite over

Rv. Because of the formal smoothness condition (2.4.5), the truth of (2.4.18)
depends only on VF and not on the choice of R.

(2.5) Rank 2 calculations. In this subsection we assume that d D 2, that the
integers v D 1 for all  and, unless explicitly stated otherwise, that K0 DQp . In
this situation we will verify the conjecture (2.4.16).

Since v D 1 for all  , we have GRv
VF;�
D GRv;loc

VF;�
by (2.4.6)(4). Following

the notation of the previous section, we regard GRv
VF;�

as an Rv-scheme via the
map ‚VF

of (2.1.10), and we denote by GRv
VF;0

its fiber over the closed point of
Rv. This is of course equal to GRv

VF;z
where z is the object VF of Dfl

VF
.F/.

We will assume that SpecRv is non-empty.

LEMMA (2.5.1). If F0 is a finite extension of F, then the elements of GRv
VF;0

.F0/

naturally correspond to finite free S˝Fp F0 D F0ŒŒu�� submodules MF0 �MF0 WD

MF˝F F0 of rank 2 such that:

(1) MF0 is stable under the map � WMF0 !MF0 .

(2) For some (and hence any) choice of an F0ŒŒu��-basis of MF0 , the induced map
� WMF0 !MF0 has determinant ˛ue where ˛ 2 F0ŒŒu���.

Proof. By definition, GRv
VF;0

.F0/ corresponds to finite free F0ŒŒu�� submodules
MF0 �MF0 of rank 2 such that ueMF0 � .1˝�/.�

�.MF0//�MF0 , and satisfying
the condition of (2.4.2). Since K0 DQp, this condition becomes (cf. (2.2.1))

det
F0
.T ��j.1˝�/.��.MF0//=u

eMF0/D T
e;

which is equivalent to the condition dimF0..1˝�/.�
�.MF0//=u

eMF0/D e, because
� induces a nilpotent endomorphism of .1˝�/��.MF0/=u

eMF0 .
Now any �-stable, finite free F0ŒŒu�� submodule MF0 �MF0 of rank 2 admits a

basis fe1; e2g such that .1˝�/.��.MF0//D hu
ie1; u

j e2i for some non-negative
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integers i; j . (Note that ��MF!MF is an isomorphism). If vu denotes the u-adic
valuation on F0ŒŒu�� then we have vu.det.�jMF0//D iCj , where the determinant is
computed with respect to any choice of basis of MF0 . Thus, MF0 satisfies (2) above
if and only if ueMF0 � .1˝�/.�

�.MF0//, and

dimF0..1˝�/.�
�.MF0//=u

eMF0/D 2e� i � j D e: �

(2.5.2) Let IK �GK denote the inertia subgroup, and Nk the residue field of
NK. Recall that the fundamental character of level n, !n D !n;K is given by

!n W IK ! Nk
�
I g 7! g. p

n�1
p
�/= p

n�1
p
�:

The formation of fundamental characters is not, in general, compatible with change
of field. Namely, if K 0=K is a finite extension with ramification degree e, then � is
a product of e uniformisers of K 0, so that !n;K jIK0 D !

e
n;K0 .

If K 0=K is a finite unramified extension, which contains the .pn�1/-th roots
of unity, then !n extends to a character of GK0 given by the same formula as above,
which we again denote !n. Note however, that this extension depends on the choice
of uniformiser � .

LEMMA (2.5.3). If VF is reducible its semi-simplification V ssF satisfies

V ssF jIK � !
i
1˚!

j
1

with i; j 2 Œ0; e�, and p� 1 j e� i � j .
If VF is irreducible and Fp2 � F, then

VFjIK � !
i
2˚!

pi
2

for an integer i such that i D i0Cpi1, for integers i0; i1 2 Œ0; e� with pC1 − i and
p� 1 j e� i . Here we regard !1 and !2 as F-valued via any embedding NF ,! Nk:

Proof. The image of GK in AutFVF is either contained in a Borel subgroup,
or is dihedral [Ra, 3.2]. This corresponds to the two cases in the lemma. In the
first case, it follows from local class field theory and the assumption K0 DQp that
V ssF jIK � !

i
1˚!

j
1 for some integers i; j . Since VF extends to a finite flat group

scheme, i; j can be chosen in Œ0; e�, by [Ra, 3.4.3]. In the second case local class
field theory and K0 DQp imply that VFjIK � !

i
2˚!

pi
2 for some integer i . Since

VF extends to a finite flat group scheme, i can be chosen to be of the form i0Cpi1

for some integers i0; i1 2 Œ0; e�. If p C 1 j i , then !i2 D !
pi
2 , and VF cannot be

irreducible, hence pC 1 − i .
It remains to check the claims regarding divisibility by p � 1. These are

equivalent to asking that IK acts on detF VF via !e1 . On the other hand, if SpecRfl;v
VF

is non-empty then VF lifts to a characteristic 0 representation whose restriction to
IK has cyclotomic determinant. (This follows easily from the definition of Rfl;v

VF
in
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(2.4.1), and the fact that v D 1 for all  :) Thus it remains to show that !e1 is the
reduction mod p of the cyclotomic character. When K DQp this is a standard fact,
and the general case follows from the remarks of (2.5.2). �

(2.5.4) If MF is an object of .Mod FI=S/F of rank 2 over FŒŒu��, then we call
MF ordinary if it is an extension of an étale object by a multiplicative object, each
of rank 1. By (1.1.15), if MF is the image of MF under the functor of (1.2.4), then
MF is ordinary, if and only if GrD.MF/ is ordinary.

For any sublattice MF �MF in .Mod FI=S/F and any A 2M2.F..u/// we
will write MF � A if MF has an FŒŒu��-basis fe1; e2g such that the corresponding
F..u//-basis of MF, satisfies �

� e1
e2
�
D A

� e1
e2
�
. Similarly, we will write MF � A if

MF has a basis in which � is given by A, in the sense just explained.
Finally, we will make the convention that if MF;1 � MF is an FŒŒu��-sub-

module with a chosen basis fe1; e2g, and A 2 M2.F..u///, then we denote by
MF;2 D A �MF;1 the FŒŒu��-span of the entries of hA

� e1
e2
�
i, and we will consider

MF;2 with the basis given by these entries.
We will denote by vu the u-adic valuation on F..u//.

LEMMA (2.5.5). Suppose that VF is irreducible, and let MF be the module
in ˆMOE;F assigned to VF.�1/ by the equivalence of (1.2.7). If F0 denotes the
quadratic extension of F, then

F0˝FMF �

�
0 a

d 0

�
for some a; d 2 F0ŒŒu�� such that vu.ad/D e, and pC 1 − vu.d/� vu.a/.

Proof. Fix an embedding F0 ,! Nk. Let K 0 be the unramified extension of K
of degree 2. By (2.5.3), IK acts on detF VF via the cyclotomic character. Hence
VF.�1/jIK is isomorphic to the dual of VFjIK . Since VF.�1/ is irreducible, it is
induced from a character of GK0 , and by (2.5.3) we have

F0˝F VF.�1/jGK0 � �!
�i
2 ˚�!

�pi
2

for some integer i such that i D i0Cpi1 for integers i0; i1 2 Œ0; e�, p � 1 j e � i ,
and pC 1 − i , and some unramified character � WGK0 ! F0�. After replacing VF

by F0˝F VF, and F by F0, we may assume that � is F�-valued, and that Fp2 � F.
Note that replacing .i0; i1/ by .i1; i0/, interchanges !i2 and !pi2 , so we may

assume that either i1 2 Œ1; e � 1� or i1 D 0 and i0 D e. Now choose an integer
j 2 Œ0; e� such that j D i�e

p�1
modulo pC1. If e � pC1 this is obviously possible.

If e 6 p, then our choice of i0 and i1 guarantees that i�e
p�1
2 Œ0; e�.

Let k0 ��! Fp2 denote the residue field ofK 0, and denote by � 2Gal. Nk=k0/ the
geometric Frobenius. Let NF be the object of ˆMOE;F with F..u//-basis fe1; e2g,
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and � given by

�.e1/D �.�/uj e2 and �.e2/D ue�j e1:

Since NF �
�

0 ue�j

�.�/uj 0

�
, it will suffice to check that TF.NF/

�
�!VF.�1/jGK1 .

Note that vu.ue�j / � vu.�.�/uj / D
.pC1/e�2i

p�1
mod .p C 1/, and that p C 1 −

.pC1/e�2i
p�1

. To see the second condition, observe that if it fails, then i D .pC1
2
/k

for some integer k, and p � 1je � 2i
pC1
D e � k. Since p � 1je � i this implies

p� 1ji � k D .p�1
2
/k, so that k is even, and pC 1ji , a contradiction. Hence the

condition pC 1 − vu.d/� vu.a/ is satisfied.
Using the notation of (1.1.12), let u2 2R be an element with up

2�1
2 Du. Then

k..u//Œu2�� FrR is a separable extension of k..u//, so that u2 2 OEur=pOEur . Note
that g.u2/D !2.g/u2 for g 2GK0 . We also choose an element w� 2 . Nk˝Fp F/�,
such that g.w�/D1˝�.g/�w� for g2GK0 . The elementw� is uniquely determined
up to multiplication by an element of .Fp2˝FpF/�. Note that �2.w�/D��1.w�/D
1˝�.�/�1w�.

Let �1 2 k0 ˝Fp F be the idempotent which is 1 modulo the kernel of the
map k0 ˝Fp F! Nk induced by the chosen inclusion F � Nk, and is contained in
the other maximal ideal of k0 ˝Fp F. Set �2 D �.�1/. Then for a 2 k0 we have
.a˝ 1/�1 D .1˝ a/�1; and .ap˝ 1/�2 D .1˝ a/�2.

Let i 0 D pj C e� j , and define elements v1; v2 2 OEur=pOEur ˝k..u//NF by

v1 D w��1.u
�i 0

2 ˝ e1/C�.w�/�.�/�2.u
�pi 0

2 uj ˝ e2/

and

v2 D w��2.u
�i 0

2 ˝ e1/C�.w�/�.�/�1.u
�pi 0

2 uj ˝ e2/:

Here we view OEur=pOEur˝k..u//NF as a Nk˝Fp F-module via the inclusion of Nk in
OEur=pOEur and the natural action of F on NF. A straightforward calculation shows
that v1 and v2 are invariant under �. Since TF.NF/ is 2-dimensional over F, it must
be spanned by v1 and v2. Write K 01 DK

0 �K1. By the choice of j , we have that
i D i 0 modulo p2� 1, so that for g 2GK01 ,

g.v1/D v1 ��.g/!
�i
2 .g/ and g.v2/D v2 ��.g/!

�pi
2 .g/:

This implies that T .NF/
�
�!VF.�1/ as GK01-representations, and hence as GK1-

representations, since VF.�1/ is irreducible, and obtained by inducing �!�i2 . �

PROPOSITION (2.5.6). Let F0=F be a finite extension. Suppose x1; x2 2
GRv

VF;0
.F0/ and that the corresponding objects of .Mod=S/F0 , MF0;1 and MF0;2 are

both non-ordinary. Then (the images of ) x1 and x2 lie on the same component of
GRv

VF;0
.
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Proof. After replacing VF by F0˝F VF, we may assume that F0 D F. Suppose
then that MF;1 � A for some A. If we fix the corresponding choice of basis for
MF;1, then MF;2 DB �MF;1 for some B 2GL2.F..u///, and MF;2 � �.B/AB

�1.
Note that B is uniquely determined up to multiplication on the left by elements
of GL2.FŒŒu��/. Thus, by the Iwasawa decomposition, we may assume that B is
upper triangular. By (2.5.1)(2), det�.B/ detB�1 D  for some  in FŒŒu���. Thus,
the diagonal entries of B are of the form �1u

i and �2u�i for �1; �2 2 FŒŒu���,
and some i 2 Z. After replacing B by diag.�1; �2/�1B , we may assume B has
diagonal entries u�i and ui . Note that although B depends on the choice of basis
for MF;1, we may choose B with diagonal entries u�i and ui for any such choice
of basis. Thus, we will often choose a basis, and then assume B is of the above
form.

We will show that x1 and x2 are connected by a chain of rational curves. For
this we need the following result:

LEMMA (2.5.7). Keeping the above notation, suppose that N is a nilpotent
element of M2.F..u/// such that MF;2 D .1CN/ �MF;1. Let N ad D �N denote
the adjoint matrix of N . If �.N /AN ad 2M2.FŒŒu��/ then there exists a map P1!

GRv
VF;0

sending 0 to x1 and 1 to x2.

Proof. Let MFŒT � D FŒT �˝FMF, and MFŒT �;1 D FŒT �˝F MF;1. We consider
MFŒT �;1 with the basis induced by the chosen basis of MF;1. Define an FŒŒu��ŒT �-
submodule MFŒT ��MFŒT � by MFŒT �D .1CNT /�MFŒT �;1. This submodule induces
a map from A1 into the affine Grassmannian parametrizing FŒŒu��-sublattices of MF,
and takes 0 to x1 and 1 to x2. It remains to check that this map actually factors
through GRv

VF;0
. For this, note that multiplying the chosen basis of MF;1 by 1CNT

gives an FŒŒu��ŒT �-basis of MFŒT �, and hence a F..u//ŒT �-basis of MFŒT �. In this
basis � is given by

(2.5.8) �.1CTN/A.1CTN/�1

D ACT�.N /ACTAN ad
CT 2�.N /AN ad

D ACT .�.N /ACAN ad
C�.N /AN ad/C .T 2�T /.�.N /AN ad/:

Now specializing the right-hand side of (2.5.8) to T D 1, yields an element
of M2.FŒŒu��/ because MF;2 is �-stable. Thus, �.N /ACAN adC �.N /AN ad 2

M2.FŒŒu��/, and �.N /AN ad 2M2.FŒŒu��/ by assumption. It follows that the right-
hand side of (2.5.8) is an element of M2.FŒŒu��ŒT �/, so that MFŒT � is �-stable. On
the other hand, det�.1CTN/A.1CTN/�1 D detA, since N is nilpotent, and so
(2.5.1) shows that for any finite extension F0 of F, specializing T by an F0-valued
point of A1, yields a point of GRv

VF;0
. If follows that the map, constructed above,

from A1 into the affine Grassmannian does indeed factor through GRv
VF;0

, and any
such map extends to P1, as GRv

VF;0
is projective. �
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(2.5.9) We return to the proof of (2.5.6). Suppose first that VF is reducible. In
this case MF contains a �-stable F..u//-line LF. If we choose an ordered basis for
MF;1 such that the first basis vector lies on LF, then the matrix A is upper triangular.
Write AD

�
a b
0 d

�
and B D

�
u�i �
0 ui

�
. Interchanging MF;1 and MF;2, if necessary

(and hence replacing B by B�1), we may assume that i � 0. Now,

MF;2 � �.B/AB
�1
D

�
u�pi �.�/

0 upi

��
a b

0 d

��
ui ��

0 u�i

�
D

�
ui�pia �a�u�ipCu�i�ipbC�.�/u�id

0 upi�id

�
:

Thus, vu.d/� 0, vu.a/� pi � i , and

(2.5.10) vu.�a�u
i
C bC�.�/uipd/� i C ip:

In fact, the first two inequalities can be improved to vu.d/�1, and vu.a/�pi�iC1,
since if vu.d/D 0, then vu.a/D e by (2.5.1), and MF;1 would be an extension of
an étale module by a multiplicative module, which contradicts the assumption that
MF;1 is non-ordinary. Similarly, if vu.a/D pi � i , then vu.ui�pia/D 0, so that
MF;2 is an extension of a multiplicative module by an étale module. It is easy to
see that any such extension splits. (One can of course also deduce this from the
analogous fact for finite flat group schemes.) This implies that MF;2 is ordinary,
which is again a contradiction.

Now set MF;3 D
�
1 �ui

0 1

�
�MF;1. Then

(2.5.11)

MF;3 �

�
1 �.�/upi

0 1

��
a b

0 d

��
1 ��ui

0 1

�
D

�
a �a�ui C bC�.�/uipd

0 d

�
and MF;2D

�
u�i 0
0 ui

�
�MF;3. Note that the right-hand side of (2.5.11) is inM2.FŒŒu��/,

by (2.5.10), and because i � 0. By (2.5.1) MF;3 corresponds to a point x3 2
GRv

VF;0
.F/, and x3 lies on the same connected component as x1, by (2.5.7), since if

N D
�
0 �ui

0 0

�
, then �.N /AN ad D 0. Moreover MF;3 is non-ordinary (for example

because the corresponding group scheme is an extension of two connected group
schemes).

It follows that we may replace MF;1 by MF;3 and B by
�
u�i 0
0 ui

�
. By (2.5.10)

this implies that we may assume vu.b/� i C ip. For j D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i we have

NF;j WD

�
u�j 0

0 uj

�
�MF;1 �

�
u�pj 0

0 upj

��
a b

0 d

��
uj 0

0 u�j

�
D

�
auj�pj bu�j�pj

0 dupj�j

�
2M2.FŒŒu��/
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since vu.b/� iCpi � j Cpj . Hence NF;j corresponds to a point of GRv
VF;0

, and
is non-ordinary. Replacing .MF;1;MF;2/ by .NF;j�1;NF;j / for successive values
of j , it suffices to consider the case B D

�
u�1 0
0 u

�
, when vu.a/� p, vu.d/� 1 and

vu.b/� pC 1.
In this case, since

�
u�1 0
0 u

�
D
�
0 1
�1 2u

��
2 �u
u�1 0

�
, we have MF;2 D

�
2 �u
u�1 0

�
�

MF;1. Thus, by (2.5.7), to prove that x1 and x2 lie on the same connected component
of GRv

VF;0
, it suffices to check that if N D

�
1 �u
u�1 �1

�
, then �.N /AN ad 2M2.FŒŒu��/.

However, for any
� ˛ ˇ
 ı

�
2M2.FŒŒu��/, a direct calculation shows that

(2.5.12)

�.N /

�
˛ ˇ

 ı

�
N ad
D

�
�ˇu�1 0

�˛u�p �ˇu�p�1C ıu�1 ˛u1�pCˇu�p

�
CW

for some W 2M2.FŒŒu��/. It follows that �.N /AN ad 2M2.FŒŒu��/, and this com-
pletes the proof of the proposition if VF is reducible.

(2.5.13) Suppose that VF is irreducible. By (2.5.5) it suffices to consider the
case where AD

�
0 d
a 0

�
, with pC 1 − vu.d/� vu.a/. As before, we may assume

B D
�
u�i �
0 ui

�
. Then

(2.5.14)

MF;2 �

�
u�pi �.�/

0 upi

��
0 d

a 0

��
ui ��

0 u�i

�
D

�
aui�.�/ du�pi�i � a�.�/�

aupiCi �aupi�

�
and, in particular, the right-hand side of (2.5.14) is in M2.FŒŒu��/.

Suppose first that �D 0, so that BD
�
u�i 0
0 ui

�
. In this case we may interchange

MF;1 and MF;2, while retaining our assumption about the form of A. In particular,
we may assume that i � 0. For j D 0; 1; 2; : : : i set NF;j D

�
u�j 0
0 uj

�
�MF;1. Then

in the basis of NF;j obtained by multiplying the chosen basis of MF;1 by
�
u�j 0
0 uj

�
,

� is given by
�

0 du�pj�j

aupjCj 0

�
.

Comparing this to the right-hand side of (2.5.14), we see that NF;j is �-stable,
and gives rise to a point yj 2 GRv

VF;0
.

Combining (2.5.7) and (2.5.12) with the fact that the right-hand side of (2.5.14)
has entries in FŒŒu��, one sees that for j D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i , there is map P1! GRv

VF;0

sending 0 to yj�1 and 1 to yj . Hence x1 D y0 and yi D x2 lie on the same
component of GRv

VF;0
.

Now we return to the case of arbitrary �. We distinguish two cases. Suppose
first that either i 6 0 or that vu.�/ � 0. In this case vu.u�pi�id � a�.�/�/ � 0,
implies that vu.u�ip�id/� 0, and vu.a�.�/�/� 0.

Hence, if we set MF;3 D
�
u�i 0
0 ui

�
�MF1 , and consider the basis of MF;3

induced by the chosen basis for MF;1 then (2.5.14) shows that MF;3 is stable by �
and corresponds to a point x3 2 GRv

VF;0
. By the case � D 0, considered above, x3

lies on the same component of GRv
VF;0

as x1.
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Replacing, x1 by x3, we may assume that AD
�

0 u�pi�id
upiCia 0

�
, and B D�

1 u�i�
0 1

�
. If N D

�
0 u�i�
0 0

�
, then we compute that �.N /AN ad D

�
0 �a�.�/�
0 0

�
, and

as we saw above, vu.a�.�/�/� 0. Hence x1 and x2 lie on the same component of
GRv

VF;0
by (2.5.7).

It remains to treat the case when i > 0, and vu.�/ < 0. In this case, we have
vu.d�au

ipCi�.�/�/� ipCi >0. In particular this implies that vu.auipCi�.�/�/
is non-negative.

Set MF;3 D
�
1 ui�
0 1

�
MF;1. As usual, the chosen basis of MF;1 induces a basis

of MF;3, in which the Frobenius is given by
�
auip�.�/ d�auipCi�.�/�

a �aui�

�
(this can be

seen from the computation (2.5.14), by replacing ui by 1 and � by ui�). This matrix
is easily seen to have entries in M2.FŒŒu��/ since the right-hand side of (2.5.14) does,
and because we have i > 0 and vu.�/ < 0. Hence MF;3 corresponds to a point x3
of GRv

VF;0
. Moreover, if N D

�
0 ui�
0 0

�
, then �.N /AN ad D

�
0 �auipCi�.�/�
0 0

�
lies

in M2.FŒŒu��/. Hence x3 and x1 lie on the same component of GRv
VF;0

by (2.5.7).

Now for j D 0; 1; 2 : : : ; i , set NF;j D
�
u�j 0
0 uj

�
�MF;3, with the basis induced

by the chosen basis of MF;3. Then � is given by�
auip�pjCj�.�/ u�pj�j .d�auipCi�.�/�/

aupjCj �auiCpj�j �

�
in this basis. Since NF;i DMF;2 and NF;0DMF;3, when j D 0 or i , this matrix has
integral entries, and is true for all j . Hence NF;j corresponds to a point yj 2GRv

VF;0
.

To check that yj and yjC1 lie on the same component of GRv
VF;0

for j 2 Œ0; i � 1�,
it suffices by (2.5.7) and (2.5.12) to show that

vu.au
iCp�1�.�//� p, vu.u�pi�i .d � auipCi�.�/�//� 0 and vu.aui�/� 1:

We have already seen the second of these inequalities, while the third follows
from the fact that vu.aui�.�// � 0 using (2.5.14) and vu.�/ < 0. If the first
inequality does not hold, then we must have vu.aui�.�// D 0. In particular
vu.au

ipCi�.�/�/D vu.u
ip�/ < ip < ipC i . This implies that

vu.d/D vu.au
ipCi�.�/�/;

whence pC 1 j vu.d/� vu.a/, which contradicts our assumptions. This completes
the proof of (2.5.6). �

PROPOSITION (2.5.15). We no longer assume that K0 DQp. Let GRv;ord
VF;0
�

GRv
VF;0

denote the union of components corresponding to the ordinary points of
GRv

VF;0
. (This was denoted by GRv;loc;d

VF;0
with dD f1; 1g in the notation of (2.4.15).)

If GRv;ord
VF;0

is non-empty then it consists of a single point, unless VF �
� �1 0
0 �2

�
where

�1 and �2 are unramified characters of GK . In the latter case:
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(1) If �1 ¤ �2, then GRv;ord
VF;0

consists of two points corresponding to its finite flat
models D.G��11 !/˚G�2 and D.G��12 !/˚G�1 , where ! denotes the mod p
cyclotomic character, and for an unramified mod p character �, G� denotes
the unique extension of � to a finite étale group scheme.

(2) If �1 D �2 then GRv;ord
VF;0

�
�!P1 and all the finite flat models of VF are isomor-

phic to D.G��11 !/˚G�1 .

Proof. Let F0=F be a finite extension, and A a local Artin ring with residue
field F0, and such that p �ADf0g. Keeping our previous notation, let VAD VF˝FA,
and MA DMF˝F A. Consider a point of GRv;ord

VF;0
.A/, and let MA �MA be the

corresponding element of .Mod FI=S/A. Thus MA is free of rank 2 over SA, and
spans the SAŒ1=u�-module MA. By the discussion in (2.4.13) MA is an extension

0!Mm
A !MA!Mét

A! 0

of an étale object of .Mod FI=S/A of SA-rank 1, by a multiplicative one. Compos-
ing the functors (1.1.3) and (1.1.11), we see that this corresponds to an extension
of finite flat group schemes equipped with an action of A

0! GmA ! GA! Gét
A! 0

with GmA multiplicative and Gét
A étale by (1.1.15). Finally LA D GmA .

NK/� VA gives
rise to aGK-stableA-line in VA, such that the action ofGK on VA=LA is unramified.
(Here by an A-line we mean a free A-submodule of rank 1, with A-free quotient).

Conversely, given such an A-line, LA � VA, consider an ordinary finite flat
group scheme GA equipped with an isomorphism GA. NK/

�
�!VA, under which

GmA .
NK/ is mapped onto LA. Since GmA is multiplicative while Gét

A is étale, they
are uniquely determined by LA and VA=LA respectively, and an argument as in
[BCDT, 4.1.2] shows that GA is uniquely determined by LA. There is more than one
possibility for LA only if VF is decomposable, with unramified diagonal characters
�1 and �2. The possibilities for LA are then the two A-lines in VA corresponding
to �1 and �2 in (1) and to any A-line in (2).

This establishes the proposition except possibly in (2), when we have only
shown a functorial isomorphism GRv;ord

VF;0
.A/

�
�!P.VF/.A/. However this implies

that GRv;ord
VF;0

is smooth, and that its zeta function is .1� T /�1.1� jFjT /�1. This

implies that GRv;ord
VF;0

is connected, 1-dimensional of genus 0, and has a rational

point, and so GRv;ord
VF;0

�
�!P1. �

COROLLARY (2.5.16). Let RDRfl;�
VF
˝W.F/ OF . As above assume that dD2,

and that all the v are equal to 1, but drop the assumption that K0DQp.

(1) The complete local ring Rv is flat over Zp of pure relative dimension 4C ŒK W
Qp�, and RvŒ1=p� is formally smooth over F .
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(2) Let E=F be a finite extension and x1; x2 2 .SpecRv/.E/. If (the images
of ) x1 and x2 lie on the same irreducible component of SpecRv then the
corresponding E-representations of GK , Vx1 and Vx2 are both ordinary or
both non-ordinary. The converse holds in the following two cases:
(i) Vx1 and Vx2 are both non-ordinary and K0 DQp.

(ii) Vx1 and Vx2 are both ordinary. If L1 � Vx1 and L2 � Vx2 denote the
(unique) E-lines on which IK acts via the cyclotomic character, then GK
acts on L1 and L2 via O�E -valued characters with the same reduction
modulo �E .

If EndFŒGK �VF D F then the same results hold for RDRfl
VF
˝W.F/ OF , except that

the dimension in (1) is 1C ŒK WQp�:

Proof. Rv is flat over Zp by construction, and the claims concerning dimensions
and formal smoothness follow from (2.3.11).

The second part of the corollary follows from (2.5.6), (2.5.15) and (2.4.10).
Note that since SpecRvŒ1=p� is formally smooth over F , its connected components
coincide with its irreducible components, and since Rv is flat over Zp , these are in
bijection with the irreducible components of SpecRv.

Finally the last claim is easily deduced using the formal smoothness of the
map Rfl

VF
!R

fl;�
VF

. �

(2.6) The case of residue characteristic l ¤ p. In this section we will apply
the techniques developed above to study deformation rings of Galois representations
of local fields of residue characteristic l ¤p. Since this case is significantly simpler
than that considered above, we will develop the theory only as far as it is needed in
this paper.

(2.6.1) Suppose that l ¤ p is a prime, and that L is a finite extension of Ql .
We fix an algebraic closure NL of L, and write GLDGal. NL=L/. We write IL �GL
for the inertia subgroup. As above, we denote by F a finite extension of Fp , and we
consider a two dimensional F-vector space VF equipped with a continuous action of
GL, and a fixed choice of basis. We make two assumptions:

(1) detVF is equal to the cyclotomic character � WGL! Z�p (modulo p).

(2) VF.�1/
GL ¤ f0g.

We define a groupoid D�VF
on ARW.F/ by declaring the objects of D�VF

.A/

to be finite free A-modules VA equipped with a continuous action of GL such
that detA VA D �, and an isomorphism of FŒGL�-modules VA ˝A A=mA

�
�!VF.

Similarly we define D�;�VF
by declaring an object of D�;�VF

.A/ to consist of an
object VA of D�VF

.A/ together with a choice of A-basis lifting the chosen basis on
VF. We denote by DVF

and D�
VF

the groupoids defined in the same way, except that
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we drop the condition on the determinant. As in (2.1.1), we extend each of these
functors to AugW.F/.

Finally we define a groupoid L�VF
(resp. L�;�VF

) on AugW.F/ by declaring
L
�
VF
.A; I / (resp. L�;�VF

.A; I /) to consist of pairs .VA; LA/ where VA is an object of
D
�
VF
.A; I / (resp. D�;�VF

.A; I /), and LA � VA is an A-line on which GL acts via �
(that is a projective A-submodule of rank 1, such that VA=LA is projective over A,
with a trivial action of GL).

LEMMA (2.6.2). (1) The functors jD�
VF
j and jD�;�VF

j are pro-representable
by complete local W.F/-algebras R�

VF
and R�;�VF

respectively.

(2) The morphism jL�;�VF
j ! jD

�;�
VF
j given by sending .VA; LA/ to VA is repre-

sented by a projective morphism ‚VF
W L

�;�
VF
! SpecR�;�VF

.

Proof. (1) is clear. For (2), we note that jL�;�VF
j is pro-representable by a

closed subspace of bP! SpecR�;�VF
, where P denotes the projectivization of the

universal rank 2 R�;�VF
-module, and bP denotes its completion along the maximal

ideal of R�;�VF
. By formal GAGA this subspace corresponds to a unique projective

R
�;�
VF

-scheme. �

LEMMA (2.6.3). L
�;�
VF

is formally smooth over W.F/. The W.F/Œ1=p�-scheme
L
�;�
VF
˝W.F/ W.F/Œ1=p� is connected.

Proof. To begin with we observe that for any finite group M of p-power order
the natural map

H 1.GL;Zp.1//˝ZpM !H 1.GL;Zp.1/˝ZpM/

is an isomorphism. To see this is suffices to consider the caseM DZ=pnZ, in which
case the above map is injective with cokernel equal to H 2.GL;Zp.1//Œp

n�. Since
H 2.GL;Zp.1// is Pontryagin dual to Qp=Zp , it is a free Zp-module of rank 1, and
has no p-torsion. In particular we see that for any finite, Artinian Zp-algebra A,
the composite

Ext1
ZpŒGL�

.Zp;Zp.1//˝Zp A
�
�!H 1.GL;Zp.1//˝Zp A

!H 1.GL; A.1//
�
�!Ext1AŒGL�.A;A.1//

is an isomorphism.
Now let A ! A0 be a surjection of local Artin rings with residue field

F0, a finite extension of F. For the first claim it suffices to show that the map
jL
�
VF
j.A/ ! jL

�
VF
j.A0/ is a surjection. Suppose that .VA0 ; LA0/ is an object of

L
�
VF
.A0/. Then the discussion of the previous paragraph shows that VA0 corresponds
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to a class in Ext1
ZpŒGL�

.1; �/˝Zp A
0. Lifting this class to Ext1

ZpŒGL�
.1; �/˝Zp A

produces an object VA D .VA; LA/ of L�VF
.A/ such that VA˝AA0

�
�!VA0 .

For the second claim, the smoothness implies, in particular, that L
�;�
VF
˝W.F/ F

is reduced, so as in (2.4.10), it suffices to show that L
�;�
VF
˝
R
�;�
VF

F is connected.
However, exactly as in (2.5.15) one sees that this scheme is isomorphic to P1 if
F
�
�! F.1/ and VF is split (i.e. if the action of GL on VF is trivial), and a reduced

point otherwise. �

LEMMA (2.6.4). Let E=Qp be a finite extension, and � 2L�;�VF
.OE /. We again

denote by � the image of � in D�;�VF
.OE /.

The morphism of groupoids on ARE , L�;�
VF;.�/

! D
�;�

VF;.�/
is fully faithful. If

the E-representation V� of GL corresponding to � is indecomposable, then this
morphism is an equivalence.

Proof. Suppose that B is in ARE , and let VB be an object of D�;�
VF;.�/

. As
in (2.3.5) VB corresponds to a deformation of V� to B together with a choice of
basis. To prove the first assertion we have to show that if VB admits a B-line
LB � VB such that LB.�1/ is GL-invariant, then LB is the unique such line. Since
detB VB D �, we have HomBŒGL�.B.1/; VB=LB/D f0g, so that

HomBŒGL�.B.1/; VB/D HomBŒGL�.B.1/; LB/;

and the uniqueness of LB follows.
Suppose that V� is indecomposable. We have to show that VB admits a unique

B-line LB � VB on which GL acts via �. It suffices to show that VB is isomorphic
to the trivial deformation V� ˝E B . This follows by induction on the length of B ,
and the fact that, by local Tate duality, we have

dimEH 1.GL; ad0V�/D dimEH 0.GL; ad0V�/C dimEH 0.GL; ad0V�.1//D 0:
�

(2.6.5) For � as above, we define a groupoid DV� (resp. D�;�V� ) on ARE by

declaring D�V� .B/ (resp. D�;�V� .B/) to consist of deformations of V� to B with
determinant � (resp. determinant � and a lift of the given basis on V� ).

PROPOSITION (2.6.6). Let SpecR�;1;�VF
denote the scheme theoretic image of

the morphism ‚VF
of (2.6.2). Then

(1) R�;1;�VF
is a domain of dimension 4, and R�;1;�VF

Œ1=p� is formally smooth over
W.F/.

(2) If E=Qp is a finite extension, then a morphism � WR
�;�
VF
!E factors through

R
�;1;�
VF

if and only if the corresponding two dimensional E-representation V�
is an extension of E by E.1/.
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Proof. That R�;1;�VF
is a domain follows from (2.6.3). Let � be as in (2.6.4).

An argument as in (2.3.3) together with (2.6.4) shows that the map between the
complete local rings at the image of � on SpecR�;�VF

and L
�;�
VF

is a surjection, and
is an isomorphism if V� is indecomposable. Hence we see that ‚VF

becomes a
closed immersion after inverting p. In particular (2.6.3) implies that R�;1;�VF

Œ1=p�

is formally smooth over W.F/Œ1=p�. To compute its dimension, suppose that V� is
indecomposable. Then the dimension of R�;1;�VF

Œ1=p� is equal to

dimE jD
�;�
V�
j.EŒ��/D dimE jD

�
V�
j.EŒ��/C 4� dimE .adV�/

GL

D dimEH 1.GL; ad0V�/C 3D 3:

Finally for (2), by what we have seen, � factors through R�;1;�VF
if and only if

it lifts to a (necessarily unique) point of L
�;�
VF

, that is, if and only if V� admits an
E-line LE � V� such that LE .�1/ is GL-invariant. �

COROLLARY (2.6.7). Let O be the ring of integers in a finite extension of
W.F/Œ1=p�, and  W GL! O� a continuous unramified character. Write R�

VF;O
D

R�
VF
˝W.F/ O. Then there exists a quotient R�;;�VF;O

of R�
VF;O

with the following
properties.

(1) R�;;�VF;O
is a domain of dimension 4, and R�;;�VF;O

Œ1=p� is formally smooth
over O.

(2) IfE=OŒ1=p� is a finite extension, a map � WR�
VF;O
!E factors throughR�;;�VF;O

if and only if V� is an extension of  by .1/.

Proof. We may replace F by the residue field of O. Then twisting by �1 in-
duces an isomorphism R�

VF;O
�
�!R�

VF˝�1;O
, and the quotient R�;;�VF;O

corresponds
toR�;1;�

VF˝�1
˝W.F/O under this isomorphism. The corollary follows from (2.6.6). �

3. Modularity

(3.1) Quaternionic forms. We continue to assume p > 2. We need some
results on automorphic forms on definite quaternion algebras, following [Tay1]. In
that paper there is a standing assumption that p is unramified in the totally real
number field over which one works, and that p >3. We will use certain results from
[Tay1] without assuming this; however the reader will easily check that when we do
this the proofs of loc. cit. go over unchanged, though they do sometimes rely on the
hypothesis (3.1.2) made below (in the situation of [Tay1] this hypothesis is always
satisfied). Another difference with [Tay1] is that Taylor considers only totally
definite quaternion algebras which are unramified at all finite primes, whereas we
allow ramification at finite primes. This makes no difference to the proofs, and so
we make no further mention of it.
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There are three types of result we will establish in this section: raising the level
at primes dividing p, raising the level at primes not dividing p, and a result on the
freeness of the space of quaternionic forms over the ring of diamond operators. We
work in greater generality than needed for the applications of this paper, because
this entails relatively little extra work, and may prove useful in future papers.

(3.1.1) We recall the definitions of [Tay1, �1], or rather a slight variant of
them.

Let F be a totally real field, and D a quaternion algebra with center F which
is ramified at all the infinite places of F and at a set of finite places †, which does
not contain any primes dividing p. We fix a maximal order OD of D, and for each
finite place v …†, an isomorphism of Fv-algebras .OD/v

�
�!M2.OFv /. We will

denote by N.v/ the order of the residue field at v.
Let U D

Q
v Uv � .D˝F A

f
F /
� be a compact open subgroup contained inQ

v.OD/
�
v . We assume that if v 2†, then Uv D .OD/�v , and that Uv D GL2.OFv /

for vjp.
Let A be a topological Zp-algebra. For each vjp, we fix a continuous repre-

sentation �v W Uv ! Aut.W�v / on a finite A-module. (In applications this will
usually be a free A-module). We write W� D ˝vjp;AW�v and we denote by
� W
Q
vjp Uv! Aut.W� / the corresponding representation. We regard � as being a

representation of U by letting Uv act trivially if v − p.
Finally, we fix a continuous character  W .AfF /

�=F �!A� such that for any
place v of F , � on Uv\O�Fv is given by multiplication by  �1. We think of .AfF /

�

as acting on W� via  �1, so that W� becomes a U.AfF /
�-module. Note that, given

� and U , such a  need not exist. A necessary condition for the existence of  is
that � be trivial on U \O�F .

Let S�; .U;A/ denote the set of functions

f WD�n.D˝F A
f
F /
�
!W�

such that for g 2 .D ˝F A
f
F /
� we have f .gu/ D �.u/�1f .g/ for u 2 U , and

f .gz/D .z/f .g/ for z2 .AfF /
�. If we write .D˝F A

f
F /
�D

`
i2I D

�tiU.A
f
F /
�

for some ti 2 .D˝F A
f
F /
� and some finite index set I , then

S�; .U;A/
�
�!

f 7!ff .ti /g

L
i2I

W
.U.A

f
F /
�\t�1

i
D�ti /=F

�

� :

We make the following assumption:

(3.1.2) For all t 2 .D˝F A
f
F /
� the group .U.AfF /

�
\ t�1D�t /=F �

has prime to p-order.
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Note that the calculations of [Tay1, 1.1] show that .U.AfF /
� \ t�1D�t /=F � is

automatically finite, and that if U is sufficiently small then it is a 2-group. Thus
(3.1.2) holds for U sufficiently small.

(3.1.3) Let S be a set of primes containing †, the primes dividing p, and
the primes v of F such that Uv � D�v is not maximal compact. Let Tuniv

S;A D

AŒTv; Sv�v…S , be a commutative polynomial ring in the indicated formal variables.
For each finite prime v of F we fix a uniformiser �v of Fv. We consider the
left action of .D ˝F A

f
F /
� on W� -valued functions on .D ˝F A

f
F /
� given by

the formula .gf /.z/ D f .zg/. As explained in [Tay1, �1], S�; .U;A/ has a
natural action of Tuniv

S;A, with Sv acting via the double coset U
�
�v 0
0 �v

�
U and Tv via

U
�
�v 0
0 1

�
U . These operators do not depend on the choice of �v.

Let m be a maximal ideal of Tuniv
S;A with residue field a finite field of character-

istic p. Also, m is in the support of .�;  / if S�; .U;A/m is non-zero. Also, m is
Eisenstein if Tv � 2 2m for all but finitely many primes which split in some fixed
abelian extension of F .

If A is a local ring with maximal ideal mA, and f 2 S�; .U;A/ is an eigen-
function (that is, a function such that for each T 2 Tuniv

S;A, Tf D aT f for some
aT 2 A) whose image Nf in S�; .U;A/˝AA=mA is non-zero, then the kernel of
Tuniv
S;A acting on Nf is a maximal ideal m of Tuniv

S;A. We call m the maximal ideal
associated to f .

We will need a variant of the results of [Kh] for totally real fields, and these
are relatively easy to deduce using definite quaternion algebras.

LEMMA (3.1.4). Let I � A be an ideal, and write N for the composite of  
with the projection A! A=I . For vjp fix a representation � 0v of Uv on a finite free
A=I -module W� 0v . Denote by � 0 the

Q
vjp Uv-representation W� 0 D˝vjp;A=IW� 0v ,

and assume that, on Uv \O�Fv , � 0 is given by N �1.
Suppose that W� 0 occurs as a

Q
vjp Uv-module subquotient of W N� WDW� ˝A

A=I . If m is in the support of .� 0; N /, then m is in the support of .�;  /.

Proof. The hypothesis (3.1.2) implies that S�; .U;A/
�
�!

L
j2J W

Gj
� for

some index set J and a group Gj which is of prime to p order, and does not depend
on � . Hence the functorW� 7!S�; .U;A/ is exact. Applying this withA=I in place
of A, we find that S� 0; N .U;A=I /m¤ f0g implies S

N�; N .U;A=I /m¤ f0g. Similarly,
we see that the surjection W�; ! W

N�; N induces a surjection S�; .U;A/m !
S
N�; N .U;A=I /m, so that S�; .U;A/m ¤ f0g. �

LEMMA (3.1.5). Let K be a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers OK
and residue field Fq , and E a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers O, and
residue field F. Denote by B � GL2.Fq/ the subgroup of upper triangular matrices.
Let 1 denote the trivial representation of B on an F-vector space of dimension
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1, write W0 � IndGL2.Fq/
B 1 for the subspace of constant functions, and set W1 D

IndGL2.Fq/
B 1=W0.

If E is sufficiently large, then for i D 0; 1 there exists a representation of
GL2.OK/ on a finite free O-module W with the following properties.

(1) W ˝O F has a subquotient isomorphic to Wi .

(2) W is a smooth representation (i.e. it has locally constant orbit maps) and
is a cuspidal K-type. That is, there exists a cuspidal representation ˛ of
GL2.K/ such that ˛jGL2.OK/ contains W ˝Zp Qp as a subrepresentation. If
˛0 is any irreducible admissible representation with the same property then ˛0

is obtained from ˛ by twisting by an unramified character.

(3) W jOK� is trivial.

Proof. Let H be the quadratic unramified extension of K, and write OH for its
ring of integers, and pH for its maximal ideal. We fix an embedding OH �M2.OK/,
and we denote by � 2M2.OK/ an element of order 2 which induces the non-trivial
Galois automorphism of OH over OK .

Let � W O�H ! O� be a character which has even conductor 2m > 0, and such
that for any character � W O�K ! O�, � � .��1 ıNH=K/ has conductor � 2m. Here
NH=K W H

� ! K� denotes the norm. Such a � exists if E is sufficiently large.
(One could for example take m D 1, and � of order dp, where d is any divisor
of qC 1:) By [GK, 3.4] O�H .1C �.p

m
H // � GL2.OK/ is a subgroup, and we may

extend � to a character of this group (again denoted � ) by requiring the extension
to be trivial on 1C �.pmH /.

Let Q� be any extension of � to a character Q� WK� DH�.1C �.pmH //!E�.
By loc. cit. ˛ D IndGL2.K/

K�
Q� is an irreducible, admissible cuspidal representation of

GL2.K/. Hence
W 0 D IndK

�GL2.OK/
K�

Q�

is also irreducible. Moreover by using [Cas, 2.1] one sees that the K�GL2.OK/-
representationW 0 is not contained in any other admissible irreducible representation
of GL2.K/ (cf. [Kh, 3.2]). Hence W D IndGL2.OK/

O�H .1C�.p
m
H //
� is an O-lattice in W 0, and

satisfies (2) of the lemma.
We have to check that � can be chosen so that W satisfies (1). Let

�0 W F
�

q2
! F�

denote the character induced by � . If i D 0, then we choose � so that �0 is trivial.
In this case

W ˝O FD IndGL2.OK/
O�H .1C�.p

m
H //

1;

and in particular it contains a copy of the trivial representation.
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If i D 1, we choose � so that �0 is a non-trivial character whose kernel contains
F�q . Then W ˝O F admits IndGL2.Fq/

F�
q2

�0 as a subquotient, where the inclusion

F�
q2
� GL2.Fq/

is induced by O�H � GL2.OK/. The restriction of W1 to F�
q2

is a direct sum over
the non-trivial characters of F�

q2
=F�q . Hence there exists a non-zero map

W1! IndGL2.Fq/
F�
q2

�0

which is an injection as W1 is irreducible [CDT, 3.1.1].
Finally, since p > 2, we may choose � so that � jO�K is trivial (as well as

satisfying the condition involving conductors imposed above). With such a choice
of � , W satisfies (3). �

COROLLARY (3.1.6). Suppose that E=Qp is as above, and that ADO. For
each vjp let W� sm

0;v
be a representation of GL2.OFv / on a finite free O-module

which is either trivial of rank 1 or isomorphic to IndGL2.OFv /
I O modulo the constant

functions, where I � GL2.OFv / denotes the subgroup of matrices which are upper
triangular modulo �v.

Let � alg
0 be an algebraic representation of

Q
vjp GL2.OFv / on a finite free

O-module W
�

alg
0

, and let W�0 D W
�

alg
0

˝O W� sm
0

where W� sm
0
D ˝vjpW� sm

0;v
. We

suppose that for vjp, the restriction of �0 to Uv \ O�Fv is given by  �1. Suppose
that f 2 S�0; .U;O/ is an eigenfunction for the action of Tuniv

S;O , whose image in
S�0; .U;O/˝O F is non-zero, and let m� Tuniv

S;O be the associated maximal ideal.
Then after increasing E, there exists a � as in (3.1.1), such that � D � alg

0 ˝�
sm,

with W� sm D ˝vjpW� sm
v

and each W� sm
v

a cuspidal K-type, and a non-zero Tuniv
S;O -

eigenfunction g 2 S�; .U;O/m.

Proof. For vjp let W� sm
v
D W be the representation constructed in (3.1.5)

corresponding to the case i D 0 if W� sm
0;v

is trivial and i D 1 otherwise. Set

W� sm D˝vjpW� sm
v

and W� DW� alg
0

˝OW� sm :

Note that, since O�Fv acts trivially on W� sm
0;v

for vjp, the condition (3.1.5)(3) implies
that O�Fv acts via  �1 on W� .

Since m is in the support of S�0; .U;O/ it is in the support of S
N�0; N 

.U; F/,
where N�0 and N denote the reductions of �0 and  modulo the radical of O (cf. the
proof of (3.1.4)). Hence by (3.1.4) and (3.1.5)(1), m is in the support of S�; .U;O/.
Since S�; .U;O/m is a non-zero finitely generated O-module, after enlarging E
if necessary, we may assume it contains a non-zero Tuniv

S;O -eigenfunction g. By
(3.1.5)(2) the automorphic representation generated by g is cuspidal at all places
vjp. More precisely, for each v the corresponding local factor �v is a twist of the
representation ˛ of (3.1.5) by an unramified character. �
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(3.1.7) Let � − p be a finite place of F , such that U� D GL2.OF�/. Define a
compact open subgroup U 0 of

Q
v.OD/

�
v by U 0v D Uv if v ¤ �, and

U 0� D fg 2 GL2.OF�/ W g D
�
� �
0 �

�
.��/g:

As in [DT, �2], we define a map

i� W S�; .U;A/
2
! S�; .U

0; A/I .f1; f2/ 7! f1C
�
1 0
0 ��

�
f2:

We will assume from now on that � 2 S ; however, note that since U� D
GL2.OF�/, there is a well defined operator T� on S�; .U;A/.

LEMMA (3.1.8). Let m be a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal of Tuniv
S;O , and sup-

pose that AD F. Then the map i� above is injective after localizing at m:

Proof. By dévissage it suffices to consider the case when W� is irreducible.
The irreducible case follows from the argument given in the second part of the
proof of [Tay1, 3.1]. �

(3.1.9) Let NQp be a fixed algebraic closure of Qp, and E � NQp a finite
extension of Qp with integer ring O. We will assume that E contains the image
of every embedding � W F ,! NQp. Let k � 2 be an integer. The same argument
as in [CDT, 3.1.1] shows that, after possibly replacing E by a larger field, there
exists an O-lattice Lk � Symk�2E2 which is stable under the natural action of
M2.O/ on Symk�2E2, and is equipped with a perfect pairing h�; �i such that for
any g 2M2.O/ and x; y 2 Lk

hgx; gyi D .detg/k�2hx; yi:

Now let .k� ; w� /� be a collection of pairs of integers, where � runs over embeddings
F ,!E, k� � 2, and w D k� C 2w� � 1 is independent of � .

Suppose that � has the form

W� D
N

� WF ,!E

Lk� ˝ detw� :

For each vjp, W�v corresponds to the product of the factors for which � induces
a continuous embedding Fv!E, and M2.OFv / acts on the factor corresponding
to � via the induced map M2.OFv /!M2.O/. The perfect pairings on each of the
Lk� induce a perfect pairing h�; �i on W� .

Now fix a character  as in (3.1.1). Such a character exists provided that
NF=Q.U \ O�F /

wC1 D 1, which we assume from now on, this condition being
automatic if w is odd. Then for g 2 U.AfF /

�,

hgf1; gf2i D  
�1.detg/hf1; f2i:

In particular, for any t 2 .D˝F A
f
F /
�, the pairing h�; �i is invariant under the action

of U.AfF /
�\ t�1D�t=F �, since the determinant of an element in this group lies in
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F �. Hence h�; �i restricts to a perfect pairing on W
U.A

f
F /
�\t�1D�t=F �

� . We define
a perfect pairing on S�; .U;O/ by

hh; giU D X
Œt�2D�n.D˝A

f
F /
�=U.A

f
F /
�

hh.t/; g.t/i �1.det t /
ˇ̌
U.A

f
F /
�
\ t�1D�t=F �

ˇ̌�1
:

Similarly, if � is as in (3.1.7), we can define a perfect pairing h�; �iU 0 on S�; .U 0;O/.
For each vjp, there is a natural action of the semigroup GL2.Fv/\M2.OFv / on

W� -valued functions on .D˝F A
f
F /
�, which is smooth on functions in S�; .U 0;O/

for any compact open subgroup U 0 of .D˝F A
f
F /
�. It is given by usm.f /.g/D

Q�.u/f .gu/, where Q� denotes the natural representation of
Q
vjp GL2.Fv/ onW�˝O

E. Under this action S�; .U;O/ is invariant under Uv , and hence for g2GL2.Fv/\
M2.OFv / there is a well defined Hecke operator UvgUv on S�; .U;O/. We extend
the action of Tuniv

S;O on S�; .U;A/ to Tuniv
Sp;OD Tuniv

S;O ŒTv; Sv�vjp , by requiring that Tv
and Sv act by the Hecke operators corresponding to

�
�v 0
0 1

�
and

�
�v 0
0 �v

�
respectively.

As before Tv and Sv are formal variables.
We call a maximal ideal of Tuniv

Sp;O Eisenstein if it induces an Eisenstein maximal
ideal of Tuniv

S;O . As in (3.1.3), if f 2 S�; .U;O/ is a Tuniv
Sp;O-eigenfunction, whose

image Nf in S�; .U;O/˝O F is non-zero, we call the kernel of the action of Tuniv
Sp;O

on Nf the maximal ideal associated to f .

LEMMA (3.1.10). Let i�
�

denote the adjoint of the map i� of (3.1.7) with respect

to the pairings h�; �iU and h�; �iU 0 . The maps i� and i�
�

are compatible with the action
of Tuniv

Sp;O, and then

i
�

�
ı i� D

�
N.�/C 1 T�
T�  .��/.N.�/C 1/

�
W S�; .U;O/

2
! S�; .U;O/

2:

Proof. The compatibility of i� with the action of Tuniv
Sp;O is clear. A calculation

shows Tv is self-adjoint for the above pairing, and Sv is obviously self-adjoint,
since it acts via the scalar  .�v/. It follows that i�

�
is also compatible with the

action of Tuniv
Sp;O.

Finally the formula for i�
�
ı i� is proved just as in [Tay2, Lemma 2]. Note that,

by definition, S� acts on S�; .U;O/ by  .��/. �

COROLLARY (3.1.11). Let m � Tuniv
Sp;O be a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal.

Suppose that S�; .U;O/m ¤ f0g and that

.T 2� � .N.�/C 1/
2 .��//.S�; .U;O//�mS�; .U;O/:

Then the quotient S�; .U 0;O/m=i�.S�; .U;O/2m/ is a non-zero free O-module.
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Proof. That the quotient is torsion-free follows from (3.1.8). If it were zero
then the localization of i� at m would be an isomorphism, and hence so would
those of i�

�
and i�

�
ı i�. This contradicts the fact that the determinant of the matrix

in (3.1.10), giving i�
�
ı i�, annihilates S�; .U;O/=mS�; .U;O/

To see this, denote this matrix by A, and let OŒT�� denote the O-algebra of
endomorphisms of S�; .U;O/m generated by T�. Note that the localization of i�

�
ıi�

is obtained by applying ˝OŒT��S�; .O; U /m to the endomorphism of OŒT��
2 given

byA. Since S�; .U;O/m is a finite faithful OŒT��-module, if the localization of i�
�
ıi�

is invertible then Nakayama’s lemma implies that A 2M2.OŒT��/ is invertible. But
then detA induces an automorphism of S�; .U;O/m, which contradicts (3.1.10). �

(3.1.12) Keeping the above assumptions (so in particular W� is as above), let
Q be a finite set of finite primes of F , such that for v 2Q, D is unramified at v
and v − p. Suppose that for each v 2Q,

Uv D fg 2 GL2.OFv / W g D
�
� �
0 �

�
.�v/g:

For each v 2Q fix a quotient �v of .OFv=�vOFv /
� of p-power order, and write

�D
Q
v2Q�v . Define a compact open subgroup U� D

Q
v.U�/v � U by setting

.U�/v D Uv if v …Q, and .U�/v the set of gD
�
a b
c d

�
2 Uv such that ad�1 maps

to 1 in �v. The group � acts on S�: .U�;O/. For h 2 � we denote by hhi the
corresponding endomorphism of S�; .U�;O/.

LEMMA (3.1.13). (1) The operator
P
h2�hhi on S�; .U�;O/ induces an

isomorphism X
h2�

hhi W S�; .U�;O/�
�
�!S�; .U;O/:

(2) S�; .U�;O/ is a free OŒ��-module.

Proof. This is proved as in [Tay1, 2.3]. The proof uses (3.1.2). �

(3.1.14) We end this section by explaining the relationship between the spaces
S�; .U;O/ and classical automorphic forms on D�.

Suppose A D E in (3.1.1) and that W� has the form W� alg ˝E W� sm where
W� sm is a smooth irreducible E-representation of

Q
vjp.OD/

�
v ,

W� alg D ˝
� WF ,!E

Symk��2E2˝ detw�

is an irreducible algebraic representation of D�p D .D˝Q Qp/
�, and (we assume)

E contains the image of all embeddings of F into NQp . The existence of  satisfying
the conditions of (3.1.1) implies that w D k� C 2w� � 1 is independent of � .

Fix an isomorphism NQp
�
�!C. In particular, this induces an embedding E ,!

C, and we may view W
�

alg
C

WDW� alg˝E C as a representation of D�1D .D˝Q R/�
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(and even of .D˝Q C/�
�
�! .D˝Q

NQp/
�). Similarly we set W� sm

C
DW� sm ˝E C

and regard this as a representation of
Q
vjp.OD/

�
v , so that W�C

D W� ˝E C is a
representation of

Q
vjp;1.OD/

�
v .

Choose U 0D
Q
v U
0
v so that U 0v DUv if v −p, and U 0v acts trivially on W� sm if

vjp, and denote by C1.D�nD.AF /�=U 0/ the space of smooth C-valued functions
on D�nD.AF /� which are invariant by U 0. Then the map

A W S�; .U;E/! HomD�1.W
�
�C
; C1.D�nD.AF /

�=U 0//

which sends f 2 S�; .U;E/ to w 7! .g 7! w.�
alg
C
.g1/

�1� alg.gp/f .g
1/// iden-

tifies S�; .U;E/˝E C with a space of automorphic forms on D� with central
character  C given by  C.g/DNF=Q.g1/

1�wNF=Q.gp/
w�1 .g1/. Here W ��C

denotes the C-linear dual of W�C
.

If � D˝v�v is an irreducible automorphic representation of D�, then � is
generated by a function in A.f /.W ��C

/ for some f 2S�; .U;E/ (withU sufficiently
small and E sufficiently large) if and only if �1 is isomorphic to W �

� alg;C
and

�p D˝vjp�v contains W �� sm;C as a
Q
vjp.OD/

�
v -representation.

(3.2) Galois cohomology calculations. In this section we explain how to
control the number of generators necessary to present certain deformation rings
using Galois cohomology.

(3.2.1) Fix a finite extension E=Qp , with ring of integers O, uniformiser �E ,
and residue field F. Let S be a finite set of primes of F containing the primes
dividing p, and the infinite primes. We denote by GF;S the Galois group of the
maximal extension of F unramified outside S , and for each v 2 S , we fix a choice
of decomposition group GFv � GF;S . We also fix a subset † � S consisting of
finite primes not dividing p, and we write †p D†[fpgpjp. Although in most of
this section the primes of † and those dividing p will play a rather similar role, in
applications this will not be the case, and this is the reason we have distinguished
them in the notation.

Let  W .AfF /
�=F �! O� be a character which is unramified outside S , and

which we regard as a character of GF;S via the class field theory map

Gab
F;S

�
�!A�F =F

�.F ˝Q R/C;�
Y
v…S

O�Fv ! .A
f
F /
�=F �

Y
v…S

O�Fv
 
! O�:

Here .F ˝Q R/C;� denotes the totally positive elements of F ˝Q R and the first
map sends an arithmetic Frobenius at a prime v … S to a uniformiser �v at v.

Let N� WGF;S!GLd .F/ be a continuous representation on an F-vector space V ,
equipped with a choice of basis. For each prime p of F lying over p, we consider,
as in (2.3.4), the functor which to A in ARO assigns the set of framed deformations
of N�jGFp

to A, and we denote by R�
p the O-algebra which represents this functor.
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Denote by R�; 
p the quotient of R�

p corresponding to deformations with
determinant  �, where � denotes the p-adic cyclotomic character, and set R�

p Db̋pjpR
�
p and R�; 

p D b̋pjpR
�; 
p .

Similarly, if v 2† we have the universal framed deformation O-algebras R�
v

and R�; 
v of N�jGFv . We set R�

† D
b̋v2†R�

v (resp. R�; 
† D b̋v2†R�; 

v ), and
R�
†;p DR

�
†
b̋OR

�
p (resp. R�; 

†;p DR
�; 
†

b̋OR
�; 
p ).

We denote by R�
F;S the O-algebra representing the functor which to A in

ARO assigns the set of (isomorphism classes of) deformations of V to a finite free
A-module VA together with a collection fˇvgv2†p where each ˇv is an ordered A-
basis of VA lifting the chosen basis of V . If EndFŒGF;S �V D F, we denote by RF;S
the universal deformation O-algebra of V . Finally we denote by R�; 

F;S (resp. R F;S )
the quotient of R�

F;S (resp. RF;S ) corresponding to deformations with determinant
 �.

LEMMA (3.2.2). Suppose that p − d , denote by h1
†0p
.GF;S ; ad0V / the F-

dimension of

H 1
†0p
.GF;S ; ad0V / WD ker .�1 WH 1.GF;S ; ad0V /!

Y
v2†p

H 1.GFv ; ad0V //;

and for v 2†p let ıv D dimFH
0.GFv ; adV / and ıF D dimFH

0.GF;S ; adV /.
Then R�; 

F;S is a quotient of a power series ring over R�; 
†;p in

g D h1
†0p
.GF;S ; ad0V /C

X
v2†p

ıv � ıF variables.

Proof. Denote the maximal ideal of R�; 
†;p by m†;p. An element in the dual

tangent space of R�; 
F;S =m†;p corresponds to a deformation of V to a finite free

FŒ��-module VFŒ�� (�2D 0), together with a collection of bases fˇvgv2†p lifting the
chosen basis of V , such that for each v 2†p , the pair .VFŒ��jGFv ; ˇv/ is isomorphic
to V ˝F FŒ�� equipped with the basis induced by the chosen basis of V . The space
of such deformations VFŒ�� is given by

H 1
†0p
.GF;S ; ad0V /:

(Here we use the fact that p − d , which implies that ad0V is a direct summand
of adV as a GF;S -representation.) Given such a deformation VFŒ�� the space of
possible choices for the basis ˇv is given by H 0.GFv ; adV /. Finally, two such sets
of choices fˇvgv2†p and fˇ0vgv2†p are equivalent if there is an automorphism of
VFŒ�� respecting the action of GF;S , reducing to the identity on V , and taking ˇv to
ˇ0v. The lemma follows. �

(3.2.3) We now specialize to the case where dimFV D 2, and we will make
the following assumptions.
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(1) N� is unramified outside the primes of F dividing p, and has odd determinant.

(2) The restriction of N� to GF.�p/ is absolutely irreducible.

(3) If p D 5, and N� has projective image isomorphic to PGL2.F5/, then the kernel
of proj N� does not fix F.�5/:3 This condition holds if ŒF .�5/ W F �D4.

(4) If v 2 S n†p, then

(3.2.4) .1�N.v//..1CN.v//2 det N�.Frobv/� .N.v//.tr N�.Frobv//2/ 2 F�:

Here, Frobv denotes an arithmetic Frobenius at v.

Note that (2) is equivalent to asking that N� remain absolutely irreducible when
restricted to the unique quadratic extension of F contained in F.�p/. When F
is linearly disjoint from Q.�p/ - for example if p is unramified in F - then this
extension is equal to F.

p
.�1/.p�1/=2p/ and (2) agrees with the familiar condition

found in [Wi, Thm 3.1] and [TW].

PROPOSITION (3.2.5). Set gD dimFH
1.GF;S ; ad0 N�.1//� ŒF WQ�Cj†pj�1.

For each positive integer n, there exists a finite set of primes Qn of F , which is
disjoint from S , and such that

(1) If v 2Qn, then N.v/D 1.pn/ and N�.Frobv/ has distinct eigenvalues.

(2) jQnj D dimFH
1.GF;S ; ad0 N�.1//. If SQn DS[Qn, then as anR�; 

†;p -algebra

R
�; 
F;SQn

is topologically generated by g elements.

Proof. Given a set of primesQn of F , let SQnDS[Qn. For v 2SQn , given a
subspace Lv �H

1.GFv ; ad0 N�/, denote by L�v �H
1.GFv ; ad0 N�.1// the annihilator

of Lv under Tate local duality. Fixing an Lv for each v 2 SQn , we write LQn
(resp. L�Qn

) for the subspace of H 1.GF;SQn ad0 N�/ (resp. H 1.GF;SQn ; ad0 N�.1//)
consisting of classes which map to Lv (resp. L�v) for each v 2 SQn . We will apply
this with Lv D f0g if v 2†p, and Lv DH

1.GFv ; ad0 N�/ otherwise.
Now an argument as in [DDT, 2.49] shows that we may choose a set of finite

primesQn of F satisfying (1) and the first condition of (2), and such that L�Qn
Df0g.

This uses the conditions (2) and (3) introduced in (3.2.3) above, the latter condition
being needed only to apply [DDT, 2.47].

It remains to show that the final condition of (2) is satisfied. By [DDT, 2.19]
we have

(3.2.6) jLQn j D
jH 0.GF;S ; ad0 N�/j
jH 0.GF;S ; ad0 N�.1//j

Y
v2SQn

jLvj

jH 0.GFv ; ad0 N�/j
:

3We thank the referee for pointing out that an assumption on F.�p/ is needed only in this special
case.
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Now (3.2.3)(2) implies that the global terms on the right-hand side of (3.2.6) are
equal to 1, while (3.2.4) implies that the terms corresponding to the finite places
of S n †p are 1. Our assumption that Lv D f0g if v 2 †p implies the terms
corresponding to such v are jFj1�ıv where we use the notation of (3.2.2).

Finally we compute the contribution of the terms coming from infinite primes
and primes in Qn. Keeping in mind that N� has odd determinant at every infinite
prime, and that the primes in Qn satisfy (1) of the proposition, we find jLQn j D
jFj
jQnj�ŒF WQ�Cj†p j�

P
v2†p

ıv , so that

(3.2.7) h1
†0p
.GF;SQn ; ad0 N�/
D dimFLQn D dimFH

1.GF;S ; ad0 N�.1//� ŒF WQ�Cj†pj �
P
v2†p

ıv:

The proposition now follows from (3.2.2). �

(3.2.8) For each positive integer n fix a set of primes Qn satisfying the condi-
tions of (3.2.5). Let nQn � OF denote the product of the primes in Qn, write �Qn
for the maximal p-quotient of .OF =nQnOF /

�, and aQn for the augmentation ideal
of OŒ�Qn �. After replacing F by a quadratic extension, we may and do assume that
elements in the image of N� have their eigenvalues contained in F.

As in [Tay1, 2.1], we make R F;SQn (and hence also R�; 
F;SQn

) into a OŒ�Qn �-

algebra as follows: If v 2 Qn, let N̨v; Ňv 2 F denote the distinct eigenvalues of
N�.Frobv/. The restriction of the universal representation

�
R
 
GF;SQn

WGF;SQn ! GL2.R
 
F;SQn

/

to a decomposition group GFv at v is (equivalent to) a direct sum of two characters

� N̨v ˚� Ňv
WGFv !R

 �
F;SQn

˚R
 �
F;SQn

;

where � N̨v composed with the projection R �F;SQn ! F� is an unramified character
which takes Frobv to N̨v . By local class field theory (normalized to take uniformisers
to the arithmetic Frobenii) � N̨v induces a map

(3.2.9)
Y
v2Qn

� N̨v W
Y
v2Qn

O�Fv !R
 �
F;SQn

:

This map factors though�Qn , and induces an OŒ�Qn �-algebra structure onR F;SQn .
For v 2 Qn; denote by �v 2 �Qn the image of some fixed generator of

.OFv=�v/
�. Let h1 D jQnj D dimFH

1.GF;S ; ad0 N�.1//, and order the elements of
Qn as v1; : : : vh1 . Then we can write OŒ�Qn � as a quotient of OŒŒy1; : : : ; yh1 �� by
sending yi to �vi � 1.
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(3.3) The patching criterion. In this section we explain a criterion for a map
of O-algebras to be an isomorphism up to p-torsion. This will be applied to establish
that certain Galois deformation rings and Hecke rings are isomorphic up to p-torsion.
The argument is analogous to that of Taylor-Wiles [TW], as modified by Diamond
[Di2] and Fujiwara [Fu], however one of the differences with the approach of loc. cit.
is that the same criterion will be used to treat the minimal and non-minimal cases.

PROPOSITION (3.3.1). Let B be a complete local, flat O-algebra, which is
a domain of dimension d C 1, and such that BŒ1=p� is formally smooth over E.
Suppose that R is a B-algebra and M is a non-zero R-module, and that there are
non-negative integers h and j such that for each non-negative integer n, there are
maps of O-algebras

(3.3.2) OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��!Rn!R

and a map of Rn-modules Mn!M satisfying the following conditions:

(1) The maps Rn ! R and Mn ! M are surjective, and the first is a map of
B-algebras.

(2) .y1; : : : ; yh/Rn D ker .Rn!R/ and .y1; : : : ; yh/Mn D ker .Mn!M/.

(3) If bn � OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��, is the annihilator of Mn, then

bn � ..1Cy1/
pn
� 1; : : : ; .1Cyh/

pn
� 1/;

and Mn is finite free over OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��=bn. (So, in particular, M is finite
free over OŒŒyhC1; : : : ; yhCj ��:)

(4) Rn is a quotient of BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��.

Then R is a finite OŒŒyhC1; : : : ; yhCj ��-algebra, and M ˝OE is a finite projec-
tive and faithful RŒ1=p�-module.

Proof. For a complete local ring A, we will denote by mA its maximal ideal.
For a non-negative integer n, we denote by m

.n/
A �mA the ideal generated by the

elements of mA which are n-th powers.
Let s denote the OŒŒyhC1; : : : ; yhCj ��-rank of M . This is equal to the rank

of Mn as an OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��=bn-module. For a non-negative integer m, write
rm D smp

m.hC j /, and

cmD .�
m
E ;.y1C1/

pm
�1;:::;.yhC1/

pm
�1;y

pm

hC1
;:::;y

pm

hCj
/� OŒŒy1;:::;yhCj ��:

For m� 1 a patching datum .D;L/ of level m consists of

(1) A sequence of maps of complete local O-algebras

(3.3.3) OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��=cm!D!R=.cmRCm
.rm/
R /

where the second map is a surjective map of B-algebras and m
.rm/
D D 0.
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(2) A surjection of B-algebras BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��!D.

(3) A D-module L which is finite free over OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��=cm of rank s, and a
surjection of BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��-modules L!M=cmM .

A morphism of patching data .D1; L1/! .D2; L2/ is a pair of morphisms
D1!D2 andL1!L2, whereD1!D2 is a map ofBŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��-algebras
which is compatible with the morphisms in (3.3.3), and L1! L2 is a surjection of
D1-modules which is compatible with the surjections of L1 and L2 onto M=cmM .
Since the number of elements of D is bounded by

jBŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��=m
.rm/

BŒŒx1;:::;xhCj�d ��
j;

there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of patching data of level m.
Given positive integers, n � m, we define a patching datum .Dm;n; Lm;n/

of level m, by taking Dm;n D Rn=cmRn Cm
.rm/
Rn

and Lm;n D Mn=cmMn. To

check that Lm;n is a Dm;n module we have to show that m
.rm/
Rn

Mn � cmMn. To
see this, let a 2 mRn . Then a induces a nilpotent F-linear endomorphism of
M=.�E ; yhC1; : : : ; yhCj /M , so that as induces the zero endomorphism. Hence
asMn 2 .�E ; y1; : : : ; yhCj /Mn, and

asp
m.hCj /Mn � .�E ; y

pm

1 ; : : : ; y
pm

hCj
/Mn

D .�E ; .y1C 1/
pm
� 1; : : : ; .yhC 1/

pm
� 1; y

pm

hC1
; : : : ; y

pm

hCj
/Mn:

Finally armMn D a
spm.hCj /mMn � cmMn.

Since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of patching data of
level m, after replacing the sequence .Rn;Mn/ by a subsequence, we may assume
that for eachm� 1, and n�m, the datum .Dm;n; Lm;n/ is equal to .Dm;m; Lm;m/.
Denoting this common value by .Dm; Lm/, we have in particular an isomorphism
of patching data

.DmC1=.cmDmC1Cm
.rm/
DmC1

/; LmC1=cmLmC1/
�
�! .Dm; Lm/:

Now set R1 D lim
 �
Dm;m and M1 D lim

 �
Lm;m. By construction we have a

surjection

BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��!R1;

and maps of complete local O-algebras

OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��!R1!R

where the second map is a map of B-algebras, and identifies

R1=.y1; : : : ; yh/R1
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with R. We also have that M1 is a finite free OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��-module of rank
s > 0, and that the R-module M1=.y1; : : : ; yh/M1 is isomorphic to M . Note that

dimOŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��D hCjC1D dC1ChCj �d D dimBŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��:

By (3.3.4) below, BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d �� is a finite OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��-module, and
M1 ˝O E is a finite projective, faithful BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��Œ1=p�-module. In
particular we see that BŒŒx1; : : : ; xhCj�d ��

�
�!R1, so that

M ˝OE D .M1˝OE/=.y1; : : : ; yh/.M1˝OE/

is a finite projective, faithful RŒ1=p�DR1Œ1=p�=.y1; : : : ; yh/R1Œ1=p�-module,
and R is finite over OŒŒyhC1; : : : ; yhCj �� �

LEMMA (3.3.4). Let A
'
! D be a map of Noetherian domains of the same

finite dimension d , and L a non-zero D-module which is finite and projective over
A. Then ' is a finite map. If A and D are regular then L is a finite projective,
faithful D-module.

Proof. Let D0 be the image of D in EndAL. Then D0 is finite over A, since L
is finite over A. Since L is a faithful A-module, so isD0. It follows that dimD0� d ,
so that D DD0.

To show the second statement, we first remark that since A is a domain, L has
the same rank s > 0 at all points of A. Similarly if L is finite projective over D it
is a faithful D-module. Now let p be a prime of A, and q a prime of D lying over
p, and write OAp and ODq for the completions of A and D at p and q respectively. It
suffices to show that L˝D ODq is a finite free ODq-module. Thus we may replace A,
D and L by OAp, ODq and L˝D ODq respectively (note that ODq is finite over OAp, and
L˝D ODq is an OAp-direct summand in L˝A OAp), and we may assume that A and
D are complete local regular rings.

Now the A-depth of L is d , since L is A-free, hence the D-depth of L is � d ,
and therefore equal to d . The Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem now implies that L
is D-free (cf. [Di2, Thm. 2.1]). �

(3.4) Deformation rings and Hecke algebras. We keep the notation of Section
(3.1). In particular, D is a totally definite quaternion algebra with center F ramified
at a set of finite primes †, none of which lie over p, OD is a maximal order of D,
and U D

Q
v Uv is a compact open subgroup of

Q
v.OD/

�
v . We assume that U is

maximal at primes in † and at primes dividing p, and satisfies the condition (3.1.2).
We will assume from now on thatW� DO is the trivial representation. Although

this hypothesis is not needed immediately, it is necessary for most of what we do
in this section. We fix a character  satisfying the conditions explained in Section
(3.1) with respect to this choice of � . Thus, in our situation,  has finite order and
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is unramified outside Sn†, and at primes dividing p. We will write S2; .U;O/ for
S�; .U;O/.

(3.4.1) As in Section (3.2), we write †p D † [ fpgpjp. We denote by
T0 ;O.U / (resp. T ;O.U /) the image of Tuniv

S;O (resp. Tuniv
Sp;O) in the endomorphisms

of S2; .U;O/.
Let m0 be a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal of Tuniv

S;O which is induced by a
maximal ideal of T0 ;O.U /. Then S2; .U;O/m0 contains no non-zero functions

which factor through the reduced norm on .D˝F A
f
F /
�. Write F for the residue field

of Tuniv
S;O at m0. By [Tay2], and the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence (see [Tay1,

1.3]), there exists a continuous representation

�m0 WGF;S ! GL2.T0 ;O.U /m0/

such that for v … S , the characteristic polynomial of �m0.Frobv/ is X2 � TvX C
N.v/Sv. Here Frobv denotes an arithmetic Frobenius at v. We denote by N�m0 W

GF;S !GL2.F/ the representation obtained by reducing �m0 modulo m0. Since m0

is non-Eisenstein, N�m0 is an absolutely irreducible representation.
As in Section (3.2), for each finite prime v of F , we fix a decomposition group

GFv �GF;S at v. We denote by NVm0 the underlying F-vector space of N�m0 , and by
Lm0;O the underlying O-module of �m0 . We set Vm0;ODLm0;OŒ1=p�, and write V �m0;O
for the E-dual of Vm0;O.

LEMMA (3.4.2). If p is a prime of F lying over p, then

(1) Vm0;OjGFp
is a Barsotti-Tate representation. If Ip � GFp denotes the inertia

subgroup, then the determinant of Vm0;OjIp is equal to the cyclotomic character.

(2) The Hecke operator Tp 2 .T ;O.U //m0 lies in T0 ;O.U /m0 Œ1=p�, and

(3.4.3) Tp D trT0 ;O.U /m0 Œ1=p�˝ZpW.�.p//.'
Œ�.p/WFp�jDcris.V

�
m0;O//;

where �.p/ denotes the residue field of F at p, and tr denotes the indicated
trace.

Proof. The first statement in (2) follows from the strong multiplicity one
theorem, and the fact that T0 ;O.U / is semi-simple, being generated by self-adjoint
operators for the pairing in (3.1.9).

Let Rfl;�
p denote the quotient of R�

p corresponding to flat deformations, and

write Rv D .R
fl;�
p /v for the quotient of Rfl;�

p defined in (2.4.1), where v is given
by setting all v D 1. Let tp 2RvŒ1=p� denote �1 times the coefficient of T in the
polynomial P v

Vm0
.T / introduced in (2.4.17). Fix a positive integer r � 1 such that

pr tp 2R
v.

Consider the composite � WR�
p ! T0 ;O.U /m0 ! T ;O.U /m0 , where the first

map is induced by �m0 . It suffices to show that if O0 is the ring of integers in a finite
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extension of E, and � W T ;O.U /m0 ! O0 is a map of O-algebras, then � ı � factors
through Rv, and the induced map Rv! O0 sends pr tp to �.prTp/.

If F has odd degree over Q, or the Hilbert modular form corresponding
to � is cuspidal or special at some place v of F , then the Galois representation
corresponding to � is as constructed by Carayol in the Tate module of a Jacobian
of a Shimura curve with good reduction at p [Ca, �2] (here we use that k D 2).
The statements in the previous paragraph follow easily from the Eichler-Shimura
relation.

Suppose that neither of these conditions holds. If � …†p , is a prime where U
is maximal, we define U� D

Q
v.U�/v � .D˝F A

f
F /
� by setting .U�/� equal to

the subgroup of matrices in GL2.OF�/ whose reduction mod � is upper triangular,
and .U�/vDUv if v¤�. We denote by T ;O.U�/ the O-algebra of endomorphisms
of S2; .U�;O/ generated by the image of Tuniv

S[f�g;O
and Tp for pjp. We set m0

�
D

m0\Tuniv
S[f�g;O

.
Taylor [Tay2] constructs the Galois representation corresponding to � by

showing that for each s � 1 there exists �, as above, such that the composite

T ;O.U�/m0
�
! T ;O.U /m0

�
! O0! O0=psO0

factors through the quotient T ;O.U�/
�-new
m0
�

corresponding to forms in S2; .U�;O/
which are new at � (see Theorem 1, and the final part of the proof of Theorem
2 in [Tay2]).4 The cases of the lemma covered by Carayol’s construction imply
that the map R�

p ! T ;O.U�/
�-new
m0
�

factors through Rv and that the induced map

Rv! T ;O.U�/
�-new
m0
�

maps pr tp to prTp. In particular, we see that the composite

R�
p ! T ;O.U�/m0

�
! T ;O.U�/

�-new
m0
�

! O0=psO0

factors through Rv and the induced map sends pr tp 2 Rv to the reduction of
� ı �.prTp/ modulo ps . �

(3.4.4) Let m be a maximal ideal of Tuniv
Sp;O which lies over m0, and arises from

a maximal ideal of T ;O.U /. If � 0 is a subset of the set of primes p of F dividing
p, then we call m � 0-ordinary, if Tp 2m for a prime p of F dividing p, if and only
if p … � 0.

For each p 2 � 0 let �p denote an unramified character of GFp , which gives
the action of GFp on a one dimensional quotient of NVm0 jGFp

. By (3.4.2) �p exists
provided that there is a � 0-ordinary ideal m lying over m0. The choice of �p is unique
if N�m0 jGFp

is indecomposable. We set � D .� 0; f�pgp2� 0/. We call m �-ordinary

4In fact the level structure used in [Tay2] is more specific than the one used here. This makes no
difference to the proofs. Moreover the statement of the lemma for more general level structure follows
from the case considered by Taylor.
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if it is � 0-ordinary, and for each p 2 � 0, the image of Tp in T ;O.U /m is equal to
�p.Frobp/ modulo m. By (3.4.2), if N�m0 jGFp

is indecomposable, then the second
condition is automatic.

In general, given a maximal ideal m there is always a choice of � such that m

is � -ordinary. The corresponding set � 0 is always unique, and � is unique unless for
some p 2 � 0 we have NVm0 jGFp

�
� �1 0
0 �2

�
with �1; �2 distinct unramified characters

of GFp . In the latter case the two choices for the character �p are �1 and �2.

(3.4.5) Suppose now that N�m0 satisfies the conditions (1)–(3) of (3.2.3), and
fix for each positive integer n, a set of primes Qn satisfying the conclusion of
(3.2.5), with N�D N�m0 . We will use the notation of Section (3.2). Define compact
open subgroups UQn and U�Qn of

Q
v.OD/

�
v , by setting .UQn/v D .U

�
Qn
/v D Uv

if v …Qn, and defining

.U�Qn/v D fg 2 GL2.OFv / W g D
�
� �
0 �

�
.�v/g

and
.UQn/v D fg D

�
a b
c d

�
2 .U�Qn/v W ad

�1
7! 1 2�Qng:

Finally, after replacing F by a quadratic extension, we may and do assume that
eigenvalues of elements in the image of N�m0 are contained in F.

As before, we may define Hecke algebras T0 ;O.UQn/ and T ;O.UQn/ and
similarly for U�Qn . These are quotients of Tuniv

SQn ;O
and Tuniv

S
p
Qn
;O

respectively, where

SQn D S [Qn:

We denote by QT0 ;O.UQn/ and QT ;O.UQn/, respectively, the rings of endomorphisms
of S2; .UQn ;O/ generated by T0 ;O.UQn/ and T ;O.UQn/, and the endomorphisms
induced by the Hecke operators U�v D UQn

�
�v 0
0 1

�
UQn for v 2 Qn. We de-

fine analogously subrings QT0 ;O.U
�
Qn
/ and QT ;O.U�Qn/ of the O-endomorphisms

of S2; .U�Qn ;O/. We will again denote by m the ideal m\Tuniv
S
p
Qn
;O

of Tuniv
S
p
Qn
;O

.

LEMMA (3.4.6). The localization QT ;O.U�Qn/m has 2jQnj distinct maximal
ideals corresponding to the 2jQnj ways of choosing one of the two eigenvalues N̨v
and Ňv of N�m0.Frobv/ for v 2Qn. If m�Qn denotes the maximal ideal corresponding
to f N̨v W v 2Qng and mQn denotes the induced maximal ideal of QT ;O.UQn/, then
for v 2Qn, U�v reduces to N̨v modulo mQn , and moreover:

(1) There is a natural isomorphism S2; .U;O/m
�
�!S2; .U

�
Qn
;O/m�Qn .

(2) S2; .UQn ;O/ is a free OŒ�Qn �-module, and there is a natural isomorphism

S2; .UQn ;O/mQn=aQn
�
�!S2; .U

�
Qn
;O/m�Qn ;

where aQn denotes the augmentation ideal of OŒ�Qn �.
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Proof. The description of the maximal ideals of QT ;O.UQn/m follows from
[Tay1, 1.6, 1.8]. Part (1) follows from [Tay1, 2.2] and (2) from (3.1.13). �

(3.4.7) Set m0Qn D mQn \
QT0 ;O.UQn/. Write T, T0, TQn and T0Qn

for the
localizations T ;O.U /m, T0 ;O.U /m0 , QT ;O.UQn/mQn , and QT0 ;O.UQn/m0Qn respec-
tively. As in (3.4.1), we have a representation GF;SQn ! GL2.T0Qn/, and hence
a map R F;SQn ! T0Qn

, which is a surjective map of OŒ�Qn �-algebras by [Tay1,
1.8]. Here we regard  as a character of GF;S as explained in Section (3.2). In
particular, T0Qn

is reduced, being a localization of T0 ;O.UQn/.
For each pjp let Rfl;�

p denote the quotient of R�
p , which parametrizes flat

deformations of N�m0 jGFp
to finite, local, Artinian O-algebras. In the notation of

(2.4.1), we have the quotient Rfl;�;v
p D .R

fl;�
p /v of Rfl;�

p , where v D .1/' and '
runs through embeddings Fp ,! NQp. Let � D .� 0; fpgp2� 0/ be as in (3.4.4), and
suppose that m is � -ordinary. By (2.4.10), and the discussion of (2.4.13), if p … � 0

(resp. p 2 � 0) there exists a collection of connected components of SpecRfl;�;v
p

such that for any finite extension E 0 of E, an E 0-valued point x of SpecRfl;�;v
p

lies on one of these components if and only if the corresponding E 0-representation
Vx0 of GFp is non-ordinary (resp. ordinary). We denote by R�

0

p the quotient of
SpecRfl;�;v

p corresponding to the union of these components.
We now define a quotient R�p of R�

0

p . If p … � 0, we set R�p D R
� 0

p . Suppose
that p 2 � 0. By (2.5.16) SpecR�

0

p Œ1=p� is connected unless NVm0 jGFp
�
� �p 0

0 �0p

�
with �p and �0p distinct unramified characters of GFp . In the former case, we set
R�p D R

� 0

p . In the latter case SpecR�
0

p Œ1=p� has two components C�p and C�0p ,
where C�p has the property that for any finite extension E 0 of E, (the image of)
a point x 2 SpecR�

0

p Œ1=p�.E
0/ lies on C�p if and only if GK acts on the (unique)

unramified, one dimensional quotient of Vx via an O�E 0-valued character which
reduces to �p. In this case, we denote by R�p the quotient of R�

0

p corresponding to
C�p .

We denote by R�; p the quotient of R�p corresponding to deformations with
determinant equal to  times the cyclotomic character. (Here we have dropped
the � from the notation, but the reader should remember that we are working with
framed deformations.)

Applying (2.4.17) with R D R
fl;�
p , we also obtain a finite Rfl;�;v

p -algebra
QR

fl;�;v
p � R

fl;�;v
p Œ1=p�. We denote by QR�; p the image of QRfl;�;v

p in R�; p Œ1=p�.
Finally we set R�; p D b̋pR

�; 
p and QR�; p D b̋p

QR
�; 
p , where the completed tensor

products are taken over O.

(3.4.8) Let v 2 †. There is a unique unramified character  W GFv ! O�,
such that 2 D  jGFv , and such that N�m0 jGFv is an extension of  by .1/. This
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follows from the compatibility between the global and local Langlands and Jacquet-
Langlands correspondences (cf. [Tay1, 1.7]).

By (2.6.7) there is a O-flat quotientR v ofR�
v , such that for any finite extension

E 0=E, a map � W R�
v ! E 0 factors through R v if and only if the induced GFv

representation V� is an extension of  by .1/.
WriteR †D b̋v2†R v , and setR�; †;pDR

�; 
p b̋OR

 
† and QR�; †;pD QR

�; 
p b̋OR

 
† .

LEMMA (3.4.9). (1) The composite map

R�
p
b̋OR

�
† !R�

F;SQn
!R�

F;SQn
˝RF;SQn

TQn

factors through R�; †;p.

(2) The image of the induced map

QR
�; 
†;p˝R�

†;p

R�
F;SQn

!R�
F;SQn

˝RF;SQn
TQn Œ1=p�

is equal to T�
Qn
WDR�

F;SQn
˝RF;SQn

TQn . The analogous statements with S
in place of SQn also hold.

Proof. Since m is �-ordinary, so is mQn . Hence (3.4.2) and the fact that
det �m0 D  � imply that the map R�

p ! R�
F;SQn

˝RF;SQn
TQn factors through

R
�; 
p . To see that the map R�

† !R�
F;SQn

˝RF;SQn
TQn factors through R † , note

that, since TQn is reduced, it suffices to check that for any finite extension E 0=E,
and any map � W TQn ! E 0, the composite of the above map with 1˝ � factors
through R † . This follows from the compatibility of the local and global Langlands
correspondence. This proves (1).

From the construction in (2.4.17), QRfl;�;v
p is generated as an Rfl;�;v

p -algebra
by the coefficients of a quadratic polynomial P v

NVm0
.X/DX2� tpX C dp. To show

(2), it suffices to prove that under the map

QR
fl;�;v
p ! T�

Qn
Œ1=p�

the element tp is mapped to Tp while dp is mapped to an element of O. Since
TQn Œ1=p� is reduced, it suffices to check that this is true after composing with
a map TQn Œ1=p�! E 0 where E 0=E is a finite extension. But this follows from
(3.4.2) and the description in (2.4.17) of the pull-back of P v

NVm0
.T / by an E 0-valued

point of Rfl;�;v
p . �

(3.4.10) We set QR�; F;SQn D
QR
�; 
†;p ˝R�; 

†;p

R
�; 
F;SQn

, and similarly with S in

place of SQn . Again, the reader should note that we are suppressing � from the
notation, but that QR�; F;SQn is a deformation ring for framed representations (in fact
the functor defined in (3.2.1) involves a choice of frame for each v 2 †p). As
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in (3.4.9) we set T� WD R�
F;S ˝RF;ST. We can now state the main result of this

section.

THEOREM (3.4.11). With the above notation and assumptions, suppose also
that if p is a prime of F dividing p, and p … � 0 then p has residue field Fp . Then the
map QR�; F;S ! T� induced by the map of (3.4.9)(2) has p-power torsion kernel.

Proof. We apply (3.3.1) with B D QR�; †;p , RD QR�; F;S , Rn D QR
�; 
F;SQn

, and with

M D S2; .U;O/m˝T T� and Mn D S2; .UQn ;O/mQn ˝TQn
T�
Qn
:

We write hDjQnj, and fix a surjection OŒŒy1; : : : ; yh��!OŒ�Qn �, as in (3.2.8). The
morphism RF;S !R�

F;S is formally smooth of relative dimension j D 4j†pj � 1.
Thus we may identify R�

F;S with a power series ring RF;S ŒŒw1; : : : ; wj ��, so that
R�
F;S becomes an OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��-algebra via

OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��! OŒŒyhC1; : : : ; yhCj ��
yhCi 7!wi
�! R�

F;S :

Similarly, for any n�1,R�
F;SQn

is an OŒ�Qn �-algebra, and hence an OŒŒy1; : : : ; yh��-
algebra. We may extend this to an OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��-algebra structure, such that
the projection R�

F;SQn
!R�

F;S becomes a map of OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��-algebras.
The maps in (3.3.2) then correspond to the induced maps

OŒŒy1; : : : ; yhCj ��! QR
�; 
F;SQn

! QR
�; 
F;S :

We now check the conditions in (3.3.1). The conditions on Rn!R in (1) and (2)
follow from the description of the OŒ�Qn �-algebra structure on RF;SQn given in
(3.2.8). The conditions on Mn in (1), (2) and (3) follow from (3.4.6).

To check the conditions on B , we remark that if pjp, then R�p
�
�!R

�; 
p ŒŒX��,

where the isomorphism depends only on a choice of topological generator for the
maximal unramified quotient GFp . Hence (2.5.16) applied with RDRfl;�

NVm0
implies

that R�; p is a domain which is flat over O of relative dimension 3C ŒFp WQp�, and
that R�; p Œ1=p� is formally smooth over E. More precisely, since E is an arbitrary
sufficiently large finite extension of Qp , R�; p Œ1=p� is geometrically integral in the
sense that it remains a domain after any finite extension of scalars E! E 0. The
same statements hold with QR�; p in place of R�; p , because R�; p ! QR

�; 
p is a finite

map of flat O-algebras, which becomes an isomorphism after inverting p.
By (2.6.7), if v 2†, then R v is an O-flat domain of relative dimension 3 over

O, and R v Œ1=p� is geometrically integral and formally smooth over O. It follows
from (3.4.12) below that R�; †;p is a domain which is flat over O of relative dimension

d D
X
pjp

.ŒFp WQp�C 3/C 3j†j D ŒF WQ�C 3j†pj;
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and that R�; †;pŒ1=p�D QR
�; 
†;pŒ1=p� is formally smooth over E. In particular, QR�; †;p

is a domain of dimension d C 1, and

hC j � d D jQnjC 4j†pj � 1� ŒF WQ�� 3j†pj D jQnj � ŒF WQ�Cj†pj � 1;

so that condition (3.3.1)(4) follows from (3.2.5).
We conclude that M ˝OE is a faithful QR�; F;S ˝OE-module. Since the action

of QR�; F;S on M factors through T�, the theorem follows. �

LEMMA (3.4.12). Let R1; R2 be complete, local, flat O-algebras with residue
field F, and suppose that Ri Œ1=p� is geometrically integral for i D 1; 2. Then
R D R1b̋OR2 is O-flat and RŒ1=p� is geometrically integral. If R1Œ1=p� and
R2Œ1=p� are formally smooth over E, then so is RŒ1=p�:

Proof. Let m1 and m2 denote the radicals of R1 and R2 respectively. For
n � 1, R=mn1R D R1=m

n
1 ˝O R2 is a flat R1=mn1R1-algebra. Hence R is a flat

R1-algebra by [GrD, 0III 10.2.1], and hence a flat O-algebra.
To show the two other statements, we remark that if S is any quotient of a

power series ring OŒŒx1; : : : ; xr �� for some r � 0, then SŒ1=p� is a Jacobson ring
[GrD, IV 10.5.7] and the residue field at any maximal ideal of SŒ1=p� is a finite
extension of E [deJ, p. 78–79].

Let X1; X2 and X denote the spectra of R1Œ1=p�, R2Œ1=p� and RŒ1=p� respec-
tively. To show that X is irreducible we have to show that if U1; U2�X are disjoint
open subsets, then one of U1 and U2 is empty. Suppose that both are non-empty.
After replacing O by the ring of integers O0 in a finite extension of E, and R1 and
R2 by R1˝O O0 and R2˝O O0 respectively, we may assume that both U1 and U2
admit OŒ1=p�-valued points and, in particular, that for i D 1; 2 there is a section
si WX1!X , such that si .X1/ meets Ui . Then s�1i .Ui /�X1 are non-empty open
subsets of X1 and hence they intersect as X1 is irreducible. Let y 2X1 be a closed
point in the intersection. Then both U1 and U2 meet Xy , the fiber over y of the
projection X !X1. This is a contradiction because X2 is geometrically integral,
so Xy is irreducible.

Next we remark that if x1 2 X1 and x2 2 X2 are closed points at which X1
and X2 are formally smooth over E, then the formal smoothness of X at .x1; x2/
is a simple exercise using (2.3.3). This proves the final statement of the lemma, and
shows that, in general, X is generically reduced.

To show that X is integral, it remains to show that it is reduced. If X1 and X2
are both 0-dimensional (so that R1 and R2 are finite extensions of O) then this is
clear. Thus we may assume that dimX1 � 1. Now X is reduced if and only if it is
generically reduced and satisfies Serre’s condition S1 [GrD, IV 5.8.5]. Since X1 is
reduced, it satisfies S1, and therefore has depth � 1 at every point. Since X is a
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flat X1-scheme, it follows that X has depth � 1 at every point [GrD, IV 6.3.5], and
hence satisfies S1.

This shows that RŒ1=p� is integral, and since the extension O0 was the ring of
integers in an arbitrary extension, that RŒ1=p� is geometrically integral. �

(3.5) Applications to modularity. In this section we use (3.4.11) to prove
modularity of certain two-dimensional Galois representations.

(3.5.1) We keep the notation of previous sections. It will be convenient to fix
algebraic closures NQ and NQp of Q and Qp respectively, and embeddings NQ ,! C,

and NQ
�
,! NQp. We denote by NZp the ring of integers of NQp, and by NFp its residue

field.
Given a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform f over F (thought of as a complex

valued function) we denote by Ef;� the �-adic completion of its coefficient field, by
Of;� the ring of integers of Ef;�, and by �f;� a uniformiser of Of;�. Attached to f is
a continuous representation of GF;S on a two-dimensional Ef;�-vector space Vf;�,
where S is a set of primes containing the infinite primes, the primes dividing p,
and the primes at which f is ramified. Choosing a GF;S -stable Of;�-lattice in Vf;�,
we obtain a representation �f;� WGF;S ! GL2.Of;�/ (defined up to conjugation).
We denote by N�f;�! GL2.Of;�=�f;�/ the corresponding residual representation.
The semi-simplification of N�f;� does not depend on the choice of lattice.

As in (3.1.3), we can associate a maximal ideal of Tuniv
S; NZp

to f . If f is

unramified at primes dividing p, we can associate a maximal ideal of Tuniv
Sp; NZp

to
f , as in (3.1.9). Given two such eigenforms f and g, which are both unramified
at primes dividing p, we will write f � g, if f and g have the same associated
maximal ideal of Tuniv

Sp; NZp
. In particular, this implies that N�f;� � N�g;�. (That is, the

semi-simplifications of the two representations are isomorphic after an extension of
scalars, and the set S is taken so as to contain the primes of ramification of f and
g).

LEMMA (3.5.2). Let f be a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform over F of
parallel weight 2, which is unramified at primes dividing p. Let T be any finite set
of finite primes at which f is unramified. There exists a finite, solvable, totally real
extension F 0 of F , and a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform g over F 0 of parallel
weight 2, such that:

(1) Each prime v 2 T is totally split in F 0.

(2) If f is unramified at a place v of F , then g is unramified at every place v0 of
F 0 lying over v.

(3) If f 0 denotes the base change of f to F 0, then f 0 � g.
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(4) If v0 − p is a place of F 0, and N�f 0;� � N�g;� is unramified at v0, then g is
unramified at v0.

Proof. The main theorem of [SW1] produces an extension F 0=F and a form
g over F 0 which satisfies (1), (2) and (4), and such that �f 0;� � �g;�. To ensure
the condition (3) we have to arrange that for pjp a prime of F 0, the eigenvalues of
Tp acting on g and f 0 have the same image in NFp . This can be achieved by a very
slight modification of the argument in [SW1]. Namely, on p. 21 of that paper (and
with the notation used there), one should define the algebra T as in the ordinary
case (that is, T includes the operators t .p/ for pjp), and the maximal ideal m of
T˝O should be defined as the ideal generated by

fQ�I t .q/� c.q; f /; s.q/��f .q/ for q − nf r`pI t .p/� c.p; f / for pjpg:

The rest of the proof then proceeds unchanged. �
LEMMA (3.5.3). Suppose that ŒF W Q� is even. Let f be a cuspidal Hilbert

modular eigenform over F of parallel weight 2 such that f is unramified at primes
dividing p. Let † be a finite set of finite primes of F not containing any primes
dividing p, and F D F0 � F1 � : : : Fr a tower of totally real fields satisfying the
following conditions:

(i) † D fv1; : : : ; vrg, and for i D 1; 2; : : : r , Fi=Fi�1 is a quadratic extension
such that for any j 2 f1; 2; : : : rg any prime w of Fi�1 over vj is inert in Fi if
i ¤ j , and splits in Fi if i D j .

(ii) For each v 2†, f is unramified at v, and for v 2†, N�f;�jGFv is an extension
of N by N.1/ for some unramified character N .

Then for any prime `…†[fvjpg, there exists a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform
g over Fr of parallel weight 2 such that

(1) If v ¤ ` is a finite prime of F at which f is unramified and v0 a prime of Fr
over v, then (the automorphic representation generated by) g is special of
conductor 1 at v0 if v 2†, and unramified otherwise.

(2) If f 0 denotes the base change of f to Fr , then f 0 � g.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on r . Let †r�1 D fv1; : : : ; vr�1g,
and let gr�1 be a Hilbert modular eigenform on Fr�1 which satisfies the conclusion
of the lemma with †r�1 in place of †. Let D be the quaternion algebra with center
Fr�1 which is ramified at the infinite places of Fr�1, and at the finite primes lying
over a prime of †r�1. Note that the latter set has cardinality 2.r � 1/.

Fix a maximal order OD of D, and let U D
Q
v Uv � .D ˝F A

f
F /
� be a

compact open subgroup such that Uv D .OD/�v if v lies over a prime of †r�1, or
if gr�1 is unramified at v and v − `. Note that the set of such primes contains the
primes dividing p, and the primes of †. For the other finite primes v we choose
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Uv small enough that gr�1 corresponds to a Hecke eigenform hr�1 2 S2; .U;O/

via the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence and U satisfies (3.1.2). This is possible,
since we may choose Uv arbitrarily small if vj`. Here the character  is determined
by the central character of gr�1, and O� NZp is the ring of integers of a sufficiently
large, finite extension of Qp, E � NQp.

Define U 0 D
Q
v U
0
v by U 0v D Uv unless vjvr in which case we set

U 0v D fg 2 GL2.O.Fr�1/v / W g D
�
� �
0 �

�
.�v/g

where we have identified .OD/v with M2.O.Fr�1/v /. Note that there is exactly one
prime Qvr of Fr�1 dividing vr .

Now let S be the union of the infinite primes of Fr�1, the primes dividing
p or a prime in †, and the primes v such that Uv is not maximal compact. Let
m�Tuniv

Sp;O denote the maximal ideal associated to gr�1. The compatibility between
the local and global Langlands correspondence and the condition (ii) of the lemma
implies that

.T 2
Qvr
� .N. Qvr/C 1/2 .�Qvr //.S2; .U;O//�mS2; .U;O/:

Hence, by (3.1.11), there exists a non-zero eigenform hr 2 S2; .U
0;O/m which is

not in the image of iQvr . If gr is the Hilbert modular form over Fr�1 associated to
hr via the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, then we may take g to be the base
change of gr to Fr . �

(3.5.4) Let E � NQp be a finite extension of Qp, with ring of integers O, and
residue field F. Let � W GF;S ! GL2.E/ be a continuous representation. After
conjugation by an element of GL2.E/, we may assume that � factors through
GL2.O/, and we denote by N� the composite

N� WGF;S
�
!GL2.O/! GL2.F/:

Up to semi-simplification N� is independent of the choice of element we used to
conjugate the image of � into GL2.O/. In particular, if N� is irreducible, then it is
independent of this choice. We assume from now on that this is the case.

As usual, we call � residually modular if there exists a Hilbert modular eigen-
form f over F , such that N�f;� � N�.

We call � strongly residually modular if � is potentially Barsotti-Tate at all
primes p of F over p, with determinant equal to the cyclotomic character times a
finite order character, and f can be chosen so that

(1) N�f;� � N�, and f has parallel weight 2.

(2) The automorphic representation of GL2.AF / generated by f is not special at
any place dividing p.
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(3) For any pjp, �f;�jGFp
is potentially ordinary (i.e. ordinary when restricted to

an open subgroup of GFp) if and only if �jGFp
is.

THEOREM (3.5.5). Let � WGF;S ! GL2.E/ be a continuous representation,
which satisfies the following conditions:5

(1) � is strongly residually modular.

(2) If pjp, and �jGFp
is not potentially ordinary, then the residue field of p is Fp.

(3) The restriction of N� to GF.�p/ is absolutely irreducible. If p D 5, and N� has
projective image isomorphic to PGL2.F5/, then the kernel of proj N� does not
fix F.�5/.

Then � is modular. That is, � � �g;� for some Hilbert modular form g.

Proof. Let f be a Hilbert modular eigenform over F satisfying the conditions
(1), (2) and (3) of (3.5.4), and denote by �f the corresponding automorphic repre-
sentation of GL2.AF /. Let F 0=F be a totally real extension. Suppose that there
exists a tower of fields F D F0 � F1 � � � � � Fn with FiC1=Fi a finite abelian
extension, and such that F 0 � Fn. By Langlands base change it suffices to show
that �jGF 0 is modular. By class field theory we may choose F 0 with the following
properties:

(i) The base change of �f to F 0 is unramified or special at every finite place of
F 0.

(ii) �jG
F 0p

is Barsotti-Tate for every prime p of F 0 dividing p.

(iii) If pjp and �jG
F 0p

is ordinary then N�jG
F 0p

is either indecomposable or has trivial
image. If �jG

F 0p
is non-ordinary then the residue field at p is Fp.

(iv) N�jGF 0 is unramified outside the primes of F dividing p.

(v) If v − p is a prime of F where � is ramified then the image of the inertia
subgroup Iv �GFv under � is unipotent.

(vi) ŒF 0 WQ� is even and the images of GF.�p/ and GF 0.�p/ under N� are equal.

That F 0 can be chosen to satisfy (i)–(v) and the two conditions in (vi) follows
from [Tay3, 2.2] and its proof (cf. also [JM, �2]), since these properties can be
forced by imposing local conditions on the extension F 0=F at a finite set of primes
of F . To see that F 0 can be chosen to satisfy the last condition in (vi) note that
in constructing the intermediate field FiC1 from Fi we can always choose a finite
set of primes T of Fi , which are disjoint from any given finite set of primes, and
such that v 2 T splits in GFi .�p/, and the elements N�.Frobv/ with v 2 T generate

5After the writing of this paper was completed Toby Gee was able to prove (2.5.6) for N� with
trivial image, without the restriction that K0 DQp [Ge]. This allows one to remove the condition (2)
below.
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N�.GFi .�p//. Requiring that v 2 T split in FiC1 then ensures the third condition in
(vi).

After replacing � by �jGF 0 and �f by its base change to F 0, we may assume
that (i)–(vi) hold with F in place of F 0. (We remark that in (iii) we could make
the more brutal assumption that N�jG

F 0p
is trivial for all pjp where � is ordinary, and

this would suffice for the proof which follows.)
By (3.5.2), after making a further base change, we may assume that �f is

unramified at all finite places of F . Choose a prime ` − p of F such that

(3.5.6) tr N�.Frob`/
2= det N�.Frob`/¤ .1CN.`//2=N.`/:

This is possible by [DDT, 4.11], applied with � equal to the cyclotomic character,
because ŒF .�p/ W F � is even and N�jGF.�p/ is absolutely irreducible. Now (v) implies
that at any place v where � is ramified, �jGFv is an extension of  by .1/ for some
unramified character  of GFv . Hence by (3.5.3), we may assume that (instead
of the previous condition), for each finite prime v of F , �f is unramified at v if
vjp, is special with conductor 1 if � is ramified at v − p, and is not special at any
v − p where � is unramified. This last condition is guaranteed by (3.5.6) provided
we choose the extension Fr in (3.5.3) so that ` splits in Fr . Hence, after a further
base change, we may assume that �f is also unramified at all v − p where � is
unramified. Moreover we may suppose that the set †, consisting of primes v − p
where � is ramified, has even order. We may also assume that (ii)–(vi) continue
to hold. This is automatic except for (iii) and (vi), and these two conditions can
be preserved, as above, by choosing the extensions F 0=F and Fr=F in (3.5.2) and
(3.5.3) so that a suitable set of primes splits completely in F 0 and Fr .

Finally, after twisting f by a character, we may assume that �f;� and � have
the same determinant.

Let D be the quaternion algebra with center F which is ramified at the infinite
primes and at the primes in †. Fix a maximal order OD of D, and define a compact
open subgroup U D

Q
v Uv of .D ˝F A

f
F /
� by setting Uv D .OD/

�
v . By the

Jacquet-Langlands correspondence (enlarging O if necessary), f corresponds to a
Hecke eigenform f D 2 S2; .U;O/ where  is determined by the central character
of f (see (3.1.14)).

Now let ` …† be a finite prime of F with ` − p, N.`/ 6� 1.p/ and satisfying
(3.5.6). We define U 0 D

Q
v U
0
v by U 0v D Uv if v ¤ `, and

U 0` D fg 2 GL2.OF`/I g D
�
1 �
0 1

�
.�`/g:

We may assume that ` is sufficiently large that U 0 satisfies the condition (3.1.2),
and we regard f D as an element of S2; .U 0;O/.

Let S be the set of primes of F consisting of the infinite primes, the primes
dividing p`, and the primes contained in †. Let m� T univ

Sp;O be the maximal ideal
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associated to f D , so that f D 2 S2; .U 0;O/m. We can now apply (3.4.11) to m.
To check that the hypotheses of that theorem are satisfied, note that the conditions
(1)-(3) of (3.2.3) hold for N�m0 D N� by (iv) and (vi) above, and the fact that N� � N�f;�
has odd determinant, while (3.2.3)(4) holds by the choice of `.

Now let � 0 be the set of primes of F dividing p at which f D (or equivalently
f ) is ordinary. The assumption (iii) and the discussion of (3.4.7) then imply that
there is a unique choice of � Df� 0; f�pgg, and that R�p DR

� 0

p . Now (ii), (v) and the

fact that det �D det �f;�, imply that � arises from a homomorphism �� WR
�; 
F;S! O,

and this extends uniquely to a map QR�; F;S ! O. The required Hilbert modular form
g then corresponds to the kernel of the composite map

T ;O.U
0/m D T! T� �

�!
.3:4:11/

QR
�; 
F;S=

QR
�; 
F;S Œp

1��!
��

O: �

THEOREM (3.5.7). Let � WGF;S ! GL2.E/ be a continuous representation,
and suppose that:

(1) det � is equal to the cyclotomic character times a character of finite order.

(2) For all primes p of F dividing p, �jGFp
is potentially Barsotti-Tate and not

potentially ordinary, and the residue field at p is equal to Fp.6

(3) N� � N�f;� for a Hilbert modular form f over F of parallel weight 2.

(4) N�jGF.�p/ is absolutely irreducible. If p D 5 and N� has projective image isomor-
phic to PGL2.F5/, then the kernel of proj N� does not fix F.�p/.

Then � � �g;� for some Hilbert modular form g.

Proof. Let f be a Hilbert modular form such that N� � N�f;�. Applying a base
change argument as in the proof of (3.5.5), we may assume that ŒF WQ� is even and
that at each place pjp of F , f is either unramified or special of conductor 1.

Applying the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence and the discussion of (3.1.14),
as in the proof of (3.5.5), and using (3.1.6), we find that there exists a Hilbert modular
eigenform f 0 of parallel weight 2 whose corresponding automorphic representation
�f 0 is cuspidal at all primes pjp, and with N�f;� � N�f 0;�. Hence the Weil group
representation corresponding to the local factor of �f 0 at p is irreducible. The
main result of [Sa] (or [CDT, B.4.2] together with the main result of [Ca]) imply
that this Weil group representation can be obtained from the potentially crystalline
representation �f 0 jGFp

by Fontaine’s construction. This is only possible if �f 0 jGFp

is not potentially ordinary. This implies that � is strongly residually modular, and
so the theorem follows from (3.5.5). �

COROLLARY (3.5.8). Let � WGQ;S !GL2.E/ be a continuous representation.
Suppose that

6Again, the results of Gee make the last assumption unnecessary.
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(1) � is potentially Barsotti-Tate at p, and det � is the cyclotomic character times
a finite order character.

(2) � is residually modular.

(3) N�j
Q.
p
.�1/p�1=2p/

is absolutely irreducible.

Then � is modular.

Proof. If �jGQp
is irreducible, then this follows from (3.5.7). So suppose that

� is potentially ordinary at p. By [Di1, 6.4] there exists a modular eigenform f ,
such that �f;� is potentially Barsotti-Tate and potentially ordinary at p, and such
that N�f;� � N�. It follows that � is strongly residually modular in this case also. �

Appendix on groupoids

(A.1) The purpose of the appendix is to recall some definitions involving
categories cofibered in groupoids which are needed for the arguments in Section 2.
Most of what we need is contained in [SGA1, �5] (which uses fibered categories)
and [Ar]. The basic point is that the deformation theory of Galois representations is
usually studied by considering functors whose values are the sets of isomorphism
classes of liftings. In the presence of non-trivial automorphisms this definition can
lead to pathologies, and it is better to consider functors with values in groupoids,
that is, to consider the category of liftings and the isomorphisms between them,
rather than just the set of isomorphism classes. For technical reasons, having to
do with the fact that categories form a 2-category, it is more convenient to deal
with categories cofibered in groupoids rather than functors with values in groupoids.
None of this will come as any surprise to readers familiar with stacks, although
we do not use that language here, since we will make no use of Grothendieck
topologies.

(A.2) Let E be a category. We denote by Ob.E/ the objects of E, and Mor.E/
its morphisms. A category over E is a category F, together with a functor‚ WF!E.
For T 2 Ob.E/ we denote by F.T / the subcategory of F consisting of objects �
with ‚.�/D T , and morphisms ˛ with ‚.˛/D idT .

A category F over E can be defined by specifying the objects of each of the
categories F.T /, and the morphisms �! � which cover (i.e. are taken by ‚ to) a
given morphism of E (as well of course as the composition laws for morphisms). It
will often be convenient to define categories F over E in this way. The definition
of the composition law will usually be obvious and left to the reader.

DEFINITION (A.2.1) (cf. [SGA1, 5.1]). Let ˛ W �! � be a morphism in F,
and set T D‚.�/, S D‚.�/, and f D‚.˛/. Then ˛ is called co-Cartesian if for
any � 0 2 Ob.F.S//, and any morphism u W �! � 0, with ‚.u/D f , there exists a
unique Nu W �! � 0 in Mor.F.S// such that uD Nu ı˛.
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DEFINITION (A.2.2). F is said to be a groupoid over E (or less succinctly, a
category cofibered in groupoids over E) if

(1) Every morphism in F is co-Cartesian

(2) For any morphism f W T ! S in Mor.E/, and each �2Ob.F.T //, there exists
a morphism ˛ W �! � in Mor.F/ with ‚.˛/D f .

As a consequence of the definition one sees that if F is a groupoid over E,
then for any T in Ob.E/, the category F.T / is a groupoid.

(A.3) The following example is the prototype for situations in which we will
make use of the above definition.

Let F be a field with the discrete topology, and O a complete local ring with
residue field F. We denote by ARO the category of Artinian local O-algebras, A
with maximal ideal mA, such that F

�
�!A=mA. Let G be a topological group, and

VF a finite dimensional F-vector space equipped with a continuous G-action. We
define a groupoid DVF

over ARO as follows

(1) For A in ARO, the objects of DVF
.A/ are pairs .VA;  /, where VA is a finite

freeA-module equipped with a continuous action ofG, and  WVA˝AF
�
�!VF

is an F-linear isomorphism respecting the action of G.

(2) A morphism .VA;  /! .VA0 ;  
0/ covering a given morphism A!A0 of ARO,

consists of an equivalence class Œ˛�, where ˛ WVA˝AA0
�
�!VA0 is an A0-linear

isomorphism, compatible with the morphisms  and  0, and with the action
of G, and two morphisms are equivalent if they differ by an element of A0�.

(A.4) Let ‚ WF! E and ‚0 WF0! E be two categories over E. A morphism
of categories over E, ‰ W F! F0, is a functor such that ‚0 ı‰ D‚.

Two such functors ‰;‰0 are said to be equivalent if there is an isomorphism
of functors u W‰ �

�!‰0 such that for � in Ob.F/, ‚0.u.�//D id‚.�/.
Let ‚ W F! E, ‚0 W F0 ! E and ‚00 W F00 ! E be categories over E, and

suppose we are given morphisms ˆ0 W F0 ! F and ˆ00 W F00 ! F. The 2-fiber
product F0 �F F00 is a category defined as follows:

(1) An object of F0 �F F00 is a triple .� 0; � 00; ˛/ where � 0 2 Ob.F0/, � 00 2 Ob.F00/,
and ˛ Wˆ0.� 0/ ��!ˆ00.� 00/ is an isomorphism in F such that‚.˛/ is an identity
morphism in E.

(2) A morphism .� 0; � 00; ˛/! .�0; �00; ˇ/ is a pair of morphisms  0 W � 0! �0 and
 00 W � 00! �00, such that ˇ ıˆ0. 0/Dˆ00. 00/ ı˛.

If F, F0, and F00 are groupoids over E, then so is F0 �F F00.
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(A.5) Suppose that‚ WF!E is a groupoid over E. Let �2Ob.F/. We define
a category Q� associated to � as follows: An object of Q� is a morphism ˛ W �! �

in F. A morphism .�
˛
!�/! .�

˛0

!� 0/ is a morphism ˇ W � ! � 0 in F such that
˛0 D ˇ ı˛. The morphism Q�! E sending �! � to ‚.�/ gives Q� the structure of a
groupoid over E. Note that Q� is equipped with a functor Q�! F given by sending
�! � to � . This a morphisms of groupoids over E. We will sometimes identify �
with its associated category, and write � rather than Q�.

DEFINITION (A.5.1). A groupoid ‚ WF! E is called representable if there is
an �2Ob.F/ such that the canonical functor Q�!F is an equivalence of categories.

We remark that for T 2 Ob.E/, two isomorphic objects of Q�.T / are related
by a unique isomorphism. Hence Q�.T / is equivalent to the category whose objects
are morphisms ‚.�/ ! T , and whose only morphisms are the identity. More
precisely, ‚ induces an equivalence of categories between Q� and e‚.�/. From this
one sees easily that if F is representable, then the representing object � is defined
up to canonical isomorphism. In particular, ‚.�/ is well defined up to canonical
isomorphism. We say that ‚.�/ represents F.

If P is a property of objects of E which is stable under isomorphism, we say
that F has property P if it is representable, and the corresponding object T of E

has property P.
Suppose that for each T in Ob.E/ the isomorphism classes of F.T / form a set.

We define a set-valued functor jFj on E by sending T to the set of isomorphism
classes of F.T /.

Suppose that F is representable, and let � be a corresponding object of Ob.F/.
Write T D ‚.�/. Then there is an isomorphism of functors HomE.T; /

�
�!jFj,

so that T represents jFj in the usual set theoretic sense. Conversely, if jFj is
representable, and for any T in Ob.E/ two isomorphic objects of F.T / are related
by a unique isomorphism, then F is representable.

DEFINITION (A.5.2). Suppose that ˆ WF0!F is a morphism of groupoids
over E.

(1) ˆ is called relatively representable if for each � in Ob.F/, the 2-fiber product

F� WD Q��F F0

is representable.

(2) ˆ is called formally smooth if the associated map of functors jF0j ! jFj is
formally smooth. That is, for any morphism T ! S in E, the map

jF0j.T /! jF0j.S/�jFj.S/ jFj.T /

is surjective. This is equivalent to asking that for every � in Ob.F/, the
morphism jF�j ! j�j is formally smooth.
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As above, write T D‚.�/. If F� is represented by � 2Ob.F�/, write S for the
image of � in E. By definition of F� , there is a canonical morphism T !S . Suppose
now that P is a property of morphisms of E, which is stable under composition with
isomorphisms. We say that a morphism ˆ as above has property P if it is relatively
representable, and for each � in Ob.F/, the corresponding morphism T ! S has
property P.

In fact we will not make much use of this last notion here. On the other hand,
we will sometimes work in a situation where there is a notion of formal smoothness
for morphisms in E (e.g. the category of schemes). In such situations we emphasize
that saying a morphism of groupoids ˆ W F0 ! F is formally smooth does not
indicate relative representability.

(A.6) The main reason we are forced to introduce the language of groupoids
in this article, is that formation of fiber products is not compatible with the passage
from a groupoid F over E, to its associated functor jFj. This is a serious technical
issue since the definition of relative representability depends on formation of fiber
products. The practical effect is that to construct certain geometric objects it is much
more natural to work with groupoids. We illustrate this with a simple example.

Using the notation of (A.3), we fix an ordered basis of VF, and we define a
groupoid D�

VF
over ARO as follows: An object of D�

VF
.A/ is a pair .VA; ˇ/ where

VA D .VA;  / is an object of DVF
.A/, and ˇ is an ordered A-basis for VA lifting

the chosen basis of VF. A morphism .VA;  ; ˇ/ ! .VA0 ;  
0; ˇ0/ is an A0-linear

isomorphism VA˝AA
0 ��!VA0 compatible with  ,  0, and the action of G, and

taking ˇ to ˇ0. There is an obvious morphism ˆ WD�
VF
!DVF

.
Now consider the situation when the group G is trivial. If A is in ARO, and

�D .VA;  / is in DVF
.A/, then .D�

VF
/� is a principal homogeneous space for the

formal group obtained by completing PGLd =O along its identity section, where
d D dimFVF. In other words, for any A! A0 in ARO, j.D�

VF
/�j.A

0/ is a principal
homogeneous space for ker .PGLd .A0/!PGLd .F//. On the other hand, jD�

VF
j.A0/

consists of a single element, and hence so does its fiber over the isomorphism class
of �.

(A.7) We will need a slight extension of the above notions in a special case.
Suppose that F is a groupoid over E, and that E is a full subcategory of a category E0.
An extension of F to E0 is a fully faithful embedding F!F0 into a groupoid F0 over
E0, such that for T 2 E, the induced morphism F.T /! F0.T / is an equivalence.

Now, using the notation of (A.3), suppose that F is a groupoid over ARO. We
denote by bARO the category of complete local O-algebras, with residue field F. We
extend F to a groupoid bF over bARO as follows. If R in bARO has radical mR, we setbF.R/D lim

 �
F.R=miR/. More formally, if ARR

O � ARO denotes the subcategory,
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whose objects are the quotients R=miR, for i � 1, and whose morphisms are the
natural projection maps, thenbF.R/D HomARO.ARR

O ;F/:

Given a morphism h W .R;mR/! .R0;mR0/ in bARO, we write ARh
O WARR

O !ARR0

O ,
for the corresponding functor which sends R=miR to R0=miR0 . Then a morphism

.ARR
O

�
!F/! .ARR0

O

�0

!F/

in bF covering h, is a natural transformation �! �0 ıARh
O covering the natural

morphism id! ARh
O of functors on ARR

O , induced by h. (Here we regard id and
ARh

O as taking values in ARO:)

DEFINITION (A.7.1). (1) If F is a groupoid over ARO we say that F is
pro-representable if bF is representable.

(2) Suppose that ˆ WF0!F is a morphism of groupoids over E. We say that ˆ is
relatively pro-representable if the induced morphism b̂ W bF0!bF is relatively
representable.

(A.8) Suppose that ‚ W F! E is a category over E. Fix a � 2 Ob.F/. We
denote by F.�/ the category whose objects consist of pairs .�; ˛/ where � is in
Ob.F/, and ˛ W �! � is in Mor.F/. A morphism .�; ˛/! .�0; ˛0/ is a morphism
ˇ W �! �0 in F such that ˛ D ˛0 ıˇ.

Write T D ‚.�/. Then ‚ induces a functor ‚.�/ W F.�/ ! E.T / given by
sending .�; ˛/ to .‚.�/;‚.˛//. If F is a groupoid over E, then F.�/ is a groupoid
over E.T /.

In the situation of (A.3), if A is in ARO, and � D VA is an object of DVF
.A/,

then ARO;.A/ is the category of O-algebras A0 in ARO equipped with a map of
O-algebras A0 ! A, while DVF;.�/.A

0 ! A/ consists of objects VA0 in DVF
.A0/

equipped with an isomorphism VA0 ˝AA
0 ��!VA.
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